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With DuPont" UnderAncho卢 γou won't see anything but a straight strong, 

stable tree. And, very probably, more business. 

Visit booth #2736 at the ASLA 2011 Annual Meeting & Expo: 

October 30 - November 2, 2011 

San Diego Convention Center 

OuPont landscape Solutions I Questions? Call toll-free: 1-800-448-9835. or visit landscapesolutions.dupont.com 

。 2011 E. 1. du Pont de Nemoursand Company. AII rights reserved. The DuPont Ovallogo. DuPont气 The miracles 01 science'. and UnderAnchor. 
are trademarks or registered trademarks 01 E.1. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates. 
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DuPont'" UnderAnchor& tree stabilization system 

secures newly planted trees "invisibly" underground. 
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The miracles of scienæ' 
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Concord designed by 

Robert A.M . Stern Architects W明



C陀ating aSense Qf Place w ith Integrated Site Furniture Solutions. 

800.430.6205 I landscapeformS.com 
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Tangent Rail Sea回ng

Tangent takes a modem approach ωconnecting people in social settings. Powdercoated aluminum rails have a hexagonal profile. Seats offer plenty 01 叫su剑 options:

pe斤。rated stainless steel. extruded aluminum slats.α FSC Pure Ipe slats. Designed ωstand aloneαbe linked in continuous runs. Tangent's style is hard 10 beat. 
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Your Project. Our Passion. Learn About Our Commitment to ASLA. 
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34 LETTERS 

FOREGROUND 

42 NOW 

Forests seem not to be the best place for 
the disposal of hydrofracturing fluid waste; 
Detroit's downtown gels a jump from an energy 
company's headquarlers; exhaust towers in 
Singapore are crawling with life; and more. 
EOITEO BY UNOA MCINTYRE 

64 SPECIES 

After several recent floods, a look at trees that 
can stand wet feet; a gander al gooseberries, 
those fruils of envy; and planting in elusive 
shades of "black." 
BY CONSTANCE CASEY 

78 INTERVIEW 

Þ40ving Cats 
Robert Inglis, a six-term former Republican 
congressman trom Soulh Carolina, believes 
climale change is real and caused by humans. 
Now, in privale life, he's Irying 10 show Americans 
Ihe absurdilies ot Iheir aUachmenllo tossil tuels 
and suggesl free-markel Solulions. 
BY ARTHUR ALLEN 

9口 WATER

Take It Downhill 
A redevelopmenl projecl in SeaUle includes 
planning tor Ihe cily's largesl green intraslruclure 
proJe仨t yet. BeUer days are ahead tor Lake Union. 
BY LlSA OWENS VIANI 

102 GOO OS 

On Fire 
With colder weather coming, we've found several 
well- designed ways to keep warm ouldoors. 
BY LlSA SPECKHARDT 

11日 PARKS

Safer Parks After Dark 
Park managers rely on night lighting to protect 
people from crime and extend a park's hours of 
use. Dark- sky advocates see the stars washing 
away, But new LED technologies are coming 
closer 10 making everyone happier. 
BY PETER HARNIK, ASLA; RYAN OONAHUE; 
ANO JOROAN THAlER 
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THE BACK 

176 PRACηCE 

Stitches in Time and Place 
Two young designers joined the main office 
01 Sasaki Associates and launched an urban 
research project that is resounding in the ways 
the firm addresses the design 01 cit ies. 
BY ERNE5T BECK 

FEATURES 

128 DAY5 INN, DAY5 OUT 

Lango Hansen Landscape Architecture 
turns a parking lot into a cool new courtyard 
as part 01 the upgrading 01 a dowdy old motel 
in Portland, Oregon 
BY MARK HIN5HAW 

188 BOOK5 

220 DI5PLAY AO INDEX 

134 NATURE CALL5 

A complex renovation at Longwood Gardens 
near Philadelphia creates more than a dozen 
new public restrooms and two astonishing 
green walls, 

BY NICOLE NEDER, A550CI ATE A5LA 
222 BUYER'S GUIDE INDEX 

235 FORWARD 

Research Priorities 
An agenda for research at the nat ionallevel would 
bring coherence and authority to the pursuit of 
new knowledge in landscape architecture. 
BY KURT D. CULBERT50N, FA5LA 

140 50INCUNED 

Jim Schmitt. the ambitious mayor 01 Green 
Bay, Wisconsin. was looking decades in to the 
luture when he commissioned Stoss Landscape 
Urbanism to remake three blocks of publ ic 
waterfront into the intriguing. angular CityDeck 
BY ADAM REGN ARVID50N, FASLA 

154 A POND WOULD BE PERFECT 

Michael Vergason. FASLA. was quite content to let 
a farmstead in Pennsylvania become simply more 
01 itself. which meant one major addition- and it 
became the l ife 01 the place. 
BY ANNE RAVER 
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THE POWER OF LOGISTICS 
SUPPORTS SUSTAINABILITY 

EFFORTS BY CREATING EFFICIENCIES. 
Logistics is sustainable. Put the new logistics to work for you. 
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Apex Table Ensemble 

Apex blends bold 9ωme甘y， modern lines and eco-friendly materials. Designed ωs剧t

up 10 eight people, the 48" sQuare table and matching 40" benches offer ample r∞m 
lor dining, sωcializing and ea币y wheelchair access. while FSC Pure Jatoba hardwood and 
powdercoated aluminum make Apex an enduring fit for gathering spaces 01 all kinds. 
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new • 
Mode 俨 n 1iving is movi ng out in big wαys. Big llving tαkes p10ce 011 yeor 10ng with Fi 俨eRock's

outside firep1oces , firepitsαnd now , the new wood burning pizzαoven. A1 fresco hosαwho1e new meaning. 
E v e r y b 0 d y wαn t 5 m 。俨 e 0 f t h e 9 r eαt 0 u t d 0 0 俨 s. P 1 0 n 0 n i t . 
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Accept nothing less. 
FireR白ck .us
PRECISION.ENGINEERED MASON RY FIREPLACES 

For more in formation a n d y o ur nea r est di s t ri buto r , c a ll 888.876 .1025 or info@firerock.us I firerock .us 
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LAM / LAND MATTERS 

BARRELS 
OF LAUG忖S

A食fte… a川叫w咄缸ωl 句 sp严网el矶l
Wa豁shing♂ton， D.C., in the middle of August and during 

all of September. 1 started looking for a rain barrel to hook 
up to a downspout on my house. My jurisdiction, the District 
ofColumb眩， like some others, will give me a rain barrel or 
reimburse me up to $100 for one 1 buy myself It's part ofthe 
RiverSmart Homes program sponsored by the people at the 
District's Department of the En叭ronment， who are 位ying to 
cut the city's storm runoffinto creeks and rivers. They're also 
encouraging prope民yowners to plant trees and install perme
able paving systems and rain gardens. This is all good news. 

WHY LEAVE THE DESIGN OF OUTDOOR 
PRODUCTS TO OTHERS? LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTS COULD OWN THAT WORK. 

The problem is, the rain barrels approved by the progr缸口， like
址le ones I've seen for sale elsewhere, are all ugl予 A friend of 
mine who was taking p盯t in the RiverSmart program saw 
the rain barrels and asked whether they were supposed to 
be buried underground. He's not a design 凯ly， he said, but 
his wife does have taste, and there is no way she would allow 
one of those things anywhere near their house in plain sight. 
1 thought, for free or for a rebate, how bad can they be? So 1 
looked. The nicest barrel, speaking generously here, tries to 
pass for a 60-gallon te口a ∞忧a fiowerpot-without fiowers. 
One ofthe reallosers holds 275 gallons and looks like a suspi
cious packag←一it's a white tank with a steel cage around it. 
lfwe 四pect people to use this stuff where they li町， we need 
much better designs. Here's a hint to get you started: A rain 
barrel is simple; it involves injection-molded plastic and not 
much more. It doesn't even have to be a barrel. 

The design problem extends to a lot of manufactured things 
you see outside. The kinds of park benches that most cities 
can afford seem to come in about three varieties, two of them 
from the age of Dickens- wrought iron, if you're lucky, and 
wood slats. The nearest 1与hting， signposts, and trash cans 
are likely from the s缸ne gene pool. They make evely place 
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you go feel the same as every other place, but of course city 
governments are usually after the lowest qualified bids if they 
c四 buy anything at all. 

There 缸:e∞mpanies (yes, some are LAM advertisers) that hire 
great landscape 缸chitects toαeate intrig山ng new kinds of site 
furnishings, like the Maggie bench that Gustafson Guthrie 
Nichol designed for undscape Forms. But as often as not, it 
seems, the outdoor designs come from interior designers or 
product desigr曰[s. Two ofthe most heavily promoted lines of 
outdoor site furniture I've seen recently are designed by盯chi
teιts， whiιh is not surprising. 0忧o Wagner, after all, was an ar
chitect and urban planner whoι:reated one of modern histo旷s
most memorable chairs. And then there were Gerrit Rietveld, 

Marcel Breuer, Eero Saarinen, and the list of architects goes on. 

Allison Arieff said some也ing hilarious last year in her New 
而rk Times blog about designers' having realized the need to 
stop reinventing not 也e wheel, but the chair. Indoors, that is 
so true. But outside 1 see no glut of original product designs, 

despite 出eir being easier than ever to fabricate through the 
powers of rapid prototyping and computer-aided manufac
turing. A plaza bench or 均ht standard design has a lot of 
interes由19 problems to solve. lt has to withstand water, ul
traviolet rays，企eezing， thawing, graffiti, and b让d droppings. 
This is practically automotive design. Is it a coincidence 仕1at
one of the cooler outdoor lamps for sale today isι:reated bya 
division ofBMW? 

A lot oflandscape architects won't touch product design, but 
for those who will, there's a potential mint to be made, if you're 
up for that sort of thing. (Hey, recent grads…looking for work?) 
There's no reason for us to se忧le for the same old benches and 
lights and reall弘 truly horrible rain barrels. If something can 
be designed badly, it can also be designed well. 

9y刽飞~
BRA DFORD MCKEE 

EOITOR 
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TRELLlS 

YORK SERIES 
In one key gesture the York 8ench combines form and function resulting in a 

simple pure design. This bench is easi ly approachable from both sides, which 

makes it ideal for sidewalks, plazas, or any long areas that need easy accèss. 

YK 

GARDEN ACCENTS 
Whether it 's a trell is, decking, seating or planters, Sitecraft has the elements 

of style for your commercial or residential projects: rooftop gardens, poolside, 

atriums, plazas, and parks. Our custom-crafted furn ishings and accent pieces 
bring your vision forth to your exacting standards of quality and beauty 

In Redwood, Red Cedar, Ipe and other premium woods, they're the centerpiece 

of all your sites 

DECKING DECKING/Pl ANTER FENCING 

40-25 Crescent Street, Long Island City, NY 11101 1-800-937 -0203 I site-craft.com 
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RESPONSIBLE WATER MANAGEMENT 

Our total system approαch expands beyond traditional stormwater systems, w hich historica llγonly store 
and/or treat stormwater pollutants. The Firestone Environmenta l Passive Integrated Chamber (EPIC Chamber'M) 
is an onsite water management and reuse system designed to collect, filter, retain and distribute water below 
ground at its source. 

• GREEN SPACE 
• ATHLETIC FIELDS 

• IRRIGATION 
• PARKING LOTS 
• STORMWATER RUN-OFF 

?...es窜。ne
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 

(800) 428-4442 I www启restonesp.com/la 11 I info@firestonesp.com 
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LAM / LETTERS 

ON TH E ROAD 

ThME川剧and 阳m Sorvig 
for publidzing in glorious color 

and great writing the critical role o[ 
landscape architects in 也e planning 
and design o[ our transportation 
ιonidors. The artide's title, "35,000 
Transplants" (Au职l$t) ， however, is 
misleading, since the bull王 ofthemost
important work was in the genωnely 
∞ntext-sensitive design ofthe road's 
a1ignment and grading that was led 
by the project landscape architects. 
It was encouraging to read how a11 of 
the design professionals developed a 
truly collaborative relationship in ar
riving at this most attra.ιtive solution. 

We old赳mers are well aware of our 
profession's legacy in roadway plan
ning and design. 刀le 50-mile-long 
Going-to-the-Sun Road (1924-1932) 
in Glacier National Park, Montana, 
and the 469-mile-Iong Blue Ridge 
Parkway (1935- 1987) in Virginia and 
North Carolina are but two prime 
四amples. 1, [or one, had the great [or
tune to leam about "land[orm grad
ing" from one of its 出rly masters
R. A. "B过1" Wilhelm, then the park 
landscape ar由itect in Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park in the late 
1950s. 1 was one of the student as
sistant landscape architects under 
Bill's tutelage for three consecutive 

surnmers. Under his guidance, 1 was 
given the opportunityωdo the de
sign and grading plan [or a couple o[ 
the last few turnouts a10ng the Blue 
Ridge Parkway near its entrance to 
the park. One of my best memories 
is of Bill standing nose to nose with 
the Bureau ofPublic Roads engineers 
a10ng a road "P" line to ar织le suc
cessfully [or an alignment change on 
behalf of the park' s landscape. 

1 hope that LAM and other general
interest publications will feature 
more o[ these kinds of examples so 
that the public w山 appreciate the 
truly broad scope o[ our profession. 

KENT WAT50N , FA5LA 
MI5S0ULA. MONTANA 

CORRECTIONS 

ln the October îssue, the 20II 
ASLA Pro[essional Awards ar
tide listed the inιorrect Design 
Workshop Inc. office [or th ree 
award winner任-Snake Rîver Re
tr四t， Galisteo Modern, and South 
Grand Boulevard "Great Streets 
lnitiative." lt should have been the 
Aspen, Colorado，。而ce

A book briefin the October issue 
misstated 由e length of time 吐lat
the authoT, Charlotte M. Frieze, 
FASLA, worked for Hoμse<<<:Gar

den magazine. It was nine years, 

not 15 ye町S
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BEYOND POLlTICS 

IMd阳stian Wile白阳rω
the editor in September's issue 

very troubling. At first 1 cou1dn't 
understand why you chose to 
publish a willfully narrow-minded 
political harangue that assaults 
many of the professional prin
cîples of ASLA and the ιurrent 
practice oflandscape architecture. 
A rebuttal of Wiles's specific as
sertions would reqωre aU of the 
pages of the magazine. 1 simply 
wish ωstate that the practice of 
landscape architecture can and 
should transcend politics. We 
possess a unique set of skills ωd 
Imowledge that can be and is be
ingused ωhelp guide the e也α1
use and appreciation of the land 
四d its resources. Whether we 
"believe" in global warming or 
not, se仙吨 for 仕le status qu o is 
sirnply negl联nt. The politiciza
tion and monetization of global 
wa口ning encourages its esca1at
ing ravages by di叽dingour efforts. 

Thank you [or publish ing that 
le忧er. 1 now feel the urgency and 
necessity of ASLA's advocacyef
fo巾，阻d 仕le integral role 1 have 
in fonning a vibrant, healthy, and 
呵uitable American habitat. 

5ARAH RICHAR05EN, 
A550CIATE A5LA 
AN NAPOLIS. MARYLANO 

MORE ON PHILLY'S 
STORMWATER STRATEGY 

Iwas 叫y intrigued by the 
Philadelphia versus Washing

ton, D.C., story comparing their 
respectìve green versωgrayap
proaches to stormwater infra
structure ("Green City, GrayCity," 
September). 刀le EPA's potential 
approval ofthe Philadelphia Iand
scape as infrastructure strategy 
can prove to be a major coup for 
landscape archüects. It would be 
fantastic if the m由ics regardi吨
not only the financîal costs but 
a1so the environmental conse
quenιes of each approach could 
be docurnented. The cons位uction
of a landscape at grade that se
questers carbon diox:ide through 
vegetation, measured against the 
transport and production factors 
o[ excavated soil and the [orm
ing of concrete alone, m山t have 
entirely oppositional [ootprints. 

1 hope LAM follows up with the 
res叫ts ofthe EPA's decision once 
it's available, along with a multi
year tracking o[ the dif[erences 
between these t\vo approaches. 

AU55A NORTH , A5LA 
TORONTO, CANADA 

5UBMIT 
Please e-mail comrnents to LAMletters 
@asla.orgor send via U.S. mail to 

AM ERICAN 50CIETY 
OF LAND5CAPE ARCHrTECT5 
636 EYE SτREET NW 
WASHINGTON. DC 20001-3736 
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FOREGROUND 
NOTES ANO REPORTS FROM THE FIELO 

The disposal of hydrofraclunng flUlds from 
natural-gas dnlhng seems to pose a threat 

to deciduous forests; an energy company 
makes a very greganous landscape ove阳re

in downtown Delroil; a new argument 
emerges over plants and nativism; and 

salaries for recenl landscape architecture 
graduates are up in NOW. Some trees 

withsland flooding betler than olhers; 
gooseberries inspire obsession; and there 

is a mournful ar t of planting a black garden 
in SPECIES. Bob Inglis, a six-term House 

Republican, outlines Ihe conservalive case 
for heeding climale change in INTE RVIEW. 

Seattle plans a new neighborhood-scale 
approach 10 storm flows in WATER. We've 

found several ways 10 warm by an outdoor 
flre In GOOos. And there are more sensitive 

ways to hght up the night in PARKS. 
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FOREGR川o/ NOW

CANARY IN A FRACKING FIELD 

and the author ofthe report. Within 
a week, trees on the site began show. 
ing similar symptoms: They had 
scorched, curled, or wilted foliage 
and significant dropping ofleaves. 

The agency's scientists elected to 
monitor the site as a case study. They 
took regular soil samples over two 
years and analyzed them alongside 
samples from adjacent forest areas 
with similar vegetation on which 
the flωds had not been applied. Two 
years after 吐le fl山d was applied, 56 
percent of the b'ees in the affected 
area were dead. In a nearby refer
ence area, only 1.3 percent of trees 
died each year on average. The paι 
tern of symptoms suggested that 
both direct contact with the hy
drofracturing fluid and uptake o[ 
those chemicals by plants' roots had 
caused the damage. 
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Soil tests suggested the fluid released 
at Femow was high in salts such as 
sodium and calcium chlorides (its 
exact composition is proprietary). 
For almost a year after the fluid was 
released, the concentration of sodi
um and chloride in the top IO inches 
of the so且 remained significantly 
higher in soils where the [racking 
fluid was sprayed. The study also 
showed an increase in the pH ofthe 
soil over time, which was not found 
in the nearby reference plot 

This study wasn't planned or de
signed. A!though the [ederal govem
ment 0响1S the land at Femow, the 
mineral r也hts stayed with the origi
nal owner and are leased by a gas 
exploration company. The disposal 
of drilling and hydrofracturing flu
ids on 由is site was part of the legal 
operation of a gas well in the forest 

HYDROFRACTURING FLUID 
MAY HARM FORESTS. 
8Y LI NDA MCINTYRE , EO ITOR OF NOW 
Contact lmcinlyre @as la.org 
。r @Unda Mc on Twitter. 

~ 

Two years in, most of the sodium 
and chloride had leached out. Many 
plants, such as greenbrier, blueber
ries, and sassa仕as， had regenerated 
from seeds embedded in the soil, 
assisted by the much greater levels 
o[ sunlight brought about by the 
damage or death of the canopy b'ees. 
Rhododendrons and mountain 

The disposal on land of hydrofrac
turing fluids is allowed in West Vir
g让üa， and some other states, with 
a permit. But what happened at 
Femow may give regulators pause. 
Immediately after the application 
of the fluids in June 2 008, Forest 
Service field staff saw herbaceous 
plants, e凹ven e臼xt悦r陀em丑lely tωou鸣gh sp严e
ιαle岱s such aωsg驴reenbrie町r (βSmilaχ ro

tωμn叫di庐folia叫)， s引ta缸rt tωo brown off an 
die. Within a few days, almost IOO 
percent o[ the understory vegetation 
was dead. "It was sh民灿19 to see it 
die so quiιkly，" says Mary Beth Ad
ams, a Forest Service soil scientist 

A s nat川 gas production by 
hydrofracturing, or "丘acking，"

ramps up to meet energy demands, 
a lot of concem has been expressed 
about the process's impact on water 
quality. A new study raises a less 
familiar concem about fracking: lt 
suggests that one method used for 
disposing of its liquid by-product can 
seriously damage forests. 

An article published earlier this 
year in the Journal of Environmen
tal Quality ("Land Application of 
Hydrofracturing Fluids Damages 
a Deciduous Forest Stand in West 
Virginia," vol. 40, no. 4 , July 20II) 

described how researchers from 
the U.S. Forest Service's Northem 
Research Station tracked the im
pact of the spreading of more than 
300,000 liters of hydrofracturing 
fluids over a one-third-acre tract of 

TOP 

8eech trees on the 
site suffered the most 
damage, with barl< 
sloughing and many 
deaths. 

INSET 

Oamage to foliage was 
appa俨ent very soon 
afte俨 the application 
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BELOW 
The Fer、now

Experimental Forest 
is located in north 
central West Virginia. 

FOREGR川o/ NOW

~ laurels, however, have not regenerated. 
"We're not sure why," says Adams. 
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Without appropriate pr曲创恤entdata，
and working wi由 lirnited resources, 
researchers cou1dn't delve into all 出e

aspects of the ecological damage. But 
出einfo口nation出eydid publish made 
a big splash, in part because, as the For
est Service team found out after the in
ddent at Femow, there's almost no pub
lished research on the impact of natural 
gas exploration on forests, despite 仕le
aggressive grow也 of hydrofracturing 
in the big Marcellus shale beds run
ning through New York, PennsylvaI甘a，

West Virginia, and Ohio, which "came 
as quite a shock to us," says Adams. 
Publishing the effects of the Femow 
incident is helping to 缸l 出at gap, as 
will a new line of research the Forest 
Selviι.e has established on the effects of 
energy development on forests. 

THERE'S ALMOST NO PUBLISHED 
RESEARCH ON 丁HE IMPACT 
OF NATURAL GAS EXPLORATION 
ON FORESTS. 

A more detailed account ofthe research 
is provided in a 20II Forest Service 
report, "Eff丘ts of Development of a 
Natural Gas Well and Associated Pipe
line on the Natural and Scientific Re
sources of the Fernow Expelimental 
Forest," for which Adams was the lead 
author (GeneraL TechnicaL Report NRS-
76, Newtown Square, Pennsylvania: 
U.S. DepartmentofAgriιu1ture， Forest 
Service, Northem Research Station). 
One recommendation found in both 
the 1'eport and the journal artide is to 
consider a dose-based standard when 
disposing of丘ad臼19 fluid on land rath
er than the concen位甜on-based stan
dard used fo1' the Femow pe口nit. The 
concentration-based standa1'd merely 
lirnited the concentration of certain 
chernicals p1'esent in the fluid when 
it was released from the hose without 
considering how much fluid was being 
applied in a specific area. A dose-based 
standard wou1d limit the amo山lt of 
a substance applied per acre just as 
farme1's do when they apply fertilizer. 0 
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LEFT 

The DTE campus site 
in downtown Detroit 
used to consist mostly 
of surface parking. 

BEYOND 
RUIN PORN 

text山e even during the long Michigan winters 
The landscape architects of the plaza, Grissirn 
Metz Andriese Associates, worked with both ex
ecutives' sensibilities and a complex underground 
labyrinth of utility and security infrastructure that 
limits p阳回ng options. 

gas and electric utilities that serve 
southeastem Michigan, so the com
pany di也it have to stay downtown 
when its leaders decided to upgrade 
their facilities. But moving away from 
Detroit was not on the table. 

A 5IGN OF RENEWED 
ENERGY I N DETROIT. 

"We've changed 0山 practice a lot over the last 
few years and are doing a lot more natural-style 
planting," says principal Randy Metz, FASLA. He 
notes 出at not all clients have embraced the less
manicured aesthetic, and that, in any case, nine 
acres of new green space is a big improvement 
over nine acres of parking. 

Instead, DTE Energy sold off 25 din
gy acres-used mostly for surface 
parking- to a casino developer and 
used the money to make over its in
door and outd∞r spaces- improving 
the ∞nnection between the two and 
adding nine acres of new green space. 

T h E P a剖st D阳e刊w 阳s ha盯川v
tωough for Detroit, but the city is 

doing better 由an you might think 
if all you've seen are the artsy pho
tos of its abandoned buildings. The 
sluggish economy hasn't driven ev
eryone out, and some people and 
mstitutlOns are even rampmg up 
也eir investrnent here. 

Both the garden and the en町， plaza are fenced for 
security, but throughout 仕le síte，公nces are 飞l
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N臼t to the entry plaza, a garden space with plant
ed mounds and cirding paths provides a space for 
employees to bum some calories or dear their 
heads. The mounds, of varying heigh怡， werebuilt 
up with soil and concrete debris from sitework. 
Curvypaths 。他r scores of òrculation options and 
αeate an eye-catching 飞riew that really pops from 
the 。而ces above. 

Visitors used to approach the head
quarters through a p红king lot, but to
也y也eyenter仕1I0Ugh a plaza ded<ed 
with greene巧 and water. Pavers are 
laid in high-contrast st民pes， and the 
fountain mutes the sound of traffic. 

It's a pretty standard high-end cor
porate landscap• - a lot of lawn, an 
irnpressive fountain, and ponds lined 
by river stone that provide interes恼19

There is, for ex缸nple， DTE Energy. 
DTE is a national Fortune 500 com
pany with more 由an $8 billion in an
nual revenue. The company's down
town headquarters cons山nesseveral
city blocks , combinirlg pale yellow
brick buildings from the 1920S with 
a dark glass tower in the Miesian 
style. Its holdings lie well beyond the 
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COMPANIES ARE LEAVING THE 
SUBURBS 丁o SET UP SHOP 

DOWN丁OWN J AND SOME OF THEIR 
EMPLOYEES ARE FOLLOWING . 

'7 installed in raised planting beds and are mostly 
hidden by vegetation, avoiding 也e sense of its 
bei鸣 an urban bunker. Walled edges along busy 
roads are fì仗时 with "windows" of varying sizes 
and planted with Boston ivy, making them look 
more like hedges when the vines are leafed out. 
"1 wish we could have made the site more open, 

but utilities have to deal with a lot of homeland 
seωrity issues," says Metz. 

Thecampus、 "backyard" includes a small patio 
area surrounded bya noise-muffiing grassy berm. 
Umbrellas will shade the tables and chairs here 
until the trees 臼1 out more. Perennial plan由19S
nearby attract butterflies as well as people. This 
relatively secluded space is 0能et by a sunken am
phitheater that the company uses for receptions 
and parties. Both features have been popular with 
employees and visitors. 
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ABOVE 

A new glass-f俨ont ent俨y

creates a str口nger link 
between the building 
and the landscape. 

not only 红e there grocery stores in 
也e city, there's even a Whole Foods 
on 吐leway.

The DTE Energy campus doesn't 
play into either of the simplistic 
narratives 出at seem to drive most 
Detroit-related news: the blighted, 
deserted manufacturing city or the 
mecca for αafty， tattooed hipsters 
hoping to start an urban farm. Seeing 
plan位19S， water, though凶J.l design 
details, and people outside enjoying 
their lunch break might not be a big 
deal in some downtown cores. But 
in car-mad, concrete-riddled, some
times luckless Detroit, it is. It's also 
a hopeful sign of things to ∞me. O 

This project isn't an isolated case of good news. 
New restaurants and co何ee shops are drawing 
suburbanites as well as neighbors. Campus Mar
tius Park is thriving (see "Miracle on Woodward 
Avenue," LAM, November 2oo6). Other compa
nies, including Quicken Loans and Blue Cross 
Blue Shield ofMichigan, are leaving the suburbs 
to set up shop downtown, and some of their 
employees are following. Scott Simons, a DTE 
comm山llcations manager with whom 1 spoke, 
was preparing to move from a prosperous suburb 
to a downtown 10ft 

"For the 且rst time in a very long time, I'm see
ing lots of foot tra而c downtown," Jim Bieri, a 
real estate exeιutive， told the Detroit News in late 
August And contrary to a persistent urban m灿，
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FOREGROUND / NOW 

LEFT 

τhe "supertrees" 
provided quick 
structure to the 
development's 
gardens in high-
r、ise Singapo俨E

T h川I琦8nωe仰旷旷w旷旷"sup
South g伊ar时den 缸e gigantic t位relli且ises for exotic 

p抖la阻nt沁s， but they also double as exhaust tubes and 
supports for sustainable infrastructure. 

T he brightly colored concrete and steel structures 
rise at varying heights up to 164 feet, and sup
port some 200 plant species including orchids, 

neoregelias, and bougainvilleas. Eleven of the 
towers will SUppOlt photovoltaic cells and rain
water harvesting technology, while also venting 
W红m air from the underground ∞oling system 
of adjacent conse凹atories. A 420-foot.long aerial 
walkway willlink two 138也ot-high supe由ees to 
give visitors a bird's-eye view ofthe gardens, and 
the tallest will house a resta町ant in its "canopy." 

The $83I million Bay South garden is the largest 
of three gardens wrapped around a freshwater 
reservoir in a mixed-use business and residen. 
tial development called Marina Bay (perhaps 
best recognized for the architect Moshe Safdie's 
出ree high-rise buildings connected by a gigantic 
fl.oating deck in the air). 丁hecommur泣tyispart
of the Gardens by the Bay development, which 
stands on about 巧o acres of reclaimed land 
on Singapore's south coast. Master planned by 
Grant Assoàates and Gustafson Porter, both Brit
ish landscape architecture finns, it features two 
conservatory domes, I2 themed gardens, and a 
two-mile-long waterfront promenade. 
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The garden layout for Bay South is based on the 
shape of the national flower of Singapore, an 
orchid hybrid called Varuia Miss Joaq山mvar. 在g
nes.' Andrew Grant, of Grant Associates, says the 
g四tkarri位ees (Euωlyptus div阴阳lor) in Austra
lia's Walpole-Nomalup National Park were another 
source of inspiration. The karri trees "100m over 
址le Surrowlding forest to create an e刘raordinary
sense of scale and drama," he 出plains， and he 
set out to design something similarly impressive. 
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MULTIPURPOSE TOWERS 
SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE 
INFRASTRυCTURE 

AND MORE. 
BY ROBERτSUCH 

The gardens w诅 open for an advance viewing 
as part of the 20th World Orchid Conference in 
November and are scheduled to open to the public 
next sum口ler.O
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authors readily concede that some 
species do cause damage, and 吐ley
recommend that eradication efforts 
should be focused on these species. 
"Most nonnative plants do not cause 
any economic harm," says Davis. 

"Restoration should be site speci且c;"

says Del Tredici, "缸ld it's not pos. 
sible to restore everything. $ome 
sites, ifthe soil is intact, have poten. 
tial. But dties show the irrelevance of 
the distinction. The environment is 
so disturbed, there's nothing native 
ωspeak 0[, and nothing invasive." 
Rejecting species that 也rive in ur. 
ban environments, he says, means 
rejecting the benefits these plants 
can provide. '~ilanthus [trees] pro. 
vide all of the ecosystem services 
street trees do," he says. 

do so in the future," the ecologists 
wrote. "But the same is 位ue ofna. 
tives, espedally in rapidly changing 
environments." 

Language is part of the problem, 
says Davis. "Baιk in about I980, 
when scientists began to focus on 
irltroductions of nonnative species, 
the issue was often 仕amed as 'inva. 
sion,'" he says. "It could have been 
called 'species addition' or 'mixing: 
but instead terms such as 'aliens: 
'exotics: 'invasions: and 'biological 
pollution' were used." $0 now, in 
our horticulture as in our politics , 
we're stuck with a black.and.white, 
us.versus.them paradigm. 

FOREGROUND / NOW 

M叫designers and home 伊
deners，位ying to be good stew

ards, use native plan岱 whenever they 
have the option. As a result, "native" 
has become shorthand of sorts for 
easy mairltenance and low environ. 
mental irnpact And nonnative plants 
are often viewed skepticall讥 even
in planting situations, such as in a 
parking lot or on a green roof, where 
there is no native flora. 

Mark Davis, a biology professor at 
Macalester College irl $t. paul, Min. 
nesota, says it's time to abandon 吐出
false dichotomy. In a recent essay 
in the journal Natμre ("Don't Judge 
$pecies on Their Origins," vol. 474, 

And these kinds of "weedy" plants 
町light provide the be吼 or only, op. 
tions. Davis notes that irl many places 
where native plants are less abun. 
dant than they used to be, nonnative 
species are more abundant. "A lot of 
people jumpωthe condusion that 
nonnative plants are co口旧18 in and 
choking out natives, but recent stud. 
ies have found that in仕le majority of 
αses， natives 也:ed民k由19 for other 
reasons. Nonnatives are better adapt. 
ed to disturbed ι.onditions，" he says. 
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Del Tredici, who has critiqued "faith. 
based" restoration in these pages be. 
fore (see "Brave New Ecology:' LAM, 
FebrualY 2006), says he 也inks the 
message might be catching on. He's 
seen a shift in attitude at his lectures, 
四d he was even invited to address 
a recent meeting of the $ociety for 
Ecological Restoration. 

And, says Davis, "if you demon. 
ize some出ing to such a degr肥，

then almost any fo口n oferadi. 
cation is justified." $0 toxic 
herbicides are deployed, 
and resources are spent, 
on restoration efforts that 
are often impossible to 
sustain. The Natμre essay 

cites, among other exam. 
ples, the failed seven.decade, 

multimillion.dollar effort to 
eradicate Tamariχspecies in the 

United $tates. Like some other no. 
torious "invasives," this species is 
not without value: lt can help reveg. 
etate some damaged streamlbanks 
and serves as nesting habitat for the 
endangered southwestern willow 
flyca协er.O脂民such as nonnative 
honeysuckle (Loniceraspp.) , provide 
food for birds and other wildlife, 
as discussed by Davis in another 
recent artide ("Do Native Birds Care 
Whether Their Berries Are Nattive or 
Exotic? No." BioScience, vol. 6I, no. 7, 
July 20n). 

NO丁 FROM

AROUND 村ERE

Davis is seeirlg much the same thirlg. 
"$ome scientists are recognizirlg that 
this isn't a black.and.white issue," 

he says. "But也at message has to be 
communicated to the public." 0 

After the nature essay was pub. 
lished, some ecologists criticized the 
authors for downplaying the dam. 
age done by exotic species. But the 

no. 7350, Jun巧， 20n), Davis and a 
group of I8 other ecologists, indud. 
ing Peter Del Tredici of Harvard's 
Amold Arboretum and its Graduate 
$chool of Design, argue that con. 
servationists should judge plants 
by their environmental impact 
rather than where they originate 
The reigning bias against nonnative 
species, they assert, is largely unsup. 
ported by data. Moreover, they said, 
recent research suggests that most 
alien species don't cause serious eco. 
logical problerns, and 仕ley usually 
increase a region's species diversity. 
"The effects of nonnative species 
mayvarywl仕1 time, and species that 
are not causing harm now might 

DON'T JUDGE 
PLANT5 BY TH EIR 
ORIGIN呈J 50ME 
ECOLOGI5T5 5AY. 

A B OVE 

"Invasive" plants 
can p俨ovide food for 
birds such as the ceda俨
wax阳ng ， shown on a 
honeysuckle 
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FOREGR川o/ NOW

YOU'RE SOAKING IN IT 

holes" in the playground; at Oak
land's K<úser Center Roof Garden, 

they marveled at the biomorphic 
reflec出g pools by Ted Osmundson 
and David Arbegast, FASLA; and 
in San Francisco, they discovered 
the traditional delights of Thomas 
Church's Fay Park. Next year, the 
circuit will indude New York City 
and Washington again, in the latter 
case, to focus on Italianate influ
ences. Philadelphia and Denver are 
slated for 2013. 

FIELD TRIPS SHOW PEOPLE THE 
VALUE OF CIVIC LANDSCAPES. 
BY LYDIA LEE 

event gives laypeople the chance to 
get into the mind-set of a landscape 
architect. "We want to teach people 
how to value landscape architec
ture in the way they value other art 
forms , so they know that parks are 
not an act of God and understand 
how designers can shape a city," says 
TCLF's founder, Charles Bimbaum, 
FASLA. The tours are an outg:rowth 
of TCLF's What's Out There data
base of American landscapes, which 
has grown to 1,000 entries in just a 
few years. 
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On a tour of Royston parks in Sili
con Valley, Yun Yao, a computer 
scientist at IBM, listened intently to 
the landscape architect J. C. Miller, 
ASLA, tall< about Bob , his former 
boss, and all kinds of small details, 
仕om how Royston designed arbors 
to cast interesting shadows on the 
ground to the way he designed 
wading pools to be shallower in the 
midd1e for children's safety. "lf you 
don't attend a to山 or read a book, 
you'll never know this history," says 
Yao. "And it's interesting to learn 
how things coul缸't be built accord
ing to the designer because of the 
labyrin由ine public issues- you can 
imagine what might have been." 0 

The 自rst What's Out There Week
end was held in Washington, D.C., 
last year, followed by Chicago this 
past spring, each supported by a 
flotilla oflocal p盯tners; the national 
sponsor is BartlettTree Experts. San 
Francisco was picked for its impor
tant role in modernist landscape 
design: "1 don't know of another 
place in the United States where 
you have such exuberance iin the 
postv.哑巴ra，" Bimbaum says. What's 
Out There San Francisco had 15 
tours, located in the city proper but 
also across the region. At Palo Alto's 
Mitchell Park, to山goers oohed with 
delight at Robert Royston's "gopher 

o na smnyweek时 in the miι 
dle of September, nearly 1,000 

people went to p缸ks around the San 
F rancisco Bay A.rea, but not to piαllC 
on the grass or play soccer. Instead, 
they were on one of a number of 
tours as part of What's Out There 
Weekend. As they listened to a land
scape architect desιribe the park as 
it was being conceived, participants 
got a different view of a well-worn, 
familiar space--as a designer's per
sonal vision. 

San Francisco is the 也.ird city to play 
host to What's Out There Weekend, 
a series offree public tours of impor
tant civic landscapes. Org缸llzed by 
the Washington, D.C-based Cultural 
Landscape Foundation (TCLF, pro
filed in LAM's May 2010 issue), the 

TOP 
James Horner飞 ASLA ，

leads a tou俨 of UC 
8erkeley's campus. 

INSET 

Lo俨俨i Unga俨etti

narrates a tour of 
Ster、nG俨ove
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FOREGROUND / NOW 

A LITTLE MORE DOUGH 

ASlA'S 2011 SURVEY OF GRAOUATING STυOENTS 
SHOWS STARTING SAlARIES ARE REBOUNOING. 
BY OANIEL JOST, ASL A 

FOR 201 1 
GRADUATES 

WHO RECEIVED 
J08 OFFERS, 

THE STARTING 
PAY NOSED 

UPWARD. 

L a nd叫e a缸r刷幽ω创伽t怆e毗ct
m 仕也leo∞:on$骂s恤lctiO∞nindωus红町盯y， have 

been looking for light and seeing a lot 
of tunnel for at least three years now. 
But here is some hope: Though most 
landscape architecture students who 
graduated 也is spring did not have 
jobs lined up at the time, according to 
a recent ASLA surve弘 the percentage 
of students with job 。最rs this ye缸
was much higher than at any time 
since the recession hit. And those 
whodid岛ldwork are commanding 
much higher salaries than the previ
ous two graduating也sses did. 

The 2011 ASLA Survey ofGraduating 
Studen饵;， released in mid-September, 
found 也e average st缸ting salary of
fered to this year's landscape archi
tect山e graduates was approximately 
$39,100, an increase of 缸，8000ver
that of the previous year and an in
crease of $3 ,800 over that of 2009. 
Those who had aιcepted a job off祉
reported an average starting salary 
of approximately $42,000, a 14.7 
percent inαease over last year. 

The average sta此ing salary acc叩ted

was $38,700 for students with a bach
elor's degree and $460400 for those 
wiili a master's degree. The survey did 
not separate graduates receiving也eir
first professional d唔ree from iliose 
wiili previous 仅perience in lan也cape
architecture or a related field 

The online survey was conducted 
by Lewis &Cl缸k， a market research 
firm. A link to the survey was sent 
out to all ASLA student members 
in late April and remained open 
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仕lIough July. lt was also sent to chairs 
of landscape architecture programs, 

who were encouraged to forward the 
survey to ilieir students. ln al1, 249 
graduating students responded; 53 
percent of those responding were un
dergraduate students and 47 percent 
were graduate students. 

A similar survey has been carried 
out eVely year since 1997 (it has been 
online since 2004). Comparing iliis 
year's survey to previous surveys 
reveals that aliliough the economy 
would seem to be turning a corner, 
岛lding work remains a struggle for 
many graduates. 

A vast majority o[由e graduating stu
dents who responded-毛2percent
said their plans for the immediate 
future were to work or seek em
plo归口ent， but only 35 percent had 
received any job offers and only 21 
percent had aι臼pteda jobat仕le位ne

the survey was completed. Those 
numbers are up considerably 丘'om
iliesame 由ηe last year when only 23 
percent repor时 a job offer and only 
18 percent had accepted a job. But 
ilieyare much lower ilian 吐le fig山es
collected in 2007, when 73 percent 
reported job 0民rs，四d2008， when 
54 percent reported job off由s.

Anoilier sign o[ ilie still slow b ut im
proving market for landscape archi
tects is the number o[interviews stu
dents received in ilieir final semester 
of college. Fi台y-three percent of this 
year's graduates did not have any job 
interviews at all during their 岛lal
semester, and only 巧 percent had 

more than one job interview. That 
is up slightly from last year when 56 
percent did not have any irlterviews 
and from 2009 when 59 percent re
ported no interviews. But it is much 
lower than in 2008, when two thirds 
ofthose surveyed reported receiving 
at least one interview irl fueir final 
semester of college and a majority 
had more than one irlterview. 

These surveys do not measure how 
many landscape architecture stu
dents find employment in ilieir field. 
Many students do not begin seriously 
looking for work until after they've 
gradωted. Also, this year￥ grad旧恼
are likely ∞mpeting with graduates 
仕'om 2010 for job openings 

The report also looked at benefits 
o能red to those who had acι.epted a 
job. lt appears that benefits are not 
returning to ilieir [ormer levels as 
fast as sal311eS, though they have also 
improved somewhat. More than half 
of those candidates who have accept
ed jobs are receiving major medical 
insurance (59 percent) compared 
with 44 percent ofthose surveyed in 
2009. Between 1999 and 2008, the 
percentage of recent hires recei悦ng
health insurance was never less ilian 
79 percent The percentage of recent 
graduates offered 401(k) r咄rement
plans has nearly halved since 2008, 

with only 40 percent of recent hlres 
being given this option to save for 
ilieir retirement. And 岳weremploy
ers are providing recent graduates 
wifu life insurance or profit sharing, 

or paying fueir employees' profes
sional dues. 0 
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The best landscapes 
include healthy trees. 
As an ISA Cerri 民ed Arborisc, T have sec myself and my 
landscaping company apan from my compecicion.τhis 
professional cerrification k巳eps me currenc on che best 
practices in arboriculture and ensures that 1 am up-to-date 
on che lacesc induscry advances. These creclencials show 
cliencs that 1 am a knowledgeable and qualified tree care 
professional who can provide them with a full range 
of services. 

?工~一
Gerard Fournier 
President, For Trees Company Ltd 
ISA Board Cercificd Masrcr Arborisr #PR-0130BT 
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FOREGROUND /SPECIES 

NOTES FROM THE WORLD OF LIVING THINGS 
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WETTER 
The first way to identi命 the likely flood survivors 
is to observe which trees grow on floodplains 
and streambanks. Most obvious are willows and 
cottonwoods. Prolonged seasonal flooding is the 
price these trees pay to gain the advantage of new 
loads of deep, rich alluvial soils. WiIlows and 
poplars are specifically used to dry up wetlands, 

acting like wicks. 

Populus deltoides, the eastern cottonwood, is the 
state tree ofKansas, Wyoming, and Nebraska, all 
places where any shade tree is appr民iated. The 
plains cottonwood (Populus sargentii) grows as far 
south as Mexi∞ (in Spanish 也ey are los alamos), 

and provides welcome shade along streams. 

N oonE inhE 叫叫art ofNorth America 
can have failed to notice 仕lat it rained a lot this 

past su口江口er. The town of Minot, North Dakota, 

had its second-wettest r8-day period in recorded 
histOly. The cit)也 summer deluge followed the 
we时st winter since records have been kept- a 
total snowfall of 81.8 inches. Levees of the lower 
Mississippi River were opened onto tens ofthou
sands of acres offarrnland to save one town, Cairo, 
Jllinois, in mid-spring. Farther south, p红tsofMis
souri, Kansas, lowa, and Nebraska were flooded 
by the Missouri River. Vermont's Lake Champlain 
was already sloshing over its banks from a record 
wet spring when Hurricane Irene dumped more 
water and created a major disaster in August 

Not everyone is a fan. These trees with an affinity 
for water tend to be fast growing, brittle, and no
tolious for falling limbs. ln Dirr's Hardy Trees and 
Shn‘你， Michael Dirr writes: "1 have never recom
mended, at least when conscious, a poplar." To use 
cottonwoods appropriately, you r.臼lly need a ranch. 
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50 poplars are not the solution for a spongy back
yard in New Jersey. 50me very common conifers 
口light work. Many of the water-resistant trees 
are in the Cupressaceae farnily. Decay-resis挝ng
wood is a feature of both American and Asian 
arborvitae (Thuja occidental比 and orientalis) , the 
ubiquitous hedge tree. The Thujas are called 
cedars, though they're not true cedars , and their 
wood is used for outdoor furniture and shingles 
In its native Oregon and Washington , the long
dead trunks of the western red cedar (Thuja pli
cata) stand s teeped in lake water for decades 飞l

There will be more. Clirηatologists predict that 
rain and snow in the next decade will be above 
normal.丁hey can't predict how much above nor
mal, but anyone who planted an apple orchard 
along the Lal<e Charnplain shore should move it to 
higher ground. The cherry trees at the Tidal Basin 
in Washington, D.C., may 且nd themselves knee
deep in water next hurricane season一itwas half 
白pected they would be this past season. 

FOR 
CLI MATE 

Certainly floods are tough on human beings; whole 
towns have toppled, roads and bridges have crum
bled, and lives have been lost But we can move 
out ofthe floodplain or back from the strearnside. 
Trees can't. Even the toughest tree can't resist 
the force of rushing water pushing against its 
trunk and loosening the soil. But many kinds of 
trees have adapted to survive the seιond stage of a 
a∞d-standing 阴阳and saturated soil. 

ABOVE 

The swamp tupelo not 
only survives flooding, 
but it thr、ives in soil that 
is continuously wet. 
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including Mexico. Impress your dendrologist 
friends by telling them that the Aztec name for 
swee电um isχochiocotzoquahuitl. The sweetbay 
magnolia prefers wet, acidic soil but adapts to 
various soils, and is worth growing for its lemon
scented blossoms. 

FOREGROUND / SPECIES 

可 Other rot-resistant members ofthe cypress fam
ily are the dawn redwood (Metasιquoia glypto
stroboidεs) and its American cousin, the coast 
redwood (Sequoia sιmpervirens) . 

The river birch can survive in low areas fiooded 
for months at a time, but can also be grown on dry 
sites. Prized for its picturesque noιpaper-white 
bark, it is the only birch that tolerates day soils 
and fends off出e bronze birch borer. 

Finall弘 the tree that arborists always mention 
first (it's often first on a list for alphabetical rea
sons) for tolerance of standing water is the red 
maple (Acer rubrμm). People presurηe the tree 
is named for i凶副1 color, but the early spring 
fiowers mal<e a haze that is more purely red. 
This fast-growing tree grows in boreal forests and 
southern swamps. This is the tree to plant on the 
shores of Lake Champlain. 

Not surprisingly, a big clue to identifying water
tolerant trees is the word "swamp" in its common 
name. For a large, sodden New Jersey yard the 
swamp oak (Quer，ιus bicolor) would work. 

In nature, oaks are often found in poorly drained, 
acidic so边， but many, inclu，由tg the swamp oak, 
also do well in dry sit臼 and survive compacted 
soil. The bur oak (Quercus 附croc仰叫 is one of 
the trees mentioned by North Dakota arborists as 
likely to get through their extreme ftooding. The 
bur oak is common on river floodplains, often 
in combination with the much-planted pin oal< 
(Quer，ιω palustr时.

THIS YEAR'S WET 
SUMMER TES丁ED
TREES AROUND 
TH E COU NTRY. 

How does this ever-more-useful ability to sur
vive in waterlogged oxygen-poor soil work? Un
fOltunately this is one more of the things in 
botanical science that elicits the phrase "poorly 
understood." We don't understand precisely the 
mechanism by which trees save themselves from 
drowning, but there are clues. Many ofthe water
tolerant trees-the red maple, the willows, and 
the poplars- are partic叫arly fast growing, con
centrating oxygen in their growing tissues. But 
other flood-surviving trees are relatively slow 
growing and long lived. Trees W<e redwoods or 
oaks have to tolerate a range of conditions over the 
years. A single oak will experience harsh winters 
and mild winters, wet springs and dry springs. 

Another kind oftree able to adapt to a wide range 
of conditions and climates is the tupelo. Native 
to 也e southern palt of the United States, some 
tupelos do fine farther north. (The common naIηe 
is Native American in origin; it comes from the 
Creek etó for tree and opiló for swamp.) 

One tupelo, the blad<g山丑 or sour gum (Nyssa 
sylvatica, called sour to distinguish it from the 
unrelated swee吃山叫， grows in very wet areas but 
also is found in dry, rocky uplands. lts autumn 
foliage is intense red and orange, made more 
intense by the glossiness of the leaves. 

丁he water tupelo (Nyssa叫ωtiω) ranl<s with bald 
cypress (Taxodium distichum) ωthe most flood
tolerant large tree in temperate North America. 
The two often grow side by side. And Nyssa 
biflo时 common name, swamp tupelo, gives it 
away as being able to wi出stand high water. 

ABOVE 

Where othe俨 trees would 
d俨own ， red maples, native 
to bottomlands, survive in 
satu俨ated soil. 
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Given the recent ftooding, there will soon be a 
lot of replanting of bare areas where trees were 
swept away by the force of ftoodwater or couldn't 
tal<e 也e stress of waterlogged soil. Other trees will 
die arld leave bare spots more slowly. It will take 
months, maybe years, to see if ftood e他cts have 
made some trees susceptible to insects, disease, 
or drought. Those selecting the trees for replant
ing in flood-prone places will have to consider the 
future precipitation that climatologists predict 
The wet places will get wetter. 0 

Three highly ornamental trees possess almost 
the same water tolerance and adaptab让ity as 
the oaks and tupelos and are easier to fit into a 
garden. These are the sweetgum (Liquidambar 
styrac(卢ua)， the sweetbay magnolia (Magnolia 
Vt馆iniana)， and the river birch (Betula nigra). 

The sweetgum, native to bottomland woods, 
shows Stliking fàll color even in walm climates, 
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DUCK 
GOOSEBERRY 

DUCK 

FOREGROUND / SPECIES 

tivars taste be忧衍" but are prey to 
町ùldew.

Gooseberries are easy to grow, toler
ating a wide range of soil conditions 
and a lot of cold. Contraryωwhat 
the name may lead you to guess, 
the cultivar 'Hinonrnakis' is from 
Finland, not )apan. Gooseberries 
grow on Norway's west coast almost 
up to the Arctic Cirde. They demand 
winter chilling, and grow well in 
U.S. dimate zones 3 to 7. 

It法 wise to wear leather gloves when 
picking the hairy fruit, which can be 
red or pi叫( as well as green, off the 
spiny branches. The Chinese goose
berry, which really is native to China, 
is theha坷" brown优inn时，egg-sized
treat we know as kiwi 仕山t

Why grow gooseberries in this cen
tury (aside 丘om competing at Egton 
Bridge)? Because they taste good, 
says Lee Reich, the author of Un
ωmmon Fruits for Every Garden, and 
because it's hard to find them in 
grocery stores. 

The shrub's Latin name is Ribιsuva
crispa. As is the case with their cous
ins in the genus Ribι5， black currants 
and red ω口ants， their popularity is 
on the upswing. Black currants turn 
out to be at least as pad<ed with an
tioxid肌ts as blueberries, and goose
berries are brimming with vitarnins 
A and C. There is an lntemational 
Ribes Association on the job. 

c harles Damn 也仙仙叫缸缸仙't山be呜8伊in
gre四at book On the Origin of 

Species with GaJapagos fìnches and 
naturaJ selection. He started with 
gooseberries. As an example of how 
plants are domesticated and refined 
by aItifìcial selection, he desιribed 
how gooseberry growers develop im
proved varieties ofthe frui t. The pale 
green fruit started out small and tart 
Selection for bigger and sweeter丘山t
led to hundreds of vaIieties of goose
berry in northern Europe. Darwin 
cultivated 54 of them in his home 
garden. (The 0呐rd E咆lish Diction
ary says the name has nothing to do 
with geese, more probably coαting 
from a corruption of the German 
Krausbιrre.) 

A caution: Ribes species are hosts 
for white pine blister rust, which 
doesn't bother the gooseberry but 
kills fìve-needle pines. Gooseberries 
are banned in some U.$. counties 
where pines are grown for lumber, 
m必dng them forbidden frui t. 
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Gooseberries play a pivotal role in a 
short story by Anton Chekhov, which, 
not surprisingl弘 bears the title Goose
berries. After his farnily estate is sold 
to pay debts, Nikolay lvanovitch must 
work as a derk in a government of. 
fìce. Miserable, like so many Chek
hov characters, he dreams of hav
ing a farm. "He could not ima伊le a 
homestead, he could not picture an 
idyllic nook, without gooseberries." 
As仕tings turn out, Nikolay probably 
shouldn't ∞unt on winning the next 
gooseberηrcompetition. o 

Reich says th町're not ornamental. 
ln 出is he differs from British gar
den writers who rhapsodize about 
the arc of the sh rub's branches 
heavywith fuzzy企uit. They've long 
beenap缸t ofthe British cottage gar
den, tud<ed in a partially shaded ι.or
ner. The enthusiastic British view 
of gooseberries may be colored by 
thoughts of gooseberry fool, an an
cient dessert (said to date from the 
15th century) that consists of stewed 
berries, s ugar, and an enormous 
amount of double cream. 

It would not be going too far to say 
that the England of Darwin's time 
was gooseberry obsessed. ln the 
Kentish v让lage down the road 丘om
Down House there was probably a 
pub holding a gooseberry competi
tion to see who could grow the big
gest, heaviest f1飞ut. Growing goose
berries for show started in the 18th 
centu巧， and by Darwin's time, there 
were some 700 gooseberry shows 
across Great Britain. 

、 ABOVE

In nature, goosebe俨俨v
fruits are usually small 
and sour. Centuries of 
human selection have 
created berries like 
these - plump and sweet. 

lf the straggly bushes, up to 10 feet 
tall, aren't attraιtive enough, the gar
den designer can train them as fans, 
standar由， or espaliers. 

Reich's interest is fiavor rather than 
aesthetics. For sweetrless, he recom
mends the varieties 'Hinonmakis,' 

‘Poor Man,' 'Black $atin,' and 'Red 
Jacket.' $ome other European cul-

Today, sadly, there seem to be only 
about eight. These include the com
petition held by North Yorkshire's 
Egton Bridge Gooseberry $ociety, 
founded in 1801. To take part in the 
contest, held the first Tuesday in 
Au思1St， you must be a paid-up mem
ber of the society by Easter Tuesday. 
Techniques include putting a saucer 
of milk under an especially prornis
ing berry. 
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Whe甘、el' you'陀 lighting a development, college campus 
or architectural masterpiece, you can count on Philips 
Hanover Lantem to help 陀duce enel宫y consumptlon 
byo何eling LED, indυction and HID lighting fi)ωres 
while improving 甘、e well being of the environment 

www.hanoverlantern.com sense and simplicity 

Lighting can play an important role in transforming the look 

。f an outdoor space. Whether you are looking to create 

a unique identity for your city, school campus or shopping ar回

Philips Hadco has a greener solution fo r you. www.hadco.com 
…."':0 
sense and simplicity 
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The borders are set against yews. 
The shrubs that give the beds their 
structure are purple-leaved plums, 
Pittosporum 'Tom Thumb,' Sambu
cμ5 'Black Lace: and MacDonald's 
favorite , Physocaψω opulifolius 'Dia
blo: She barely tolerates the pink 
f1.owers of the Physocarp旧， which 
she calls "insipid," and is relieved 
that they don't last long. 

MacDonald favors plants morbid in 
name as well as hue, the Geranium 
phaeum known as the "Mouming 
Widow:' for example. Two of the 
plants she grows that are closest to 
pure black are the hollyhock Alc，ω 
rosea 'Black Beauty,' and the aston
ishingsuccωentAωniumtrωnriquι

orum 'Zwartkop: 

Hess wasn't thinking about pen
凯lÏns，饥lXedos， or chess when she 
began to plan black and white. "1吐
done riotous and colorful," she says. 
"1 wanted elegant and understated:' 
Elegant was right as the background 
for receptions and dinners given by 
the new president. 

Hess got plenty of compliments, es
pecially on combinations wi也 Ca

ladium 'Moonlight,' which she says 
really did glow in the dark, combined 
with near-black plants including 
Cissus amazonica vines with heart
shaped leaves and silver stripes. 

FOREGROUND /SPECIES 

The local undertaker stops in at the 
MacDonalds' garden fairly often be
cause he's also the person who does 
maintenance on the pump for their 
well. He avoids the black borders, 

calling the plantings "morbid, sick, 

and disgusting." 

Tropicals were pelfect. St Lo山s just 
went through its fourth-ho忧est sum
mer on record. "What people don't 
realize," Hess says, "is that we never 
cool off. We had many days over 100, 

when the morning low would be 80 
degrees." 

BLACK BACK TO 

If she does black-leaved-and且owered

plants again, Hess says she would 
use more silver, which made the 
look even more elegant. But next 
year summer will be aαayon box
purple, orange, and hot pink 

T hmare more阳 a few books 
about black f1.owers, with fabulous 

photos and long, long lists. Garden 
essayists are repeatedly rediscover
i吨 the tulip 'Queen ofN增扰， (which 
oughtto be 'Queen of加 Night') and 
lris 'Superstition: 
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Visitors in general say they're in
spired, but qωIi句 the comment to 
say they're inspired toωe a couple 
ofkinds ofblack plants in combina
tion with lime green or or缸18巳 Most
visitors like the garden, but MacDon
ald says, "they do find it strange that 
I tall< so easily about death. 挝、 where

I'm going to be buried." She's not 
joking: "Adjacent to the border is a 
small hedged area, pebbled over and 
cont缸ning two of our departed cats. 
Inevitably 1 w山 join them, obviously 
in ash form." 0 

CON5TANCE CA5EY 15 A FORMER NEW YORK 

CI TY PARK5 OEPARTMENT GARDENER AND 

WRITE50N NATURAL H15TORY FOR THE ONLINE 

MAGAZINE SLATE 

Frances MacDonald is an lrish gar
den writer with what it would be too 
easy to call a dark sense of humor. 
She's humorous , but completely 
selious about plants. The funereal 
beds, as she calls them, that she and 
her husband lain have developed 
over the past 14 years in their gar
den in Enniscor仕ly， County Wexfo时，
cause garden 叽sitors to be startled, 

discom且ted， and impressed. A cou
ple of French visitors described the 
borders as "death and hell." 

But the species in question here is 
the human gardener. Once you've 
identifìed all these cool and drarnatic 
near-black plants, what do you do 
with them? What e叩erience does 
the gardener intend for the garden 
visitor? Here are two examples of a 
though而11 use ofblack by thought
ful gardeners. 

Julie Hess, a senior horticulturist at 
the Missouri Botanical Garden, de
signs and maintains the five acres 
around the residence ofthe garden's 
director. She changes the beds near 
the house six times in the course of a 
year; 由isye缸's summer garden was 
black and white. 

ABOVE 

Impatiens 'Dazzler 
Whi te' combined with 
Solenostemon 'Color、blaze

Dark Star、， is part of the 
black-and-white display 
at the Miss口uri Botanical 
Garden 
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THE LOOK ANO FEEL OF NAT URE 

((The transformωion has been incredible, " said the owners 01 this completefy γ'enovated landscape 
(Teople can hardfy believe this 饥sed to be an in仇strial site. }} 

UTILIZEON巳STOP SOLUTIONS 

"Inrermixing rhe di任erenr producrs allowedω [0 cre
atc a custom 1001<. Bccausc thc slabs, StcpS and walL~ wc陀
all from Rosetta, the color5 and textures coordinated to 
give the project a polished fìnish," the d巳signer said. 
咀le projecr incorporared large-scale Ourcropping 

Collcction retaining walls, plus U$cd thc smallcr Oi
mensional 双也11 Collection topped with Oimensional 
Coping to create a stunning fìreplace and pillars. Di
mensional Flags[One Slabs and Dimensional Sreps gave 
thc cntirc project a solid fo undation undcrfoot. 

GIVE PROJECTS 'SOMEfHING DIFFERENT' 

Oeep texrures, rich colors and orgωlic shapes give 
projcctS the gorgeous aωthetics of natural stone, with 
the designability made possible by architectural-grade, 
preω5t concrere componenrs. 

"We wal1[ed somerhing differel1[- somerhing rhat 
w()uld bc a focal pOint that really st(lod out. We pickcd 
Rosetta because we could coordinate al l the elements 
we \lVanred [0 include, and rhey just fìr together beauri
fully," the owner explained. 

SAVE ON THE INSTALL 

"The savings is rruly in me insrallarion," rhe con
traCt(lr said. "With Roscrta you gCt mc look of natural 
stone but with a fast, simple installation because the 
dimensions are consistent. Once you've insralled Ro
serra, you don'r wal1[ ro go backωnarural swne." 

Specify Rosetta on your next project! Vis挝
、，vv.，，，，v. Di.<;coverRo.<;:ptr;l _COm today for product infor
mation, extensive design resourαs and ro 自nd your 
local manufacturer. 
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Architecture 

WileyCPE is now a registered L A C E S" provider 
Access essential CE courses, learning units and LEED exam prep 

WI LEYCPE.COM/ LANDSCAPE 



The only thing better than cooking old world pizzas at home is not having to wait to do it. Modern design 

allows the Artisan Fire Pizza Oven to reach the optimal 800.F cooking temperature in just 20 minutes. You 

can even add it to your outdoor living space without professional installation. Start a pizza night tradition 

with your family or entertain guests as they explore their own pizza creations. Don't wait to experience 

instant p izza gratification. Ca ll 1.800.868.1699 or visit KalamazooGourmet.com 

Never Compromise. 

GRILLS I PIZZA OVENS I REFRIGERATION I CABINETRY I COOKTOPS I WARMING I VENTILATION 

CIRCLE 319 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Grasshopper LED 

tune the light 

Presenting the launch of the 
latest generation of Grasshopper 
LED projectors - designed com
pletely in keeping with the prin
ciple of efficient visual comfort. 
Maintenance-free, compact and 
energy efficient, LEDs represent 
the ideal light source for the 
outdoor area. Grasshopper 
projectors, equipped with the 
latest high-power LEDs in 
warm-white or daylight-white 
versions, now provide luminous 
flux of up to 1080lm - com
parable to that of a 50W low-

ERCO 

voltage halogen lamp - yet 
have a connected load of just 
14W. Exclusivelydesigned and 
built by ERCO, the LED technol
ogy uses collimating optics and 
Spherolit lenses to direct the 
luminous flux efficiently onto 
the target surface with spot, 
flood or wide flood distribution. 
With such performance, this is 
clearly the future of outdoor 
lighting. 

www.erco.com 

CIRClE 449 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD 

Please visit ERCO at t he 
upcom ing ASLA EXPO show 
booth 
# 3211 



SWIN G ERS 

TARA 
HI , I'M TARA. I LlKE WHITE WINE. 

ROSE 
HMMM, LET ME THINK. SANGRIA 
SOUNOS GOOO ABOUT NOW. 

Join the Swingers Cocktail Party. They are 
responsible, capable and so great to be around. 

ROCK 
I SAY. AN ICE COLO MARTINI SUITS ME. 

RUSTY 
A WATER? PLEASE. 

BLANCHE 
HELLO? PINA COLAOA. 

BILLY 
BOURBON, ROCKS , TWIST. 
PERFECTION. 

Coming soon! Swingers Cousins. 
Corner pieces to unite the group. 

Designed by Christopher Myers, ASLA. 
Made in New York, USA. Shipped an叭Nhere. J山T
justterraces.com/swingers or 212.570.4830 

CIRClE 440 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 







CATS MOVING 
A REPUBLICAN EXPLAINS WHY WE 
NEED TO FOCUS ON CLIMATE CHANGE. 

that's conservative. My dad has the 
more conservative approach, and 
he's 88 now. 

1 was doing some door-to-door cam
paigning and 1 spoke with a lady 
who lived with her retired husband, 
and 仕ley had a Yukon and a Subur
ban. And she said, "They want 出

to drive smaller cars. How do they 
expectωto get our stuff around? 
l've got 由ree cats." The sad 也ing

is, somebody's kids are going to die 
fighting for oil so she can move her 
three cats around. 

My first six years in Congress 1 
wasn' t terribly focused on long-term 
issues; 1 basically surfed every wave 
of publidty that came aIong_ Dur
ing the six years off. 1 decided that 
if 1 returned l'd focus on a big issue 
facing the country. Energy qualifies. 
lt needs a solution. 

GROUND /INTERVIEW 

BY ARTHUR A LLEN 

You were on the scienceωmmittees 
in Congress. Where does yo盯inter
est in these issues originate? 

How do you propose ge恤18 thatlady
to trade in her Yukon for a Prius? 
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It all starts with a confidence in 
仕臼 enterprise，也at the market will 
provide a solution. lnventors, inves
tors, and entrepreneurs can deliver 
solutions if the economics are set 
up right As a conservative, I'm con
fident that the markets work and 
America is an innovative place. lf 
youjωt make it so that all fuels bear 

My dad, who is a conservative and 
anindωtriaI en萨比町" when he was 
teaching his five children to drive-一I
can't tell you how many times he'd 
say, "Don't burn up the ga.s and 
don't wear down the braI<e lining." 
WeLl, a funny thing happened to us 
conservatives. Somewhere aIong the 
way we went from people like my 
dad to, "1 have a God-given right to 
drive my SUV wherever 1 want to 
go, and when we run out of gasoline 
we'll send someone else's children 
to the sands of the Middle East to 
fight the Chinese for it." 1 don't仕ùnk

R伽t时s repr臼ented the 4th 
dis位ict of South Carolina for a 

total of six te口ns， from 1993 to 1999 
and 2005 to 2010. He lost a landslide 
Republican prim町 to a Tea Party
backed candidate in 2010. After a 
semester doing energy policy discus
sions as a 岳Ilow at Harvard, Inglis 
began a campaign to get GOP sup
port for measures to hal t global 
warming. LAM interviewed 1ng
lis as he was dri悦ng to his house, 
which lacks a solar water heater, in 
his daughter's 1981 Volvo, which gets 
horrible gas mileage. 
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犬坠 Design an awe仇伊iring， INCLUSIVE ~久
p仰伊dα that RECONNECTS everyone in the ωmmunzη. 

Introducing the Inclusive Play Design GuidcT
; your new 

must-have design too1. This frec Guidc was dcvclopcd by play 

and child development experts to help advocates like you 

design premier outdoor spaces for eve可onc. For pcoplc of all 
agcs (kids, parents and grandparcnts) and pcoplc of all abilitics 

(autistic, able-bodied and those with a cognitive disability). Visit 

us at ASLA or online to find out how to incorporate this free 

思údc into your next project. 

@PUYW。RtD
SYSTEMS. 

PLAYWORLDSYSTEMS.COMIIPED2 



GR川o /INTERVIEW 

all of their true costs, the market will 
provide a solution. Right now we 
produce 8 percent o[ the world's 0且
and ι，onsume 20 pe1'cent That isn't 
sustainable. Every president since 
Nixon has said we need to break our 
addiction to foreign oil, but it hasn't 
happened, because the market in
centives are all off. 

need reaching out to entrepreneurs What's the m仅hanism? A tax? 

What do you mean? 

We have what economists call neg
ative externalities-hidden costs 
-associated with oil and coa l. 
The distortion means that cleaner 
technologies can't compete, and so 
the investment money sits on the 

fo1' deliverγ. That's where you get 
rapid change. 

Well, what about the govemment 
raising the CAFE [Co叩orate Aver
age Fuel Economy) standards and 
forcing manufacturers to produce 
more fuel-efficient vehides? 

The biggest changes occur without 
government ìncentívìzìng or man
da出g. Look at the Intemet and the 
PC, with the huge rna1'ket and pen
etration, and the advances [or the 
ι，oun位y in the way of new business
es and jobs. 1 voted for higher car 
fuel ef自ciency standard mandates. 

MANDATES ARE NOT THE BEST WAY 
TO ENSURE EFFICIENCY. INGLIS SAYS. 
BECAUSE THEY ALWAYS HAVE LOOPHOLES. 

sidelines. Look at the hidden costs 
of petroleum: tax subsidies for oil 
companies, de[ense expenditures to 
protect the Middle East supply lines, 
air pollution and its health e仔ects.
None ofthese costs are factored in at 
the pur叩， and 1 haven't mentioned 
global warming yet. If you accept 
dirnate change science，吐lat's ano吐1-

er huge externality. 1 jωt pumped 
some gasoline into my daughter's 
I98I Volvo, and it cost about $3.35 
per gallon. It would be way more 
expensive if you factored in the 
hidden costs. Her car gets terrible 
mileage, but 1 don't feel the pain 
enough to make a switch to smarter 
technology. This is where the power 
is, where the change comes, where 
you have willing consumers with a 
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But it's not the most elegant method, 
because mandates have loopholes; 
you had SUVs counted as trucks 
and so on. There'll always be a way 
around mandates. The more elegant 
solution is to send a tr缸lSparent and 
certain price signal. And then 1, the 
willing consumer, will drive the 
change, without rnandates 0 1' regula
tions. 1 Live in South Carolina, where 
we're on the same latitude, about, as 
Israel. When you go to Israel you 
see solar hot water heaters on the 
1'oof of evely structure. 1 don't know 
anybody in South Carolina who has 
one, because there's no price sig
nal. Power is so cheap that it doesn't 
make sense for me to put a heater on 
my 1'oof也at would make a 由且，'d of 
my electrical usage go aw部

Yes, initially. We should tax the nega
tive extemalities. The prices of your 
natural gas and gasolineω，'egomgto 
go up. Great deal so far, h时1， voters? 
Butl wouldι，ouple 出at with cutting 
the payroll t缸~a carbon tax while 
ino'easing也e size of YOW' paycheck. 
This is our song- use the power of 
free enterprise, send a transparent 
price si伊al. That sets up a pull to 
buy the better products, rather than, 
"No, we don't need to do anything. 
We just need to get more oil." 

Do you accept the scienti l1c consen
sus that rising carbon dioxide levels, 
caused by human activities such as 
the burniog of fossil fuels, are coo
tributing to clirnate change? 

Yes. 

Why do you thiok that the maio
stream of the GOP has beeo reluc
tant to accept this thesis, with maoy 
party leaders eveo calliog climate 
change a "hoax"? 

There are a number of reasons. One 
is that it、 seen as just too much of 
an existential threat. When we're 
con[ronted with something that's 
just huge, we have a tendency to 
deny it because it m此es it easier 
to get through the day. It's the Scar
le忱。'Hara approach: "Tomorrow 
is another day." That's a pretty good 
ιoping mechanism. The other main 
driver has been时k show hosts who 
are making a lot of money pooh
poohing dimate change. Look, the 
dimate change models are compli
cated, the scienιe is hard, and it's 
easy to poke holes and sell soap by 





GR川o / INTERVIEW 

sa抖ng， "This is all a bunch ofhooey says, "1 don't need to know whether 
from elitist eggheads and bureau- climate change is true-we have op
crats. You don't need to wor巧， about portunity to change the way we tax, 
this-just worry about r回1 things, and in doing so change the world." 
like jobs ." Some hucksters have 
made a lot of money selling that line. What do you think can be done to 
1t's fertile territory in down economic slow dimate change? How can this 
tirnes. And sàence is hard. Most of bemadeaneconornicgro飞咐1臼哥ne?
us aren't scientists, and we feel un-
comfortable with the fact that these 1 was on the budget comm ittee 
PhDs understand more than we do. [丘om 1993 to 1999J in Congress. We 

PEOPLE CAN MAKE A LOT OF MONEY 
AND CREATE JOBS BY BREAKING FREE 
OF PETROLEUM , INGLIS SAYS. 

How many partners do you have so started out $300 billion in deficit, 
far in your ωalition-building effort? ended up in surplus by 2000. We Re-

publicans would like to claim credit 
We're just at the inception; we hope for the fiscal disàpline we brought 
to have some sort of a la山1ch this starting in 1994; Clinton daims his 
al.l. I'm having some very produc- 1993 budget package did it. But the 

tive conversations, esp仅ially in the realιredit goes to the growth of the 
business community. My focus is 1ntemet and PCs. As AIan Green
to helpιonservatives hear 也e busi- span pointed out, it was a period of 
ness case. They've heard some ofthe sustained economic growth- with 
environmental ar伊ments-that注 a low inßation brought on by growth 
good perspective, but some of them in productivity caused by a c!hange 
aren't persuaded. 1f they heard the in technology-that brought us to 
business case they might be more a new economic plateau. 1 think en
like [the economis t] Art Laffer, who ergy has the possibility of supplying 
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a similar climb. The growth that can 
ωme丘om出e new tedmology, buy
ing all the gadgets that will deliver 
these efficiencies, has to expand our 
economy. And the result is that a lot 
of people can make a lot of money, 

αeate a lot of jobs, and expand our 
economy by breaking free of pe
troleum and finding better ways to 
make electricity. M y goal is to end up 
with lots of millionaires, billionaires, 
delivering new products and creating 
lots of jobs. 

1 think my plan should resonate with 
different GOP camps: the national 
security conservatives because we're 
currently funding both sides of the 
war on terror by buying their oil; the 
economic conservatives who are driv
en nuts by distortions of也emarket
place; and with social issue conserva
tives. As religious people, we believe 
in accountab山ty and responsibility: 
Shouldn't we hold petroleum and 
coalaαountable for all 出errnegahve
externalities? As conservatives, that's 
our song. o 

A RTHUR A LLEN 15 A JOURNAUST BASED I N 

WASHINGTON, D.C. HE ISTHE A UTHDR DF VAC
CINt:: THt: CONTROVt:RSIAl STORY OF Mt:DI
CINE'S GREATEST UFESAVER (w. W. NORTON 

110 COM PANY) AND RIPt:: THt: S t:ARCH FOR THt: 
PERFECT TOMATO(CDUNTERPOINT) 





BEAU丁IFYING AMERICA 
From the campus of Kent State University to Lorain's East Pier on the North Coast 

and all across the nation, 8elden Pavers are helping to make America a more 

beautiful place. 

Architects and builders use 8elden pavers for their broad palette of colors, textures, 

sizes and special shapes. 8elden's quality and durability is known throughout the 

country. These qualities have helped make 8elden's products the industry standard 

for more than 125 years. 
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WILL IT BE YOU? 

DIGITAL IMAGING SOLUTIONS YOU CAN TRUST 

www.irg.comI2800 28th Street $uite 153, Santa Monica CA 90405 I 800-474-9514 
For quote requests please cal l 800-474-9514 or email quotes@irg.com 

CIRClE 341 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 
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VlSIT THE R.H. PETERSON BOOTH 
AT ASLA FOR A CHANCE TO WIN 

YOUR VERY QWN BBQ GRILL. 

see booth 2制9 for further details. 

~ 



FOREGROUND /WATER 

LAKEUNION . 

TAKE 
DOWNHILL 

IT 

份7

• Swale replaces on-streel parking lane 

• Swale 10.5' to 16.5' wide, 14" 10 23" deep 

• 26' wide driving/ parking roadway 

• Minimum 6' sidewalks 

• Mid-btock (-17' wide) pedestrian crossing 

KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS 

TOPONTIUS 

恨、

STORMWATER 
CAPITOL HILL 

丘om about 435 acres of an entire 
drainage basin in the Capitol Hill 
section of town. 
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The project, which is about 90 per. 
cent designed (pipeιonstruction is 
expected to start at the end of this 
year) , is a collaboration between Se
attle Public Utilities and Depa由nent
ofTransportation; the private devel
oper Vulcan Inc. and its landscape 
architects at the Berger Partnership; 
the engineering fì口口 KPFF， which 
is designing 吐1e swales' hydrology; 
Runberg Architecture Group; and 
the landscape architects KPG (who 
serve as the prime contractor to the 

omof阳叩ments阴阳a
lot against stormwater retro且t

projects in dense urban areas is 也at
their scale is too small to make a 
diff町ence. But the city of Sea忧le is 
about to prove those critics wrong. 
In yet another innovation in green
er infrastructure from the Pacifìc 
Northwest, and what may be the first 
of its kind anywhere, at a cost Of $1O 

million, Seattle is piping stormwater 
from one neighborhood and tr白白电
it in bioswales in another one do飞町1-

stream as part of a redevelopm ent 
project. The volurne of stormwater 
is not tiny: It involves up to 190 m让

lion gallons of storrnwater annually 

SEA廿LE PLANS TO CLEAN 
HUGE VOLUMES OF RUNOFF. 

ABOVE 

In a cos t- benefit study, 
Seattle found that the 
stormwate r、 swales it 
is bui1ding as par t of a 
r、edevelopment project 
a沪e more cost-effective 
than a newend-of-pipe 
filtration vaul t. 

BY LISA OWENS VIANI 
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SOME KIDS P川 AROUND
OTHERS INHABIT KINGDOMS 

Even big imaginations appreciate a fertile, inviting playground. With 
Miracle, kids will see their fantasies come to life with our themed playground 
struetures, c1imbers, panels and accessories, all of which fit together to form 
a specia l 、niversally accessible" setting for everγchild to enjoy. 

Find out more about t he leader in imaginative play systems at 

www.miracle-recreation.com or call 1-888-458-2752. 
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Scan this code to 
vlew our entire 
product line and 
themed pl町gr.∞M
目m任到ptso向 oor

websi悟。 Get由e
fr.四 mobîle a阳@

h忧p:/lget回g.mobi

Símpflfy he bíd process 

切费何骋~Con1
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FOREGROUND /WATER 

8TORMORAIN 
刷刷HOLE

BLOCK10 
(FUTURE DEVELOPMENη 

叮
引y

• Treat portion 01 stormwater draining 
Irom 435 acres 01 Capitol Hill 

• Create 4 interconnected swates in 
conjunction with luture developments 

• Clean water f10w to Lake Union 

BIOFILTRATION SWALE 

BLOCK 11 
(FUTURE DEVELOPMENT) 
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ι.ould be done to treat polluted run
o仔 before it even got to the creeks 
In 2004, then-Mayor Greg Nid<els, 

Honorary ASLA, implemented a 
new initiative, Restore Our Waters, 
to b山ld on Schell's effo邸， as挝ngall
dtydepa忧men ts to examine the让出1-

pacts on water resources and fìnd so
lutions. With the new Swa1es on Ya1e 
and Pontius projec~ the city hopes to 
irnprove water qua1ity in Lake U nion, 

which the state's Departrnent ofEcol
ogy lists as impaired. The lake's natu
ral hydrology was altered long ago 
with a series oflod<s and chutes con
necting it to 队1get Sound and La1<e 
Washington, but Chinook salmon, 

species 出at can deal with the situa
tion we're pu创ng them in, and we 
wanted to minimize long-terrn and 
sho口-te口口 maintenance." The op
portunity excites him. "We've been 
sending lots of dirty water into Lake 
Union for much of Seattle's life," he 
says. "Every little bit helps." 

FROM CAPITOL HllL 

dty). "We're wall∞g hand in hand on 
this;' says KPG's Paul Fuesel, ASLA. 

The idea for many of Seattle's natu
ra1 dr剑nage treatment systems was 
spawned in the late 1990S when 
then-mayor Paul Schell allocated mil
lions o[ dollars toward in也e-ground

restoration projects: Seattle Public 
Utilities staff took his concern one 
step further and started asking what 

Fuesel's goa1 is to ensure that the 
swale design blends with the rede
velopment project, which takes an 
old laundry building listed on the 
National Register of HistOlic Places 
and several warehouses and rein
carnates them [or residential and 
commercial use. The swales wiU 
[ront two of the development's [our 
sides, on Ya1e and Pontius streets. 
Fuesel says 自ve different species o[ 
sedges and rushes will be used in 
the swales. "I t's a water-c1eansing 
machine," he says. "We're choosing 

ABOVE 
If all goes well in the 
first two phases, the 
city plans to build two 
more long blocks of 
swales along Yale and 
Pontius as those blocl<s 
a俨e redeveloped. 
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Affordable european quality and design 
Our "0pen Air" furniture range is designed for commercial applications in universities, 
schools, streetscapes, parks and train stations. It has impressed landscape Architects 
in presenting a new and fresh look to this sector, while blending into the surrounding 
landscape. The range offers a selection of styles, colors and finishes, with the key benefits 
being our 10 year guarantee against rust and vandal resistance. 

• Anti-grafitti coating • UV-resistant coating 

• 10 year anti-rust guarantee • 10 year anti- rust guarantee 

• Low maintenance • Fully recyclable 岳 long service life 
CIRClE 144 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 



FOREGRO川/WATER

an endangered species, still migrate 
through Lake U nion on their way 
to the Sound and back upstream to 
Lake Washington. Steelhead and bull 
trout, also threatened species, use 
Puget Sound as well, says the city、
project manager, Jason Sharpley. 

Concerns for these fish and other 
wildlife are thus driving the city's 
efforts to 位eat polluted stormwater 

prpesι.oming from Capitol H诅 run
exactly through this neighborhood 
也at is undergoing redevelopment." 
From there the stormwater heads to 
LakeUnion. 

In the first phase of Swales on Yale 
and Pontius，吐le C1ty W山 construct

2,000 new feet of pipe that will split 
the fiows coming from Capitol Hill 
to direct the smaller, more frequent 

A PRIVATE DEVELOPER. 
VULCAN. HAS MADE ROOM 
FOR THE SWALES AND 
AGREED TO MAINTAIN THEM. 

storms into the swales, 
while leaving the exist
ing 48- to 72-inch pipes 
in the ground to handle 
peak flows. Just before it 
reaches the swales , the 
stormwater will enter 缸1

before it can race into creeks, lakes, 
and the Sound by using plants and 
soil to slow, spread, and sink一01' at 
least filte• - the water 且rst "We had 
implemented a lot of natural drainage 
systems in our 'creek' watersheds," 

says Tracy Tackett, the city's green 
stormwater infi'as位ucture progr缸m
manager, referring to impressive 
stormwater swale p1'oj民ts-likeSEA

Street一in the Piper Creek watershed 
on the northwest side of the city, in 
more residential areas. "The city has 
been prioritizing pollutant loadings 
fromdi能1'ent neighbo1'hoods. lf we 
are already digging up the public 
right-of.way, wfäe trying to find mon
ey for restoring the rights-of-way to 
treat stormwater." The Cascade (冰a
South Lake Union) neighborhood, 

where the swales will be created, is 
undergoing a lot of redevelopment. 
"We looked at vaults, a swale sys
tem, asking ourselves: What is the 
right way to treat this?" Tackett re
calls. "We found吐lat the storm drain 

941 LANOSCAPE ARCHITECTURE MAGAZINE NOV 2011 

underground vortex sepa-
1'ator that filters out trash. In 仕lat
same phase, the existing gas and 
water lines will be moved out of the 
swalecons位uction area. 

ln the second phase，吐le city will 
b山ld the swales along the 400 iblocks 
of Yale and Pontius streets. The 
swales are 1缸ge， ranging from IO to 
16 feet wide by 270 feet long, and are 
desi伊ed to treat the stormwater as 
it flows through them- and to allow 
sediment to settle out-rather 由an

to in且ltrate the stormwater into the 
grour成 Then四t two phases of the 
project will follow with the building 
of more bioswales and housing and 
mixed-use development in the next 
block over, Sharpley says. 

This project would not have been 
feasible without cooperation from 
vωcan， says Sharpley. The developer 
is gi功ng也e city a one-foot easement 
that will mal<e room for the swales, 
as well as the dolla1' eq山valent of 

what it would have normally paid to 
improve the right-of-way with side
walks and street trees. Vulcan has 
also agreed to maintain 也e swales. 
A lane of street parking will be lost, 
Tackett says. To gain support for the 
project, especi剖ly considering the 
loss of street pa1'king, the city's statf 
asked the mayor for support. "The 
mayor made a policy call, that the 
environmental needs of the city are 
a priority," Tackett says. 

In addition to the developer's contri
butions, the project will be funded 
by the city's drainage utility rates, the 
city￥ αpital improvements也nd， state
revolving fund loans, and a $1 million 
grantfrom 也e state's Depar田lent of 
Ecology. Tacke忧 says 出e city'sι:ost

benefit analysis showed the swales to 
be more cost-etfective than building 
al缸ge end-of-pipe plant with a filter 
media vault where the 且lters would 
have had to be replaced often. "With 
this type of system, the long-term 
operations and maintenance is much 
less仅pensive，" she says. '~均ld ifwe're 
going to spend money, we'd rather 
spend it in a way that provides mul
tiple bene且也， induding green space 
in the urban ω血" Tacke忧 says 吐lat

although the city has built smaller 
green sto口nwater treatr丑ent proJects 
downtown, it hasn't tried an叭hing

of this sαle before in such a built
out area. She's ιonvinced of its value: 
"When you decentralize stormwater 
t1'eatrnent一阻d remove this kind of 
volume from the system-i也 incred
ibly cost-effectiv巳" 。

llSA OWE NS VIANI IS A WRITER I N THE 8AY 
AREA AND A FREQUENT CONTRIBUTOR TO 
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UNPARALLELED 

DURABILITY 

• 
EnduraColor 回国

1.哈 ， ..'" ..‘~'" '恤 r ' ，_.‘ 1\" 、

Beyond the concentration o( tradilional 

wear resistant materials on the surface, 

this process utilizes a proprietary blend 

of nature's highest performing minerals 

to deliver an unparalle险d colorfast and 

wear-proof finish. 

For a demonstration and samples call loday. 

1-800-U N I LOCK 
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..This year we yvant to ordec 
Keboný again,. for the ~est _of 

t he boardwalk." 

Brett Warner, Dírector, 
Publíc Works Bethany Beach, Delaware 

Until recently, beautiful wood 
types were traditionally associated 
with rain forest wood. Kebony 
has changed all that Now there 
is a new type of wood available. 
Choose Kebony 幡 a revoLutionary 
new organic modification of wood. 
As aesthetic, strong and durable 
as rain forest wood, yet 100 % 
environmentally friendly 

Call Kebony Inc. on tel: 
8889149995 or send an e-mail to 
revolution@kebony.us.com 
www.kebony.us.com 
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F REE 

Call us today or visit our website! 

AMERISTAR FENCE PRODUCTS 

1555 N. MINGO Ro. 
TULSA, OK 74116 

f呵 A翩MERl邸sτA"K?80阳险.I.~II PENCE PllODUCτs 扁H.
(tUAMERlSTARFENCE.COM 



SELUX 0忏ersαrchitecturαIly designed, high qυality luminaires including 0αrk Sky complia时，

LED, and solar powered lighting systems. In coopera• ion with energy conservation agencies, 

municipalities, concerned contractors, engineering groups and others, at SELUX we strive to 

support and develop sustαinable technology, prodυcts and practices. 

:;以立在7 ⑩建费 里姐
回高峰t

Scan here 
for videos. 
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LED Conversion Kit 
Save Big with Quick Switch 
With Spring City's LED conversion kit, you can upgrade to 

LED without compromising your luminaire performance. You 

save not only money, but also energy and materials! 

The simple conversion takes just 10 minutes and requires n。

special tools. Best of all, it gives you an LED system that: 

• Meets foot-candle requirements 

• Cuts energy use Up to 70% 

• Lasts well over 75,OOO-hours 

• Comes with a CoolCast 'M heat-dissipating roof, 

a CROSSFIRE'M optical system, and a 7-year warranty 

• Is ARRA-compliant and LEED-certifìed 

• And like everγthing else we produce, they're made in 

Ameri臼.

The Washington fìxture (pictured here) is just one of many 

luminaires included in Spring City's wide range of LED 

conversion kit 。他rings. We can also upgrade non-Spring City 

luminaires with our LED conversion kit. 

田E辄茸田
… 

一" .→一-

回再~如

View our video demonstration at 
www.springcity.com/media or request a 
demonstration today by calling 61 0-948-4∞O. 

露 SprlnqCity ™ 

One South Main Street . Spring City . PA. 19475 
610-948-4000 . www.springcity.com 

sales@springcity.com 



A green roof is about more than just being 可reen"; its success also depends 
on keeping the building dry. American Hydrotech's Garden Roof@ Assembly 
is se忧ing the standard by which all other green roofs 
are measured and our Monolithic Membrane 6125@ 
is the key. MM6125@ was developed specifically for 
wet environments and is a seamless membrane that 
is bonded directly to the substrate. It's the perfect 
choice for a green roof and the only one Hydrotech 
recommends for a Garden Roof Assembly. 

Additionally, our Total Assembly Warranty 
provides owners with single source responsibility 
from the deck up. This is a warranty that only 
American Hydrotech can offer, and peace of mind 
that only American Hydrotech can provide. 

To learn more about the Garden Roof Assembly, please call 
800.877.6125 or visit us online at www.hydrotechusa.com. 

American Hydrotech, Inc. I 303 East Ohio I Chicago, IL 60611 I 800.877.6125 I www.hydrotechusa.com 
。 2011 Garden Rool is. r吨istered tra曲mark 01 American Hydrotech. Inc 
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Experience matters! 
American Hydrotech's 

Garden Roof Assemblies 
have been instalIedfor 

the past 13 yeαTson 
over 1,400 structures 

covering more thαn 
7,100,000 SF worldwide. 

HYDROTECH 
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/ B+D DESIGN OUTDOOR FIRE SCULPTURES 
The London-based sculptor Cathy Azria creates indi
vidual pieces-she doesn't mass produce-made of 
steel that will glow red hot, adding to the 且ery display. 
Some look like a traditional bonfire set in stone chips, 

while others can be designed into fireproof vessels. All 
run on gas , and the steel elements are left untreated to 
develop a fire-tempered rusty patina. 0 

FOR MORE INFORMATION , VISIT WWW.BD- DESIGNS.CO.UK. 

FOREGROUND / GOODS 

BURNING BRIGHT 

Fi re is mesmer、izing-

but wood fi res can be 
problematic. They need to be 
watched constantly. And they 
can be tricky to start and 
require care when putting 
them out. Gas fires d口n't

have that snap-c俨'8ckle-

pop sound , and gas fire 
pits a陀n't appropriate fo俨
cooking over (though gas 
grills can wo俨k well), but 
they have advantages- no 
escaping embe俨5 to watch 
for and they're easy to 
switch on and off 

FI RE 
BY USA SPECKHARDT 

ON 

f草， KALAMAZOO 0町DOOR GOURMET ARTISAN FIRE PIZZA OVEN 
Jt's a pizza purist's drearηto have his or her own pizza oven, but 
installing one is out of reach for most. τbe Artisan Fire Pizza 
Oven sits on a countertop, and the only seìup is hooking it up to 
a gas supply, either liquid propane or natural gas. It has an open 
front and an exposed flar肘， and it offers a tem perature range 
from 350 to 800 degrees. 。
FOR MORE INFOR Iv'ATION. VISIT WWW.KALAMAZOOGOURM ET.COM. 
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仁，丁 TRAVIS INDUSTRI臼 TEMPEST TORCH 
刀leTempest Torch brings li阳明白out

electricity, and its tempered glass walls 
make it easy to view the dancing ftame 
inside. This decorative outdoor gas lamp 
comes in two versions: a manuallight 
system or an electronic ignition version 
也at allows multiple units to be turned 
on扭doff响th也e flip of a light switch. 
It can also be tied into an automated 
lighting system. 0 

FOR MORE TNFOR I>I AτlON 

VISIT WWW.TEMPESTTORC H. COM. 

.、 BURNABY MANUFACTURING 
THEGASPLUG 
The Gas Plug s仅urelyconnects 
any outdoor gas appliance or 
lighting directly to the home's 
existing gas supply. Barbecues. 
heaters, lighting. and outdoor 
appliances can be plugged and 
unplugged q山ddy and easily, 
and it is avai!able in a variety 
ofstyles. 。

FOR MORE IN FORMATION 

VISIτ WWW.BBYMFG.COM. 

VITEO PURE COLLECTION FIRE TABLE 
战' τ'he Austrian archite<.t Wolfgang Pichler s阳ted

VTTEO when he was looking to design some 
outdoor fu.miture for his own garden. VITEO's 
PURE COLLECTION features linear elements 
made of teak. concre妃， Corian, and aluminum. 
The PURE fireplaces, induding Fire Table 90 in 
dark gray. are designed for a campfirelike a怕10S
phere, and some come wi出 a gr山 element. 。

FOR MOR E INFORMATION , VISIT WWW.VITEO.COM. 
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by Fountaln People, Inc. 

full of Kids. 
Fun Forms™ can accommodate any theme 

through bright colors, multipLe water effects, and interaction. 
From Aqua Spouts™ to Sprayers & Slides, Fun Forms™ captures the imaginations of toddlers to teens. 

With Over 240 play elements divided between 7 themes, Fun Forms™ is changing the face of aquatic play. 
Fountain People design personnel work with Architects , Landscape Architects , Aquatic Consultants, and end 

users around the world to develop new innovative wet play environments and equipment. 

Aqua Spouts™ • Aqua Sprayers l ，~ • Aq-,a SLidec; TM • Hov~r Pads™ 
Contact Us: 512.392.1155 I www.waterodyssey.com 
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Avneet Gujral 
LEED AP ND 
Project Manager 
Sustainable Design 
Consulting 

"The bigωpicture perspective on 
sustainability that I get from the 
LEED AP ND credential helps 
me create parts that function 
as a whole." 

Learn how Avneet's LEED AP 
Neighborhood Development credential 
sets her apart at www.gbci.orgjAvneet. 
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FOREGROUND / PARKS 

SAFER 
AFTER 

NEW NIGH下口GHTING METHODS HELP ANSWER 
DARK-SKY ADVOCATES. 

ganizations such as the Intemational 
Dark-Sky Association (IDSA) and 
National Dark-$问r Weekba创e light 
pollution, and say it disrupts pat
tems of behavior for noctumal ani
rnals and prevents humans丘omen
joying the wonders of也e nighttime 
sky. Even dark parks aren't always 
dark enough. In December 2010, 
when a ranger took a group ofNew 
Yorkers out to a remote park at mid
night to watch what was expected 
to be a spectacular meteor shower, 
the shooting stars weren't visible 
because of the overwhelming ambi
ent glow from the åty. 
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Park managers areωught between 
the politics and the significant ex
pense of installing lighting and pay
ing utility bills. Fortunately, techno
logiα1 advances are helping to bridge 
the gap. $ome programs are showing 
that lighting can help purge p缸'ks
of criminal behavior, and new tech
nology enables light to be confined 
to the ground without blurring the 
cosmos- at lower cost. 

One proponent o[ bright parks is 
Los Angeles , known for its short
age o[ parkland in crowded, low
income communities and also for 
a gang twf culture that 丘equently
spills over into parks. Har飞/ard Park 

BY PETER HARNIK, ASLA; RYAN OONAHUE; AN D J OROAN THALER 

usually also parks-venues where 
baseball, football, or other org缸tized
games are being played. 

In the past, the debate over light
ing seemed to admit no compro
m ise. Advocates claim that parks 
obviously need lights for safety: the 
more bulbs， 出e [ewer criminals, the 
less vandalism. Opponents lament 
losing the beauty and primordial 
romance of nature in the dark. Or-

Tolightmot向ht. Foru阳
parks, that is often the question, 

and an early nigh忧ime flight over a 
city clearly reveals the dichotomy. 
Within the fabric o[ pulsing roads 
and faintly shimmering neighbor
hoods , the patches of complete 
blackness are almost invariably 
parks- the only spaces that retain 
the ancient vestige of total darkness 
in our modem, artificial world. And 
the pools of dazzling white light are 

ABOVE 

The Summer、 Night

lights P俨og俨am in south 
l os Angeles combines 
late-night park lighting 
with athletic and ar、ts
prog俨ams to engage 
gang members and 
r、educe violence 
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THERE 1S SOME 
PUSH1NG BACK 
AGA1NST CLA1MS 
THAT L1GHTS 
REDUCE CR1ME. 

FOREGROUND / PARKS 

2008 study by the Royal Astronomi
cal Society of Canada, which found 
出at manyιriminal activities, such 
as 出eft. are "more prevalent dur
ing daytime hours." and that 飞此ifi
dal lighting can encourage certain 
types of vandalism. such as graffiti. 
as individuals are better able to see 
what they are doing." In the United 
Kingdom. a 2009 study by吐le Royal 
Commission on Environmental Pol
lution suggested that badly designed 
street ligh白19 can lead to glare and 
dark shadows that may promote 
rather than hinder criminal activity. 
A meta-analysis by British research
ers looked at eight American studies. 
finding that they split evenly on the 
topic of whether lighting reduces 
ιrime in parks. When the results of 
the studies were aggregated. they 
did show a 7 percent reduction in 
criminal activity- but that 何ure is 
barely statistically significant. 

notes. there has been a 40 percent 
reduction in gang activity and a 57 
percent reduction in gang-related h。
micides. The success ofthe program 
has made it a priority at city hall. 
Even as Los Angeles struggles with 
a budget deficit. the program has 
been缸panded to include eight more 
parks. (About half the $6.2 million 
pr鸣ram is funded by private compa
nies.) Other dties are foUowing sωt 
toφ一Long ßeach, California, and 
JacksonviUe. Florida, have re<:ently 
started similar progr缸IlS.

in Inglewood, historically a ftash
point for gang conflict, was peren
nially shunned after dark by a11 but 
the bravest of residents. Thanks to 
an initiative called Summer Night 
Lights. things have been different 
for the past three years. The dty, by 
ratcheting up nighttime visibility 
and adding programming such as 
a也letic lea伊es， arts ini出tives ， and 
family programs at Harvard Park 
and 23 others, has helped use gang 
loyalties to spur healthier org缸llzed

competition and to diminish vandal
ism, drug use, and violence 

ABOVE 

In a test in Central 
Park. New York 
City's Department of 
Transportation found 
that new LED lights 
last longer. give bette俨

川sibility at lower light 
intensi ty. and cost 
less to ope俨ate than 
standa俨d bulbs 

Al世lOugh the Los Angeles pr<鸣ramis
a success, it's not universally agreed 
that maximizing lighting is the key 
to safety. Some people believe that 
programming and comrnur让tybωId
ing do more than bulbs, and they 
challenge the notion that brighter 
parks are necessarily safer. 
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s1& hqu "Based on before-and-after studies of 
crime statistics, there is no clear evi
dence that outdoor lighting reduces 
crim巴" That's the verdict of a March 

Because of the lights and programs, 
other members of the community 
now feel comfortable there at night, 
too, which improves Harvard Park's 
usership and safety. Alicia Avalos, 
the director ofSurnmer Night Ughts, 
says: "The program is not about 
changing someone's identity, but 
rather curbing violent behavior. Out 
of 24 sites, we have not had to p叫i
out of one." Compared with statis
tics from before the program. she 
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FOREGROUND / PARKS 

CO MPARISON OF LIGHTING COSTS 
1.year 

Tot.t Cost 

主1.578

$1.368 
$2.108 
ll.ill 
$1.444 
$2.044 

Tot.t 
Annual Cost 

J 203 
$173 
$288 

$68 
$56 
$56 

Annuill 
Energy Cost 

~103 

$73 
$188 

$68 
$56 
$56 

Annual 
Energy U.. 

672 kWh 
476 kWh 

1,230 kWh 
443 kWh 
369 kWh 
369 kWh 

Annual 
MIÎnt.nanc. Cost 

主100

$100 
$100 

也:

$0' 
$0' 

Fixture 
Cost 

$160 
$160 

$95 
组J坚旦

$1.050 
$1 ,650 

w.tt.g. 

150W 
100W 
250W 
108W 
90W 
90W 

Light Typ. 

HPS 
HPS 
HPS 
LEO 
LEO 
LEO 

Fîxtur. 

COBRA HEAO/STANDARO WITH ELECTRONIC BALLASTS 
COBRA HEAO/STANDARD WITH ELECTRONIC BALLASTS 
HISTORIC (i.e. shielded teardrop) 
LED鱼坠n!!亘E量pole or under dechl 
LED (standard p。怡。r under deck) 
CENTRAL PARK LED 

HPS - high power sodium 
LED -light emitting diode 
‘The LED components are covered under a 7-year manufacturer's warranty 
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The lDSA offers help in buying, 
installing, and using lights. Its web 
site gives lists of approved lighting 
缸tures and encourages the use of 
such "dark-sky [eatures" as shields 
that prevent fixtures from projecting 
Iight into the atmosphere. For 岱
ample, the IDSA lauds one reduced
glare Leotek Electronics model for 
its six energy settings as well as for 
an a忧achment to fàsten it t。但lst
ing poles. 

THE IMPROVED PERFORMANCE OF LEDs 
MAY MEAN IMPROVED SAFETY AND 
LOWER LIGHTING COSTS. 

urban parks with mor• - and more 
modem一light technology. Lighting 
ma组口lÌZes the efficiency of the 四ist

ing park stod< by allowing consider
ably more use. In New York City, the 
lighting of fields allows two more 
hours of daily use in the su盯山ler
and four more in the winter and fall. 

designers argue that if lighting is 
going to be placed haphazardl弘 it is 
better to make its absence conspicu
ous, dearly signaling that the area is 
not meant [or use after dark. Also, if 
only certain pa由s are lit, criminals 
can more easily predict the paths of 
pedestrians.πhese are sometimes 
refened to as 吐lannelized routes" 
or "movement predicωrs.") As a result, the seemingly unbridge

ableg叫fbetween crime fighters and 
dark-sky enthωiasts may be sh由11王·
ing. Driven by也e growing efficiency 
gap between old high-pressure so
dium and new light-emitting diode 
(LED) lights, cities are transforming 
their lighting stock, and some of the 
benefits are spilling over into parks. 
Major cities m必cing 出e switch in
clude Los Angeles; New York; An
chorage, Alaska; San )0妃， Califor
nia; and Pittsburgh. 

New York City's Department of 
Transportation (DOT) oversees the 
largest municipallighting system in 
the country, including 12,000 lights 

Astronomical organizations and the 
other dark-sky efforts recognize, of 
course, that humans demand bright
ness and that urban areas wil1 always 
reqωre lighting. Thus the groups call 
[or more research into the specific 
types oflight rays that are emitted and 
be忧erdes哼1 toput由e right amount 
of light where it is needed. "Some 
level of artifidal ligh位18 is reqωred 
[or nigh创me activities:' says Robert 
Dick，仕le chair of the light Pollution 
Abatement Committee of the Royal 
Astronomical Sodety of Canada. "But 
this lighting must be designed to in
αease visibil均. Paradoxically, more 
li阱tιan reduαvisibility， especially 
for persons over 40 years of ag巳"

Whether lighting actually inι:reases 
safety or not, it certainly mal<es pe。
ple如l safer; lighting is reμarlyone 
ofthe most requested new features. 
And if people begin to feel more 
comfortable in a park, it will become 
safer simply by being better used. 
The stellar crime reduction that ac
comp缸lÌed Summer Night Lights 
cannot be fully attributed to lighting; 
the presence o[ gang interventionists 
andprof白sionally supervised recre
ation programs surely played a role. 

Even beyond crime reduction, there 
are plenty of reasons to better equip 
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SPLASHPAO@ 
SAFE • LONG LASTING 

INNOVATIVE • FUN 

1.8π586.7839 (toll free USA/CND) 0 info@vortex- intl.com . vortex- intl.com 
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FOREGROUNO / PARK5 

The advent of LEDs has also allowed 
landscape architects to just plain 
have more fun. Some have bathed 
center-city parks in ka1eidoscopic 
public art displays, allowing parks 
to become more prominent civic 
landmarks and draw more tourists. 
Phoenix's Civic Space Park has a 
stunning LED-clad 145-foot sculp
ture in its center. Gold Meda1 Park 
in Minneapolis, part of a revitalized 
MiJl District, features blue-lit bench
es that echo the facade of the adja
cent Guthrie Theater, from which 
it draws visitors. Simon and Helen 
Director Park in Portland, Oregon, 
has a glassαnopy lit with multicol
or LED lights, which creates a new 
downtown nigh创me 岛ca1 point o 

in parks (and 262,000 on stree叫.
In 20叨， the DOTb唔扭 a pilot pro
gram in Central Park to test LED 
lights as a replacement for standard 
Ioo-wa忧 metal halide park lights. 
lt found that LED lights last 阳oω
three times as long, while allowing 
for better visib山与r at lower light in
tensity, which would save $94,7IO 
per year in that one p缸k

ABOVE 

81ue-lED-1it benches 
in Minneapolis's Gold 
Medal Pal'K a l'e inviting 
to patrons leaving the 
near‘by Guthl'ie Theater, 
which is famous (01' its 
blue (acade 
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PETER HARN1K. A5LJ伐. 15 DIRECTOR OF THE 
TRU5T FOR PU8UC LANO'5 CENτER FOR CIlY 

PARK EXCELLENCE. BA5EO 1N WA5H1NGTON, 

O.C., ANO AUTHOR OF UR8AN GREEN: fNNOVA

T1'Æ PARKS FOR RESURGENT cmES (15LANO 
PRE55, 2010). RYAN OONAHUE 15 THE CEN

TER'5 RE5EARCH 01RECTOR JORQAN THALER, 
FORMERLYWITH THE CENTER, 15 NOW OFFICE 

AOMJNJ5TRATOR FOR NEWYORKCTTY'5 BRYANT 
PARK CORPORATION 

ln Santa Fe, New Mexico，仕leιityparks
department has installed new LED 
lights创ong也epa仕lwaySof Frend叭
Field, a 17-aαe recreation park. They 
turn on by way of motion sensors 
and change brigh位less depending on 
ambient conditions. They also have 
broader wavelengths, according to 
Santa Fe Parks Division Director Fa
bian Chavez, so that they illuminate 
better, even with less light There are 
。由er benefi饵， t.∞. Since LEDsωe 
onlya 仕action of the power of in
CaI1descent or sodi山n-vapor bulbs, 
也ey can be powered by solar panels, 

meaning that they can be erected 
without any conn皮tion to the electri
cal grid. "1 can install them with my 
own crew," says Chavez. 
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ZOl1 ASLA Annual Meet:ing and {XPO Sponsors 
Please be sure to thank our generous sponsors whose year round suppo同

。f the landscape architecture profession is invaluable. 
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Tlrestone 
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 

BOOTH 1517 
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BOOTH 2017 

Roman Fountains 
BOOTH 1125 

Tensile 5hade Products. LLC 
BOOTH 3509 

BOOTH 3124 BOOTH 1247 

.ROIIS".'rH design 凶描画幽幽·

Monrovia 
BOOTH 1635 

Play Ma叫. Inc.

BOOTH 1317 

BOOTH 2124 

American Hydrotech. Inc. 
BOOTH 1437 

Arborwell 
BOOTH 1023 

ECORP Consulting. Inc. 

Autodesk. Inc. 
BOOTH 821 

Nike Grind 
BOOTH 1237 

www.asla.orq/2011mfftinq 
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Nemetschek-Vectorworks 
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Ratn Gardens Made Easy. S mply put, that's the 10gIC behi'ld t t, is modular precast system. Fren。阳 is designed t。

p'ovlde highe' levels of fin sh , durabi ity, and flexlbi ity al。户9 with quick, slmple Installat on at a lower cost t l-> an 

comparable cast-m-place systems. Freno" allows rain gardens to be more easi y ncorporated mto urban and resldentlal 

settmgs, he ping to reduce stormwater run-off, improve water qua ity and enhance the surrounding environmen t. 

For more information, visit www f renosystems.com. 

Rain Gardens Clean Water Naturally 
Effective and low maintenance, they use the same 
natural processes that pre-development eco-systems 
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CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION 

Where Government and Business Connect 

Ý" Education and exhibits ∞vering facilities, conservation, transportation and e阳gy
Ý" 24 sessions certified f川IA and USGBC learning units 

Ý" Exhibit floor FREE to all 
J Keynotes, lunch-and-Iearn roundtables, technical education…all on show floor 
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NATIONAL BUILDING MUSEUM 
Your Museum Shop purchases support the National Building Museum's exhibitions and programs 

EELETTI 

Palace Co行ee Service Set 

Palace Plate and Serving Bowl Set 

Home & Decor 
Desk & Office 
Jewelry 
Books 
Gifts 
Toys 

，帽幽i!:t_

回主回

回函R
nbmshop.org 

401 F Street, NW, Wash ington, D.C. 20001 
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Landscape Performance Series 

An online interactive set of 
resources and tools to help 
you quantify benefits, show 
value, and make the case 
for sustainable landscape 
solutions. 

www.lafoundation.org/lps 

Case Study Briefs 
Oatabase of projects w ith q uantified landscape 
benefits 

Benefits Toolkit 
Calculators and tools to estimate 
landscape perfo rmance "

叫
叫A

Rhuh 

Fast Fact Librarv 
A searchable collect ion of benefits 
from published research 

Scholarlv Works 
Top academic research related to landscape 
performance 

rage street trees add $8870 to sale电 price
nd reduce time-on-market by 1.7 days. • 0 
ntion Deficit Dlsorder (ADD) sympto~s n 
child铲en are relieved after spel'di1g time il 
ture. • Faber Tay:or Andrea Kuo. France~ 
at asphalt on streets s扣aded by large canc 

lasts onger Ihan dsphalt on u'1shade 
redLJctng rna nle '1a门ce cosls by 60 

30 years. • MCPl1erson. E Gregory; ML 
ed L..四a heat f ux of a green roof compare, 

corver、t.oral roof range from 70-90% Ir 
J""er 10 • 0 30 percent n wl '1ler • LI.J K 
1mρr hph~\Iinr 民 nnc.. ltl\lP \1 rnrrpl~tp(1 1"1 

Thank you to our 

Landscape Performance 
Series Sponsors: 

A:COM 
Founding Partner Annual Sponsor 

矗噩重 AM时E…s阳O侃∞Cαl旧E盯T
lANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

Special Commitment 

The Landscape Archileclure Foundation is a 501 (c)(3) nol-for-profit charilable organizalion founded in 1966 with the mission 10 
preserve. improve, and enhance the environment by increasing our colleclive capacity to achieve suslainability through landscape architeclure. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN 

CIRClE 171 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 

ιZ，opos 
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Subscribe now! 
www.toposmagazine.com 
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SPRAY/WATER PARK OPPORTUNITIES 
If you are considering a new spray park or water park you now have a new 
alternative for your restroom, shower, change room and water equipment 
room needs. Since 1973, our principal has completed the design and 
construction of prefab buildings for parks, golf courses, pools and now 
spray and water parks. Our proprietary high technology concrete f100rs 
and CMU walls are non-absorbent for li旬， delivering odor free lower 
maintenance buildings. 

PRIVAH DEVELOPERS ADVANTAGE 
Our buildings can provide accelerated 7 year depreciation, total 
relocatability if site needs change, and custom architectural exteriors. 

DESIGN & ENGINEERING 
Public Restroom Company is the company of choice for clients nationwide. 
Our knowledgeable sales/design team, LEED certified architects, engineers 
and senior craftsmen are highly experienced in our specialization. We 
provide no cost, permit ready documents that meet codes from south 
Florida HVHZ to the rest of the United States. Flexible exterior architecture 
can match site specific buildings. Our experience can make your project 
more cost e仔ective.

CONSTRUCTION & INSTALLATION 
Each building is constructed on a structural 8" thick mat engineered 
concrete slab, sowe can ship your completed 30-40 ton building nationwide. 
Once at our site, our experienced site staff insta lls the building turn-key. 
Sidewalks/Landscaping are completed by others. 

CALιUS:888皿888.206。

SPRAY PARK I;QUIPI叶I;NT

INSTALLED IN I=ACTORY 

RI;STROOM INTI;RIOR 

间，烹制.
………一 →一一-…………·
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FEATURE5 
THE WALLS ARE ALIVE 

Two green walls show qUlte dltrerent 
approaches In thelr deployment. At a hotel 

in Portland, Oregon, the vertical growth 
dissolves in a solld-and-vold dlalogue It plC陆

up from the ground plane of a newcourtyard. 
Longwood Gardens, near Philadelphla, has 

gone forvegetal immersion along lWo curving 
waUs inside its new public rest station. 80th 

installations take a good bit of labor to keep 
up their irresistible lushness. Meanwhile, 

in Green 8ay, Wisconsin, the newCityDeck 
along the waterfront is a triple winner: It's 

got an intriguing strategy and design; it's 
already stimulated new development; and 

it's a hit wi th the people. And on a tranquil 
farmsteadin Pennsylvania, tv1 ichael Vergason, 

FASLA. arranges new native stone walls 
like the lines of a poem to join old ones, 

and where the land wanted to be wet, he 
ingeniously created a pond. 
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DAY51NN 
DAY50UT 
AN OLD MOTEL GOE5 UP5CALE, 
AND IT5 PARKING LOT BECOME5 

A 5WANK COURTYARD-AND 
THE PLACE TO BE. 

BY MARK HINSHAW 

LEFT 

The south half of the 
central ∞urtya叫 at

the Hotel Moder、a is 
open to the pub1ic. 
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N o one M m叫ed to build a m阳new hotel in Portland, 

Oregon, in many years, despite the city￥ latent demand and 
available properties nextωthe soaring glass convention center. 
What has been happening instead is the reworking of second
dass hotels and nondescript motels into s位边dng， sleek places to 
st句凡 These properti臼 are meant to appeal primar过Y to travelers 
in their twenties and thirties who are looking for something dif
岳rent丘om the blandness ofinternational hotel brands. 

These lodgings are 0丘en high-style rnash.ups: part college dor
口J.itory， part art galle巧， part music venue, p红t hip resort That 
is the atrnosphere at the Modera, a sophistiωted hotel situated 
in the rather backwater southern part ofPortland's downtown. 
lt was formerly a downscale Days lnn, but the place has been 
transformed to fumish eye candy alongside hospitality. 

The Portland.based landscape architecture firm Lango Hansen 
was part of a design team that turned a former pad也19 lot of 
the motel into a courtyard that is as functional as it is delight
ful. Working with Holst Architecture，也ey fi忧ed the new space 
right on top of the asphalt The basic organizational pale忧e is 
simple. Three surfaces were used on the ground plane. A cen
tral wall仰'ay ofMeranti wood is fl.anked on one side by crushed 
granite and on the other side by scored concrete. A long, 

elegant, glass-topped steelloggia bisects the space, providing 
a rain cover 仕om the lobby to the sidewalk. Stone sculptures 
found inside the ∞urtyard also appear on the street, and low 
walls permit views inward so that the space fl.ows searnlessly 
with the public realm. Anyone can wander in and enjoy the 
space, as many people in the surrounding neighborhood do. 
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ABOVE 

A green wall is 
composed of squa俨e
cells initially planted 
in the suppli e俨 's

greenhouses, then 
brought to the site 
and c1ipped onto a 
system of supports 
and i 俨ri gation.

肌ten'i.... 9'..n r∞f plonler 

阴阳飞回 C创始。ttoeh回 to stω州HS .teel frome 

Woterpr回阳d bωIdin9 帕.

Qri.p ir而gotion lines olong top of ceUs 

fems ond moss 8ton. ço呻.n-

Sand fiJter 

P.cfe.tol pov.r. O(、 .trueture

To one side ofthe linear trellis is a generous∞u此yard contain. 
ing lounge chairs and elevated, rect皿伊lar fire pi岱 dad with 
steel. According to Jane Hansen, ASLA, a coprincipal ofLango 
Hansen, the intent of the finelyιrushed granite and 吐1e pits 
was to make the place feel 旧<e a beach, an e陡ct reinforced by 
the chairs' legs digging in sand when people move the chairs 
around. On a w缸m， dear day people were sprawled about sun. 
ning themselves with their feet propped up while the wait staff 
served drinks. Overhead fabric shades help make the place feel 
like a resort, although there is no pool or ocean. 

Coral bark maple trees rise up and fl.are outward drarnatically 
from elevated box planters响apped in Cor.Ten steel. The rust 
ofthe swfaces echoes the distinctive red color ofthe branches. 
The concrete wall<ways 丘om the motel era are still there, but 
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ABOVE 
The north ha lf of the 
courtyard is fo俨 hotel

guests, wíth activity in the 
lounge and 陀staurant

spi11ing ou t. The space is 
contained by a low fence 
and a planting pocket 
filled wíth 9俨asses

that leads down to underground parking was endosed 
with a roof and a wall. A gr四n roof sits atop the slab 
and provides an upper terrace fi.lled with vine maple and 
hinoki false cypress trees along with salal and evergreen 
huckleberry shrubs that can be seen 企om the grolmd. 

they were made more refined by being saw-ωt ínto 
squar伍 With the top surface ground to reveal the ag
gregate, they resemble stone pavers. 

Facing the inner courtyard and plaza, the inner wall en
d岱鸣曲命lVe咽y明sdesigned as a vertical green plane 
faced with a quiJtlike arrangement of vegetation grow泊g
horizontally. Plants indude a mixture of woodfems, 

The former hotel had a long and narrow pool on the 
southem, sunny side, which the des审lersconve此ed into 
a catchment basin for a rain garden and a planted plaza 
on the south side of 出e long trellis-covered walkway. 
This part ofthe project is particularly striking. AJong the 
mostsou也erlyedgeof the property，出e sloping driveway 
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THIS PA GE 

The tightly organized 
cou俨tyar、d is bi sected 
bya canopy leading to 
the lobby 

"This installation does demand a si伊i且ωntly high level of main
tenance," Hansen notes, "in addition to the initial costs, which 
can be up to $200 per square foot installed." The wall system 
is packed into a relatively small area; it measures 13 feet high 
by 64 feet long, but the visual impact is nonetheless striking. 

mondo grass, winterg:reen, licoriιe fem, and Hιuchen伽-most
of them native to由e Padfic No叹hwest

Despite the cost and innovative planting system, Hansen ob
serves that the client kept pressing the design te缸n to c:reate 
unique and elegant spaces. A co-owner, A1an Battersby, who 
along with his pa由lers Craig Schafer and Desmond Mollendor 

The wall planting system, by GSky Plant Systems, is composed 
of six-inch squares of filter fabric wrapped around a two-foot
thick inner layer of compressed soil and punctuated with 
holes. The com pany, based in Canada, plants seedlings prior 
to installation and grows them initially so that the vegetative 
e民ct is almost instantaneous upon completion. Drip irrigation 
mamtams appropnate m Olsture. 
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ABOVE 

The covered walkway 
runs from the street 
to the hotel entrance. 

INSET 

In the evenings, open 
fire pits draw people 
to surr、ounding

seating. 

has a company called Posh Ventures, encour
aged them to 也ink creatively and infuse the 
project with cu忧ing-edge approaches. They 
clearly understood the cost implications and yet 
were extremely supportive. Hansen expresses 
relief that nothing was dropped from the de
sign by value engineering. 

Project Credits 
C口EIIIτ POSHVENTURES， LLC, SEATILE (ALAN BATIERSB'可 CRAIG SCHAFER, AND 
DESMONO MOLLENOOR). LANDSCAPE ARCHIτECT LANGO HANSEN LANOSCAPE 

ARCH口EC毡， PORTLAND, OREGON (JANE HANSEN, ASLA; KURT LANGO, ASLA; 
ELAINE KEARNEY; ANOREA SAVEN, ASLA; AND B罔1AN SCHROEOER). ARCHrTECT 

HOLST ARCHIτECTURE， PORTLAND， OREGON 口VIL ENGINEER KPFF CONSULT-
1NG ENGINEERS. PORTLAND, OREGON ARTIST MICH1H1RO KOSUGE, PORτLANO， 

OREGON. GREENWALL SYSτEM GSKY PLANT SYSTEMS INC., VANCOUVER, BRrT-
1SH COLUMB1A. CONTRACτOR S. D. OEACON, PORTLANO, OREGON. LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE TEUFEL LANDSCAPE. PORTLAND. OREGON 

The plaza also includes horizontal. ground
level planting pockets over 由e old pool. These, 
together with the vertical green wall, produce 
a space 出at is calm even though it is a few 
feetaway仕om the busy sidewaLk and a nearby 
light-railline. No barriers or signs disι，ourage entry, al出ough
the front desk was positioned to have a clear view ofthe space. 
"We were trying to bring architecture to the outside," Hansen 
says. And it works. The courtyard draws the spirit of the in
terior all the way to the s treet in a way that is tailored. casual, 
and very sociable, 0 

MARK H1NSHAW 1S THE D1RECTOR OF URBAN DES1GN FOR LMN ARCHITECTS 
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TERRACE 
RESTAURANT 

L叩ood Gardens, in叫heas阳 Pennsylva
nia, is known for taking horticulture to an un-

co口unon level that melds history, plants, and design 
into stunning visual narratives. The Brandywine 
VaUey land, formerly a Quaker farm, was purchased 
by the industrialist Pierre du Pont in 1906 as a way 
to preserve trees. As du Pont aι.quired more land over 
the years, he used it as a place to foster his creative side 
and love of gardening. For du Pont's friends and family, it 
became a destination for grand festivities. To也y， as a public 
garden, Longwood provides amazing views, education, culture, 
and history to i比 visitors， all with a serious dose of wonder. 
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ABOVE 

The East 
Conservat口ry Plaza 
plan inco俨po俨ates
a 200-year -old Taxus 
seamlessly in the 
new design 

All of由is gardening goodness requires restoration and continu
ous upkeep. The entire conservato巧 complex， which indudes 
the Main, East, and West conservatories and production areas, 
encompasses 4.5 aαes of space and features ha1f a 町lile of stroU
ing paths. Visitors can easily spend 四 hour or 阳o wandering 
through it The restoration ofthe East Conservatorywas complet
ed in 2 0 05 after three years of renovations; itwas or悟nallyanad
dition by du Pont to the Main Conservatory. The project induded 
rehabilitation of a music room and ba1lroom as well as an excellent 
newd让ldren's garden. These improvements, coupled with the 
huge number of visitors each ye缸" led to the birth of the East Con
servatory Plaza project Paul Redman, the director of Longwood 
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the building's east entrances. H idden 
underneath the terraced slope and at

tached to the East Conservatory are the south 
wall's domed restroo口15. Wilkie worked with the 

London-based architects Michaelis Boyd to create a 
concept for the naturally top扣 restroom pods. 

The restroom corridor is inconspicuoωIy built into the ter
raced lawn on the outside, but inside, a long, elegant green wall 
unfoldsin位i职üngly， like a botanical dreamscape, along either 
side ofthe curving corridor's walls. The Philadelphia landscape 
arιhitecture firm Wells Appel was brought in to elaborate the 
designs ofboth the plaza and the green wall- and to act as the 
landscape architect of record and as the prime conh.actor of 
the design team. T he effort was a teaIηcollaboration among 
several multidisciplinary firms. Wilkie interacted with Wells 
Appel and Longwood Gardens throughout the process. "The 
ab山ty of the team to work together was essential, because 
almost everything wasωstom designed," notes Stuart Appel, 
FASLA, a principal ofWells Appel. 

Gardens, 

explains that 
the smaller Main Con

servatory's entrance and lower-
level resh.oornsιouldn't handle the numbers 

of visitors, which reach 巧，000on peak days. The new East Con
selvatory Plaza αeates addition二ùgrand entrances and alleviates 
congestion at the Main Conservatory entrance. And it provides 
ahomefor 17 山吨ue and very necessary mooern restrooms. 

As you arrive at the East Conservatory Plaza, you first absorb 
the large scale of the building itself, which is tempered by 

The British landscape architect Kim Wilkie had been review
ing designs for the East Conselvatory Plaza wi白血.e Longwood
Gardens staff when he came up with his own concept for the 
space. They reviewed many designs, but none of them stu仗，
Redman notes. Wilkie's concept induded a curved and ter
raced lawn and a multiuse plaza that would be oriented toward 

ABOVE 

The East Conservatory 
Plaza creates space 
for gatherings and 
seating. 

lNSET 
The creation of the 
sculpted lawn form 
required significant 
g俨ading to bury the 
new rest俨oom pods. 
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otherwise utilitarian 
corridor. The spacious 
restrooms have modern 
decor and mostly rounded 
walls. Natural light filters 
into each restroom from the 
domed ceilings. 
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LEFT 

The north 
and south restrooms 
f1ank the green r口。f
corridor. 

RIGHT 

The terraced lawn 
creates a multiuse 
space for seating 
or play 

INSET 

The indi叫dual restroom 
pods allow naturallight 
in from above 

丁his green wall is said to be the largest in 
North America. At 14 feet high, it has more 
址1皿4，000squ也.'e feet of plants that grow i町，590
one-foot-square stainless steel panels produced by GSky 
Plant Systems, lnc., of Vancouver, Blitish Columbia. The 
panels each contain 13 plant plugs, gro\vn in coconut coir 
fiber in trays in Florida and transported to Lon研lVood. The 
design consists of 25 species of ferns and philodendrons. 
The mounting system attaches the panels and drip irrigation 
system to 也e corridor's conαete walls. 1t took less 由an three 
weeks to instaU. 

Wilkie's wide, seamless plaza and the curved and terraced lawn. 
Up over the steep slope at the top ofthe lawn, you see a hint 
of the green wall corridor's glass roof as it forms a backdrop 
to the 飞riew. The plaza paving uses Addaset, a resin-bound 
aggregate surfacing that looks like tiny pebbles, which closely 
resembles 由e building怪 facade. There is a c缸pet of Kentucky 
bluegrass sod in the terraced areas, which is mowed and can 
be used for seating. Children seem to appreciate this. On the 
day 1 visited, there were kids cljmbing the banks and rolling 
bacl< down. The steep upper slopes are covered with three va
rieties of fine fesιue grasses, left unmowed, to create a neutral 
green canvas that offers a better view of the hint of glass roof 
just above it. The plaza is vast in scale, at 105,000 sqωre fee t. 
The sculpturallawn comprises five terraces and spans 巧，800
square feet, which encompasses all the subterranean lavatories 
on the south side of the green waU corridor. Mature trees at 
the perimeter ofthe site were preserved, and the sight ofthem 
helps weave toge也er the new and the old landscapes. 

The corridor has a north-facing waU of concrete, a south-facing 
wall also of concrete, and a glass greenhouse roof, creating 
di能rent light conditions throughout its length. The varying 
conditions on each wall required a zonal irrigation system to 
customize the 由ip irrigation so that it accommodates chang
ing light and weath凹.， which in turn helps prevent diseases 
and pests. Lorrie Baird, a senior gardener at Lon驴1V00d， is in 
charge of green wall maintenan四. She relies on integrated 
pest management techniques as well as oTganic methods to 

As you enter the East Conservatory 也rough its grand sets of 
d∞筒， you irnmediately see the lush beauty of its interior, smeU 
its fragrant ftowe邸， feel its warmth, and hear the sounds of 
water. But when nature calls, and visitors foLlow the signs that 
point them to the restrooms, they get a surprise. Aro山ld a 
corner, another lush landscape appe盯s.

The green wall curves along and out of sight, revealir1g the 
doors to eaιh of 17 private restrooms, and loops around a 
s创1 pool at the far end, like an exclamation point to finish an 
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In the decade before the green wall's construction, the space 
that it ocιupies had been used as a construction staging area. 
The corridor's addition on what was literal抄 a blank slate 
makes the most of necessaly restrooms and sticks with Long
wood's ethics of sω阳nability and environmental steward
ship. The small amount of runoff water from the green wall 
panels coUects in floor drains and is taken out of the system. 
This runoff, along wi由 restroom wastewater, is tr缸1Sported
to Longwood's own wastewater management facility. After 
the water is deaned, it is stored for use in irrigation. As for 
air quality, as if 1,050 verdant acres at Longwood isn't carbon 
credit enough, the gr优n waJl corridor alone is said to provide 
asmuch0巧gen as 90 trees standing I4 f白t high, and it cleans 
morethan 巧，000 pounds of toxins from the air each year. 

The green wall project took two and a half yearsωdesign and 
b山ld before its dedication in October 20IO. At a cost of around 
$375,000, the project was a huge investrnent for Lon伊ood.
But in a pub!lic relations sense, q山te üteraUy, it pays 0仔nicely.
Visitors benefit企om the added res位∞rns， and their discov町rof

the green wall is yet another Lon伊oodm缸vel-and in a very 
山仪pected place. The wall brings t四t山e， immersion, 

and an elegance to what could otherwise be a hum
drum area you would want to escape as q山ddyas

possible. The gardeners and h0l1目ιulturists at 
LongwoodG缸dens continue to monitor and 

address maintenance issues for the green 
wall, the terraced lawn, and the plaza 

The prof出sional staff is busy sharing 
their green wall knowledge and ex
perience through lectures一it has 
become a very popular topic. Paul 
Redman is quite pleased with the 
results. He admits that it amounts 
to one big experirnent, but he thinks 
of the green wall as 飞 case study in 

how to do this right" 0 

NICOlE NEDER, A550CIAτE A5LA, 15 A LAND5CAPE 
DE5IGNER AND FREELANCE WRITER BA5ED IN THE PHILA

DElPHIAAREA 

Project Credits 
LAN DSCAPE ARCH口ECT KIM WIlKIE ASSOCIATES, BISHOP'S WAl1HAM, ENGLAND, 

LANOSCAPE ARCHITECT OF RECOR口 WEll5APPEl, PHlLADElPHIA , ARCHITECT 
MICHAEUS BOYO, LONOON, ARCH口ECT OF RECORO FAREWELL MIllS GATSCH 
ARCHITECT5. lLC, PRINCEτON. NEW JER5EY. CUENT lONGWOOD GARDEN5. 
KENNETTSOUARE, PENNSYLVANIA, CONSTRUCπON MANAGER BANCROFT CON-
5TRUCTION, WIlIMINGTON. 口ELAWARE， STRUCTURAl ENGlNEER BAKER INGRAM. 
NEWARK, OELAWARE, UGHηNG 口ESIGN THE UGHπNG PRAcnCE, PHlLAOELPHIA, 

αVIL ENGlNEER VAN NOTE-HARVEY. PRINCETON, NEW JER5EY. MECHANlCAl, 
ELECTRICAL, ANO PLUMBING OEOC. NEWARK. OELAWARE , GEOTECHNlCAL EN
GINEER DUFFIELDA550C队τE5. WIlMINGTON. DELAWARE. IRRIGA'πON DESIGN 
IRRIGA'ηON CONSU日ING， INC" PEPPERE LL, MASSACHUSETTS. GREEN WALL 
COMPONENTS G5KY PLANT 5YSTEM5. VANCOUVER， 日R盯15H COlUMBIA 

maintain the plants. In the year that the wall has existed, she 
has found need to replace three of the plant species with other 
species that will perform better, though she has found few 
problems with pests or diseases. B缸rd notes that among her 
daily maintenanι，e work on the green wall are routine checks 
on the irrigation system, the occasional trimming of the fast
growing plants, and the occasional replacement of panels in 
areas where plants are not looking stellar. She estimates that 
she spends 16 to 24 hours a week maintaining the wall. 

ABOVE 
A sti11 pool at the end 
of the co俨俨ido r- acts 
as a focal point as you 
walk thr-ough and adds 
a place to sit and 川ew
the gr-een wall. 
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LEFT 
Gr een Bay's new 
Ci tyDeck is a catalyst 
for the city's downtown 
r enaissance-and an 
inter esting place to sit. 
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LEFT 

CityOeck flanks the east 
side of the indust俨ial
Fox River, whose 
wate俨s a俨e s till plied 
by massive Great Lakes 
ca俨90 ships 

ERE'S SOMETHING NEW: AN ARTICLE 
ABOυT GREEN BAY THAT DOESN'T MEN
TION THE PACKERS. Well, maybe just in this 
缸stpar艳阳ph. The title came back to Titletown last 
year when the lowest-seeded te缸n in the playo能

irnprobably won Super Bowl XLV. Green Bay, an improbable 
NFL town to begin with (population IOI,OOO, very smaU media 
market), went justifiably nuts for the green and gold, a team 
tha~ in many ways, the city had been building 仕om the ground 
up for a decade or more. But this wasn't going to be an article 
about footbaL!, right? OK. No more football. 

Also building slowly from within in Green Bay over the past 
decade was a downtown renaissance almost as irnprobable as, 

well, you know. The visible culrnination of that renaissance is 
the CityDeck, a three-block-long waterfront plaza and prom
enade, designed by the Boston-based firm Stoss Landscape 
U rbanism. CityDeck is composed of angled wood planes and 
custom concrete pavers, and it features an array of built-in 
wood seating that seems extmded up 丘om the boardwalk itse旺
On what used to be derelict waterfront, this unique design 
anchors a scrum of new and renovated buildings jostling for 
views and urlban pedestrian tra而c. For downtown Green Bay to 
go from uncompetitive to contender took some design talent, 
yes, but also a comrnitted community and a charismatic mayor. 

IrWa挝s a抽bo刚川O叭I
Ji怕r览mη1 Sc出hmi挝t忧t i泊n his 0伍Cαe， and within 10 minutes he was 

speed-walking out the door, with me in tow, because he 
wanted to show me his downtown. Schmitt was first elected 
in 200} He's a native of Green Bay and for years ran a com
pany出at tumed waste paper into disposable tissues like the 
ones barbers put around your neck. His paper background is 
very Green Bay: It's an industry and shipping town. The city, 

which sits where the Fox River flows into its namesake bay, 

has the classic combination of Great Lakes water access and 
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proximity to Midwestern forests and farmlands that has given 
lise to plenty of similar resow-ce.dtiven cities: Chicago, Detroit, 
Cleveland, Milwaukee, Toledo. The boats still call today. More 
than 200 commercial vessels per y'四r-some ofthem massive 
ocean freighters- dock at about I5 active terminals up and 
down the Fox River. 

Green Bay's waterfront used to bustle with both industrial and 
social acti叽ty. Downtown was, just Iike eve巧rwhere else, the 
heart of the city. τhen， in the I960s, also just Iike eve巧where
else, business started to move to the outskirts and the core be
gan to die. As a stopgap measure, a mall was built downtown, 
severing the w-ban grid. At the s缸ne time, industries were 
moving out, ship traffic was deιlining， and the watelfront be. 
came neglected. It turned into a site for parking and garbage 
collection. 
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GrmB叭路long been at the fringes of my脆 Growi吨
up, my family would vacation in Ooor County, ski而ng

the city to the east on ow- drive up from Chicago. 1 now Iive 
in Minneapolis, and since 2005 my mother has lived full time 
in Ooor County's Sturgeon Bay, justωthe north. Regular 
visits there with my wife and two young children require a 
vertigo.inducing 企ive over the Leo Frigo Memorial Bridge, 

which rises up over the Fox River (and, in fac t, the entire city) 
just north of downtown. 1 have seen the piles ofblack coal and 
white limestone sitting inches from 由e slack water of the Fox; 
the massive freighters groaning their way upstre缸口， all the 
downtown drawbridges open; the frozen, wind.scalloped bay 
and a city丘osted in white, all quiet. 

A80VE 

A lineup of summe俨

programs activate the 
design 川th weeknight 
concerts and lunchtime 
food vendor、s
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T wou1d never have imagined something like the CityDeck 
cou1d be built here. I've seen plenty of snazzy waterfronts in 
other dties- more vaunted cities, destination cities: Toronto, 
Seattle, Chicago. But in Green Bay? Improbable. 

The mayor's take: "Wf!re going to have something so unique 
down here, something so special, that it、 going to be the first 
step in revitalizing our whole downtown ." He c缸npaignedon
this (he just won his 吐J.i.rd term) and shepherded the entire pr.。
cess, and at times he was derided for spending public money 
on what some called "也e mayor's yellow brick road." Schmitt 
sees 也e CityDeck as one pie优， albeit a critical piece, of a tota1 
downtown redevelopmen t. But on the CityDeck specifically, 
he ar肝es 也at Green Bay cou1d have done something more 
modest- that many would have expected something more 
modest-but that the city needed to look 50 years forward and 
ask itself what it wou1d be known for then. 

1 fust laid eyes on the CityDeck about three hours before meet
ing the mayor. T can't remember the last time T was in down
town Green Bay and, notably, neither cou1d my mother, when 1 
mentioned to her 1 wou1d be visiting the city for this article. She 
comes to town to shop, but never into the center. We deàded 
to make a day of it, booked rooms at the Days Inn, just steps 
from the waterfront, and enjoyed a picture-perfect late s山nmer
day strolling the boardwalk before 1 went to meet the mayor. 

CityDeck stretches for three blocks along the westem shore of 
the Fox, between the Ray Nitschke and Walnut Street blidges. 
It is b山lt on top of the existing river bu1khead wall. Described 
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GREEN BAyJS MAYOR 
J1M SCHM1T了 T忖OUGHT
T什E C1TY NEEDED 
TO LOOK 50 YEARS 
FORWARD AND ASK 
W村AT 1T WOULD BE 
KNOWN FOR THEN 
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most simplisticall.l弘 CityDed< f白tures two basic materials: a 
wide ipe wood boardwalk at the river's edge and a linear and 
slightly narrower concrete paver plaza between the boardwalk 
and buildings. The geometry ofthe spaces is pleasantly erratic, 

edges jogging in and out seemingly by whim. here cinching 
the space a little tighter. there extending a belvedere out over 
the river. The boardwalk portion is punctuated by seating
made ofthe same ip• -that rises up from the walking surface 
in various shapes and configw.ations. 

lι.oul缸't drag 出elandsαpe architect. Chris Reed. ASLA. of 
Stoss. out to Green Bay 台om Boston for an a仕ernoon. so 1 
talked to him by phone once 1 got home. He told me 也at his 
earliest concepts, envisioned back in 2004 when he was asked 
to prep缸e a larger master plan for the downtown waterfront. 
featured the wooden planes of the boardwalk. Back then. he 
says. he wanted a series of wooden platforms that would "start 
up at the city grid and fold their way up and down, o.eating a 
diversity of spaces along the very tight waterfront" Upon fu地位
investigation ofthe b叫kheadwall during detailed design. Reed 
found that what he thought was a uniform river edge was in fact 
a mess of different elevations. structures, and ages of construc
tion. The design, then. had to remain fl.exible. but Stoss had 
already laid 出e groundwork [or that with its minimalist con
cept. The geometrically independent triad o[ design elements 
-boardw此. paver plaza, and seating-could fl.ex and move 
as needed to address the underlying reality. 飞l

TOP 

The 吉eating is designed 
to give ample choice of 
posture and purpose 

I N SET 

A fountain才et water 
feature (which can be 
activated by anyone at 
the touch of a button) 
enter、tains visi tors. 
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For the seating, Stoss 
created a simple, evocative 
I<it of parts that could be 
cons tr ucted on si te. 
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AT RIGHT 

Together, the benches 
(top, showing the metal 
structu俨e beneath) and 
boa俨dwalk constitute 
one of two pr imar y 
design moves, the 
other being a field of 
custom concrete pave俨S
(bot tom), which are 
pe俨meable in places 
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ABOVE 

The seating seems to 
r、ise Up f俨om the ipe 
boardwalk. .. 

BELOW 

. .as chaises longues, 
backed benches, and 
several other types 
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~ Embedded within this simple fiow of space, says Reed, is a 
deliberate cliversity of scales meant to provide comfort for in
clividuals, small groups, and large ga也erings. At the inclividual 
level, he says, are the benches: "The whole idea here is that we 
could fold the wood surfaces in ways that could aιιommodate 
the human body in a number of different ways depending on 
people's moods and people's body types." 

T什 E DESIGN 
15 FLA5HY AND 
SUBTLE AT THE 

CityDeckf白tures about IO di能rent seating optio邸， all with 
a rigid angular geome盯that reflects the plaza's edges 削1 are 
long and linear, either just behind the railing at the water's edge 
or nosed up to the boardwall< far仕ler back to form the bound
ary between the wood and the pavers. Some are backless and 
look like the number 7 in αoss section, while some reverse 
the 7's aωteangletoαeate a sloped-out vertical support Some 
seating is double height, with a lower bench's bad< forming 
the leg rest of an upper, backless seat. Some are chaises, like 
beach chairs in stasis, but with width enough for dozens. l.arge 
groups can gather on severallarge platforms, W<e the ShopKo 

SAME TIME
PURE ARTISTRY 
FROM A SIMPLE 
MOTIF 
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BELOW 

CityOec l< was built 
in conjunction 川th

redevel口pment of 
the wate俨f俨ont， such 
as these high -end 
condominiums with 
stunning sunset 
views over the 
Fox River. 
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started trying out benches. And lookin.g around. It was maybe 
80 degrees , with a light breeze, on a Thursday afternoon. 
Small groups were walking around, obviously happy, but not 
si创ng anywhere. The number 7 cross-sectional benches are 
fine, but their partne邸， theon巳swith也ekicked岳阳ard base, 

are difficult to even sit down on, because you have to stand so 
far forward of the seat. 1 was moderately comfortable in the 
chaises 10咱邸， but the backs are perfectly straight, rather 
thancurv让19 toward vertical to support the head. I'm 5-foot-ro 
and felt all right, but my mother, at 5-foot-4, just di巾'tfit. The 
double-layer benches usually have the kick-forward base, so 
they're tricky, too, and the upper seat, above the baιk.rest， hit 
me just below the shoulder blades. And since the detail has 
that upper seat's slatting extending forward over the vertical 
slats of the backrest, a pointy edge 0αurs right at the upper 
back. Reed told me that Stoss prototyped each seating option 
at full scale, out of plywood, and had various sta仔membersof
various sizes try them out, making adjustrnents before final
izing them. That's a sound design process, so 1 am at a loss 
to 四pl缸n my own discomfort on sit巳

Landing, a deck with a folded surface meant to conjure 出E
fractured ice found in the Fox River in winter (several more 
will be built over the n创 few years as phases 2ωd 3)' 

Normally 1 wouldn't harp on sea位19 so much, but this proj
ect is all about the sea由18. True, there are exquisite details 
throughout:由e locally made pavers areωstom， of a pleasing 
trapezoidal shape, and laid as an underlying field that never 
exactly matches the angle of the boardwalk; the water-edge 
railing switches 仕om heavy maritime timber to thin delicate 
metal, creating impOltant valiation in what could have been 
a monotonous line; and the benches themselves, aestheti
cally, are striking and gorgeous. But when both the mayor 

lsp仅ificallyasked Reed about his middle scale, the small group 
gathering spaces, because the CityDeck s位uckme as very linear. 
He pointed to two locations. There's the spot where the outer 
edge of the boardwalk inRects a li创e， rota由19 a 岳w benchesto 
face slightly toward each other. And the upper te盯ace between 
the CityDed< itself and a forthcoming restaurant elevates some 
seating above the 丘ay. 1 agree there are some interesting places 
to sit alone 01' as a couple, and 1 agree (出ough 1 didn't happen 
to be there on a festival day) that the large gathering spaces 
likely work very well, but when 1 visited the project 1 had been 
generally concemed about the seati吨， and Re优ed's short list of f 
middle-scale moment怨s didn't reassure me. The inflection he ref
erences is a widely obtuse angJe, and a stairway passes between 
the seats right at the point of the angle. That doesn't make for 
sociable s四趾19. The rest of CityDed<'s seating is arranged in 
str缸ght lines, but there are no parallellines. It is impossible to 
sit across 丘om someone an沪Nhere on the site, and a group o( 
sa)几 位veors议 people would have to sit side by side by side and 
crane their necks forward to speak to one another. 

When my mother and 1 walked the length of the deck before 
my meeting with the mayor, we raved about the project lt is 
definitely memorabJe. It has an aesthetic that is engaging and 
unique. But when 1 met up with her again a丘er meeting Mayor 
Schmitt, she was still walking the boardwaLk, book in hand. 
She had been unable to find anywhere comfortable to sit. So 1 

RIGHT 

The Sh口pKo Landing 
is the primary la 俨ge
gathering space 
right now, but two 
lar、ger terraces wi11 
be built next year 
in phase two. 
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and landscape architect talk about re.ι:reating the social heart 
of downtown. 1 can't help but wish there was some sociable 
sea出19 in downtown's he也t

That heart, though, on the whole seems to be rebounding. My 
mother and r had dinner at Republic Chophouse a few blocks 
企'Om the water企ont The mayor and 1 had popped in there on 
our whirlwind tour. He considers it one of many downtown suc. 
cess stories: 1也 new. and would never have opened downtown 
10 years ago. A block or so away is Koko, a sushi restaurant 
由at relocated in from the suburbs after the CityDeck opened. 
Riverfront Lofts is a new condominium building that faces the 
water. Tt has 26 units and an assessed value Of$22 口1iI1ion. At 
the other end ofthe deck is 1ρ丘s on the Fox, ap红怕lents with 
仕le same views as Riverfront but缸med at middle.ιlass earners 
(and it has deck.facing retail on the ground fl.oor). In between 
sits an old department store bu让出ng being converted into one 
of the more diverse mixed.use projects 1 have encountered: a 
restaurant with dining out on the CityDeck, offiι.es， residential 
units, a parking garage. and a brand.new chiJdren's museωn. 

And the old mall, the mall that some say put the nail in down. 
town's coffin? While 1 was in town it was being demolished, 

with the Days Inn soon to fo l1ow, to be replaced by the corpo. 
rate headq uarters and technology center of a major processed 
cheese company (please hold your cheesehead jokes). That 
company wil1 bring 550 new employees downtown. 

managed from such a simple motif. And during our phone call, 
Reed lobbed one more subtlety at me: The custom pavers have 
tiny f!ecks of green, so they have a verdigris tinge in certain 
且ghts， and the trees all turn yellow in the fall, just as Sundays 
become dedicated to, well. you know. 

AsabommdmdMidw创terner， 1 have seen m削poten
tially excel1ent projects dumbed down by an embedded re. 

gional practicality and reluctance to stand out This is especially 
true in smal1er. grittier cities like Green Bay. But Reed told me 
his work in Green Bay, coming on the heels of another smaller 
waterfront plaza in Milwaukee, has been some of the most 
rewarding in his career. "Midwestern pragmatism," he said, 
"doesn't exdude ambition for what (Midwesterners] want out 
oftheir city life and s优iallife and for their kids:' A cornerstone 
of Stoss's work is solving practical problems一infrastmιture
problems, social problems, environmer血1 problems- while 
also creating innovative landscapes. It's a tough balance, but 
well suited to places like Green Bay. 
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Mayor Schrnitt thi川cs that Reed understood the city 仕omthe
beginning, and 1 have ωagree. If the seating were what seating 
should be, 1 wouild consider this one of the most interes由19，
contextually appropriate projects 1 have had the p民创le伊 to
visit-and it's just three blocks long and had a total budget of 
only $12 rnil1ion (that's for all three phases). And what's more, 
CityDeck is trulya catalyst for all the rest 

The design does achieve that balance. It does manage to be 
fl.ashy and subtle at the s缸口e time. 1 keep 阳rning it over in my 
head: First it strikes me with its boldness and an思血rity， then 
1 come down from the initial high and realize it's just wood 
and pavers. and then 1 see again the pure a此istry that S toss 
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"We stiU have a lot ofwork to do," the mayor told me, gestur
ing around a bustling downtown that a decade ago just wasn't 
worth visiting, "but we couldn't be doing these [redevelop
ments) w由ss we reactivated and re∞nnected the commur丘ty
with the waterfront. 

"Eight years ago," he continued, in a 阴rting comment, "we 
were hopeful, But now. ..." He trailed 0仔with a grin. Nice 也at
a Gr民n Bay mayorαn say that-…-about the àty, instead of 
thete缸n. O

AOAM REGN ARVlDSDN, FASLA, IS A REGULAR CONτRIBUTOR TO L4NDSCAPE 
ARCH.πECTURE MAGAZINE. HIS MOTHER PLANS TO BRING HER FRIENOSτo 

OOWNTOWN GREEN BAY MORE 0阿EN
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ABOVE 

A beautiful, unexpected 
design has alr、eady
brought newfound 
prosperity to downtown 
Green Bay. 
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alking in and out and around the Lily l..ake residence is like 
piecing together a fascinating puzzle. There are old stone 

waUs and new ones that cannot be told apart The long sliver of 
the new house, all wood and glass, is slipped like a narrow boat 
between a low stone waU and a stone cottage anchored by speci
men trees. You且ndyourself nestled in these fields where cattle 
once grazed and huddled under the shade of the sugar maples. 

The searnless connections between the b山ldings and the land 
here, in the rolling hayfields and wooded wetlands of eastern 
Pennsylvania, arise 丘om a dose collaboration between the 
landscape architect Michael Vergason, FASLA, and the archi
tect Peter Bohlin. 
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"We've been working together for more than 2 0 

years," says Ve1'gason, one very hot day in mid
j毗 leaning against an o ld sωne wall near the 
en衍叭rayto 出is rural yea1'-round home in Dalton. 
"Peter has a better instinct about landscape than 
any architect 1 know." 

Vergason, who received an ASLA Honor Award 
fo1' the project last yeax, is known fo1' his sensitivity 
to sites, from historic farmsteads like this one to 
the new Center for Aquatic Life and Conservation 
at the Baltimore National Aquarium. 

Bohlin has also spent his career working in a variety 
ofverγdi陆rent settings, such as Seattle's City Hall, 
theglass-ωbe Apple store on Fi他Avenue in Man
hattan, and modemist houses made oftimbe1' and 
stone and tucked into rural settings. "Michael:' he 
says ofVergason, "like l.aurie Olin and Peter Walk
er, were all trained as architects. But one should not 
see the divisions between buildings and landscape 
and what you do on the inside ofbuildings." 

On the first approach, the real heart of this land
scape is hidden. "You don't want to give it away 
all at once," Bohlin says. 

ABOVE 
The new sliver 口f a

house is hidden , on fi沪s t

app俨oach ， behind the 
1800s s tone house that 
r ises over the hayfields 
and s tone walls of its 
agrarian past. 
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THE POND 
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SECOND 
FRONT FOR 
THE HOU5E 
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Toenter怆 house， you walk under a long pergola 
(its simple lines are 由口ost Shakerlike, though 
it's made of mahogany) and turn le丘 through a 
mahogany door-on a础，出anks to Bohlin, to the 
entrance to the old stone house--into a room full 
of light. Only a rather massive double fìreplace 
blocks the view of its source. 

"1 suggested they move that chimney to open up 
that spectacular viewshe缸， says Vergason, with a 
you-win-some-you-Iose-some shrug, as we round 
the fireplace. 

There was much discussion with the owners 
about the dimensions ofthe slender house, which 
is 150 by 25 feet. Would it be enough room? But to 
their surprise, they hardly ever traverse its length 
(the 凯lest quarters are tucked into a corncriblike 
suite on the east side), so rooted are they to the 
sunrise and water to the south, and the cozy qu缸
ters for reading and entertaining in the renovated 
stone cottage to the north. 

There, through a wall of glass, the shimmering 
water of a great pond stretches a good 200 feet in 
alI directions，仕amed by native woods and pasture. 
Herons f出d on the trout and frogs at 也e pond. 
Woodωk and mallards swim among也e sedges 
四d reeds. Foxes, deer, coyotes, and even bears 
wander to its shores. And in winter, especially, 
when Light is predous, reflected light offthe water 
fìlIs the house and changes with the hours. 

The owner, an early riser, likes to have his co能e，
and even work on his laptop, out on the cantile
vered deck, which juts out over the pond.σhe 
owners' four grandsons, by the way, wear life 
preselvers when fìshing on the end of the deck. 
And toddlers are kept out by a gate.) 

"It really pulls the sun and that life of the pond in 
to this side of the house, making it very, vely alive 
for fa口1ily life;' Vergason says. As he steps out to 
the patio, startled bullfrogs leap into the water. 
Dragonflies zoom across its surface, catching 
bugs (they love mosq山toes， too). 

汀'm literally sitting in free space," he says. "You 
i白llike you're ftoating." 

"It also makes a kind of second 丘ont for the 
place," Vergason points out. "Because the formal 
front is the stone house, which is not the central 
living space." 

ABOVE 

A cantilevered deck 
injects an energy 
both modernist and 
prehistoric over the 
pond , which is deep 
enough for trou t. 

LEFT AND OPP05ITE 

The owners and 
designers wanted a 
structure that would 
not dominate the 
landscape. 
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THE ENTIRE FARM 
WAS FRENCH DRAINED 
|T HAD SPRINGS 
COMING UP ALL OVER 
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The ded<,s gesture is pure modernism, but it strikes some 
deeper connection, as well, to those cantilevered stones at Yo. 
semite, jutting into the air, a thousand feet up. 

It was Vergason who envisioned the pond, as he walked the 
site and stood by the low stone wall that borders what was then 
just a field. "Michael said, 'You know, a pond would be perfect 
here,'" recalls the owneιHe and his wife had long loved the 
old falm prope向， especially its stone ιottage. 

"Our thought was tro b山ld by the co忧age， but not overpower it 
withan叭hingwe added," the owner tells me. "I think we were suc. 
cessful. You can't see it from the road-only when you're up on it" 



Vergason, who grew up in the rolling hills of 
Virginia, had a hunch that the old field had been 
drained long ago for agriωltural use. And he was 
spot on. lt turns out the entire farm is French 
drained. It has springs coming up all over the 
pla白， and the high clay content of the soil means 
fields stay wet much of the time. 

The prope民y originally had belonged to C. s. 
Woolworth, who longed for something out of the 
English coun盯side， with low stone walls and a 
stone co阳ge， and a Victorian house with a wide 
porch atop the highest h山.

四1 the walls were constructed by one man, who 
might have been Welsh," the owner recalls. U He 
also had a fondness for alcohol, so Mr. Woolworth 
would find him and sober him up, so he could 
bωld another wall:' 

The Woolworth farm was once a thriving dai巧
operation, with barns for cattle and hay across 
thecoun盯 road， and well-kept pastures and hay
fields s山rounding the stone cottage, where the 
imported Scottish or Welsh, or English- no one 
can quite remember- farm manager had lived. 

ABOVE 
A mix of meadow 
g俨asses ， sedges, and 
rushes surrounds the 
pond , once a drained 
agricu1tura1 fie1d atop 
natu俨a1 sp俨ings.
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But after Woolworth's death , the heir's widow, who had rather 
edectic tastes, demolished the rambling Victorian on the hill 
and put up a big brid< house with columns. 
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"That dog up there;' as Bohlin called the brick house, which 
the new owners happily demolished. 

The widow had also planted blue spruce trees, which are rather 
jarring among the crabapples and sugar maples of this agrar
ian landscape. Vergason suggested they might go, though the 
owners decided the spmces should stay. 
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"They're not indigenous to the area and wouldn't have been 
my first choice;' the owner says, "but they're here, and they are 
very large and lovely trees." 
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RIGHT 

The new house is 
slipped between an 
original stone wall and 
the stone house; a new 
re taining wall, cover、ed

in stone , allows a c1ear 
view f俨om a sunken 
bedroom. 

BELOW 

A mix of five native 
ferns appears to 
grow naturally among 
st口ne paths. 

BOTTOM RIGHT 

The site's original 
t俨ees， the framework 
of dry-laid s tone walls, 
and the fields have 
been prese俨ved

The original Victorian house, as well as its re
placement, afforded a grand overlook from 也e
highest promontory, of fields, woodland, and 
sky-an old idea of the castle on the hill, where 
you can see and be seen. But that was not for the 
new owners, nor their designers, who di也r'twant
a structure dominating the landscape. 

"lt's an e对raordinary property \vÏth a beautiful 
intrinsic quality to it that called for doing as little 
as possible to it;' Vergason says, so 吐lat "whatever 
you do builds on the beauty of the place." And 
f。此unately， Bohlin and their clients agreed. 

"1 love the idea that people with the financial 
resources to do exactly what they want chose 
something more modest rather than some larger, 
more muscular statement," Vergason says. "{t 
reflects a kind of deferential wave to the larger 
landscape." 

The old stone cottage is connected to the low
slung residence with a glass and wood pas
sageway that feels virtually transparent. The 
passage offers a westward view to a magnificent 
Japanese maple, which was carefully moved ω 
that exact spot. 
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"Pe怆r had decided exactly where the maple was to 
be when there was nothing her飞 no building, no 
glass," says the owner. "He said,‘When you look 
through 出at glass the tree will be fi:amed by 也is
link.' He has a 位emendous gi丘 thatway."

And the long, low pergola at the entry to the 
residence is, like the water, a play on perception. 
"1t gave us a chance to lower that line below 
the height of the house, so we're dropping the 
scale down," says Bohlin. "If you made a whole 
house that height, it would probably be a little too 
crunched down." 

Bohlin transformed the two-story stone (0忧age，
which was "a rabbit warren of funny little rooms," 

he says, into a great library room lined with book
shelves, with a central fueplace and sleeping 10ft. 

"It's .a magnetwhen we entertain:' says the 0响ler，
who loves to read there, by the fire, in winter. Or 
enjoy i出 cool shade in summer. 

Vergason chose a simple palette of native plants to 
merge these buildings with the natural landscape. 
A mix of five native ferns- ladyfems, woodfer时，
sensitive ferns, Christrnas ferns, and hay-scented 



t由1S-softens the comers ofboth the stone cot
tage and the new residence. Native shrubs, indud
ing Fothergilla, witchhazels, winterberry, and V让
ginia sweetspire (1 tea virginica), chaJ.t the seasons 
with their 仕agrance， color, and fruit for wild1ife. 

A hedge of summersweet (Clethra alnifolia), 
whose spicy-scented fiowers attract humming
bir也 in late summer, and whose lustrous dark 
green leaves turn golden-yellow in fall, lines the 
north end of the parking court.阳d moss fingers 
its way缸ηong the mosaic of fieldstone that greets 
visitors walking up to the house. 

It is the ston• -in the low walls that are threaded 
both vertically and horizontally between the two 
structures- that anchors this site. Much of it 
came from the excavated field, whiιh is now 
a 12-foot-deep pond, and walking along these 
pa也s， or up the wide steps made of single slabs 
of bluestone that was dug 仕om the site, you feel 
centered, almost drawn down into the earth. 

Vergason also has solved erosion and runoff 
problems here by opening up a gap in one ofthe 
stone walls by the pond and crea由19 a graduated 
weir that allows water to fl.ow through narrow 

ABOVE 

80th the old suga俨
maple and these 
corncr、iblike 俨ooms

speak the vernacular飞
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AS YOU APPROACH 
THE HEART 
OF THE LANDSCAPE 
I S 忖 IDDEN
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or ever-wider channels to the adjacent woodland 
and down into the fìeld west of the house, where 
a series of stone step pools dug into the field col
lect and slow storm runoff that once eroded the 
old pasture. 

The owners grow timothy and alfalfa in the field 
出at fronts 由e stone co忧age， so a productive hay
field now rolls down to the road. But Vergason 
planited a li忧le sea of hard fescue closer to the 
buildings, along with a bit of green la刑1， to ac
centuate the living space. 



This same fescue fans out beneath the grove of 
aspens he p1anted to enliven the north side ofthe 
pond. And the owners W优 them so much, they 
may plant a gIove of them up on the hill. ''A 1，也ld
of extension of the same thing;' the owner says. 
"A simp1e gathering p1ace:' 0 

AN NE RAVER WRITES ABOUT THE ENVIRONMEN飞 INCLUOING
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ABOVE 

The new house, 
artful1y low, does not 
dominate the old stone 
house, which still 
se俨ves as the formal 
front to the pr口perty.
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Proceeds will dlrectly support the production 01 luture Pioneers Oral History 
modules and insure the documentalion 01 these important design legacies. 
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www.tclf.org 

In 2003, The Cultural Landscape Foundation (TCLF) launched the Ploneers 
01 Amencan Landscape Design Oral History initiative in an e衍。此 to
document, collect, and p陀serve the uniQue, first-hand perspectlves 01 
renowned landscape practítloners, and to make them available lor the luture 
generations 01 stewards, des Igners, and researchers. 

Wlth generous suppo阶 Irom the ASLA, Hubbard Educational Trust, National 
Endowment lor the Arts, Boston Society 01 Landscape Architects, Canadlan 
Society 01 Landscape Architects, British Columbia Society 01 Landscape 
Architects, Landscape A陀hitecture Canada Foundation, Barbara David, Stuart 
and Ellen Dawson, Sasaki Associates, and Sullivan Enlertainment. 
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THE BACK 
DESI GN FORTHE OTHER 90%: CITIES 

Organized by the Cooper-Hewitt, 
National Deslgn Museum, at the Unlted 

Nations Visitors Centre, New York City, 
to January 9, 2012. 

About one billion people worldwlde hve 
in slums, and the number is expected to 

double over the next 20 years as more 
people seek better lives, as defined on a 

decidedly sliding scale. Most of this strain 
will show in places that are already quite 

crowded and poor. The Cooper-Hewitt , 

National Design Museum, has organized 
a range of examples that show how design 

can help to ease informal living conditions. 
There is housing 10 consider, of course (you 

have to wonder at the sheer preponderance 
of corrugated metal in nearly all slums), 

plus drinking wat凹， education, sanitary 
infraslructure, and transportation. Designers 

are also helping spread joy, as with the 
pubhc space projects of the Kounkuey 

Design Initlative (shown) at the Kibera 
settlement near central Nairobl, Kenya, 

where more than a mllhon people hve. 
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THE BACK / PRACTICE 

|INVESTIGATING OLD AMERICAN 

TEXTILE CITIES AND WAYS 

|TO REVIVE THEM. THEIR FINDINGS 

|ARE ALSO HELPING TO 8UILD 

|A FRESH KNOWLEDGE 8ASE FOR 

THE FIRM AND ITS UR8AN PROJECTS. 
8Y ERNESτ 8ECK 
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OPPOSITE 

Seaside Park in Bridgepo俨t，

Connecticut, has a view of 
Pleasure Beach. 

A BOVE 

Sasaki p俨oposes a pa俨k
system of connected green 
spaces for、 B俨idgeport

parks and recreation specialty firm 
in Oak Park, Tllinois, envisions a 
connected system of vibrant green 
spaces, from parks to commw甘ty
gardens. sch∞lyards， greened vacant 
lots, and brownfìeld sites, that spread 
outacross 吐le city. To implement the 
plan, i怡 creators call for a network 
of community support gn:oups and 
public-private partnerships 出atcol
lectively will improve Bridgeport's 
h四lth-socially， economically, and 
ecologically-and help seωrea sus
tainable future. 

A h igh priority of the plan is to 
work holistically, says Gina Ford, 

ASLA, a design principal at Sasaki's 
Watertown, Massachusetts, office 

Yet as Seaside Park and its many 
attractions 缸nply illustrate, there is 
another side to BridgepOli: under
used parks, including a second de
signed by Olmsted, that the city be
Lieves can be leveraged to improve 
the quality of life for its 140,000 

people, a qualier of whom live be
low the poverty leve1. "We are问ring

ωredaim our helitage of the natu
ral environment and parks:' Blidg号
port、 mayor， B山 Finch， explains. 
He notes that today's parks master 
plan is the largest, in size and scope, 
of any plan since Olmsted's. "We 
have let it go for too long." 

The Sasaki plan, developed with 
Heller and Heller Consulting, a 

o nahimy hte…r邮
the 325-acre Seaside Park in 
Blidgeport, Connectiιut， de

signed by Frederick Law Olmsted, 

is an oasis of greenery and stunning 
water views. Visitors stroU along the 
wide, sandy beach and dip their toes 
into Long ls1and Sound, while others 
walk or jog along paths and sports 
fields. "This is a r'回l命百w for the city, 

a gem," observes Eamonn Hutton, 

Associate ASLA, a landscape archi
tect at Sasaki Associates, which has 
created an ambitious，缸-reaching
master plan for 也e parks ofBlidge
port. a city that is known better for 
its economic woes, abandoned facto
ri邸， and many potentially contami
nated sites than it is for green spaces. 
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"The key word is 'systems: and 
thinking about the city in those 
terms," Canter recalls, "and this 
seemed well suited to Sasaki's inter
disciplinary structure." Ford, who 
hired the two graduates for the Ur
ban Studio, says she was intr粤led
by the proposed project beca\后e ít 
pushed the firm in a direction it was 
already mo叽ng. "They wanted to 
take a broader look at the rise and 
fall of industrial cities , to see the 
bigger story, and that was appealing;' 
she says. 

In September 20IO, Sasaki beat out a 
dozen competitors for the Bridgeport 
assigmηent The firm had worked 
on a nurnber of projects in what it 
calls "middle cities" such as Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and Indianapolis, but 
parks master planning is not one of 
its bigger markets. Sasaki jurnped 
into the runni吨， Ford says, because 
it saw that projects like Bridgeport 
"have a huge potential." 

THE BACK / PRACTICE 

These ideas were also championed 
by an unusual in-house pilot proj
ect at Sasaki called Urban Fabric, 

an initiative thatωincided wi也 the

fìrm's bid for the Bridgeport project 
and that has since been widening its 
influence in the fìrm's practice. 

THE URBAN FA8RIC PROJECT 
SPARKED CONVERSATIONS 
THAT INFLUENCED SASAKI'S 
BRIDGEPOR丁 PLAN.
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Hutton and Canter were allotted 
eight hours a week to focus on 
Urban Fabric, in addition to their 
other work, so most of the study 
was done on their own time. (As 
part of h is billable hours, Hutton 
conducted interviews with people 
on the streets in Bridgeport as the 
firm prepared for its bid.) They 
decided to focus their research on 
出ree cities-Newark, New Jersey; 
Mobi怡， Alabama; and Fall River, 
Massachusetts- that were integral 

Urban Fabric was 也e brainchild of 
Hutton, 28, and a col1eagt妃， Alexis 
Canter, Associate ASLA, who is 30, 
after they c缸ne to work at Sasaki 
Hutton and Canter wereιlassrnates at 
Harvard's Graduate School ofDesign 
- they graduated in the spring of 
20IO. The two were interested in 
a more research-oriented approach 
to landscape architecture, one that 
coupled design wi也 rigorous analy
sis, which 出ey had experienced at 

and the head of its Urban Studio 
unit. "We could have tall<ed about 
46 individual parks and where to 
put playground swings and ameni
ties and improvements, which is 
important," she says. "But we w四t

ed to think about more than small, 
discrete physical interventions. We 
wanted to tal1< about the park system 
as thecity、 green infrastructure and 
rethink how to make a super multi
functional system, and to reinforce 
that vvith a strong s位ucture of com
munity partnerships." 

ABOVE 

A segment of 
8俨idgepo俨t 's Yellow 
Mi11 Creel< today, 
bottom , contrasts with 
proposed restoration of 
habitat and pedest俨ian
connections, top. 
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人mplif~ the look of 60 lAr p~~k 

CIRCLE lU 0 1>1 REA口ERSE阳ICECARO

visit www.tim 

Or contact the makers, Columbia Cascade Company at 1-800/547-1940 or asla@timberform.com 
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RIGHT 

In Fall Rive俨，

Massachusetts , 10 
million square feet 
of former textile mill 
buildings remain. 

22 

to the country、 once-thri叽ngte对ile

industry but are now facing sirnilar 
problems of an American economy 
that is shi仕ing away from man时比
turing, of disused urban space, and 
the changing role of in丘astructw'e .

且

幽幽直 4噩

Textile production involved a net
work of processes that tapped into 
geograph ic and geological assets. 
Cotton was shipped to the market 
from port cities like Mobile. Rivers 
and fàlls powered mills in no时least
ern cities Like FaU River. Newark was 
home to dye factories, where work
ers and skilled chemists were avail
able. While t四tile production has de
dined, the cities and people remain 
- along with the in frastructure of 
a faded industry. In F刻1 River, for 
example, there are 10 口叫lion sq旧re
feet of former textile mill buildings. 
These cities, the Urban Fabric report 
concluded, reftect "a fundamental 
misalignment between 20仕l-century
infrastructure and 2Ist-century no
tions of sustainability." 
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ecological systems to ensuring socio
economic oppo忧unity and achieving 
stable levels o[ economic grow出 and

employment. What these strategies 
have in common，由e report notes, is 
也at they 剑m to achieve these goals 
through innovative forrns of part
nership, systemwide thinking, and 
embracing 由e transforrnative power 
of design. 

other cities and academics and to 
think about strategies." It also made 
for good public relations. 

In the exhibition, a number of strat
egies were outlined that have been 
used in projects in different cities 
to address the underlying issues of 
industrial urbanism and sustainabil
协Theyrange 丘om creating heal也y

In addition to也e report, U rban Fab
ric resulted in the moun也19 of an 
exhibition at Sasaki's Watertown 0[
fice, detailing Canter's and Hutton's 
findings, and the publication of an 
accompanying catalog. Canter and 
Hutton also organized a Iecture se
ries to build on the themes and ideas 
presented in the exhibition, focusing 
on landscape architecture and ur
banism, among other related topics. 
Ford, who worked closely with the 
two on the initiative along with other 
principals, says that Urban Fabric 
was a way to "make connections to 
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份arma cell
engineered foa 肉、 s

The best playing surfaces begin with quality 
underlayments. At Armacell, our underlay
ments are built on quality and service, because 
we still believe in the need to "Delight the 
Customer". It's one reason we were AstroTurf's 
underlayment of choice for the U.S. Field 
Hockey Training Center. We also have 50 years 
experience in foam technologies, plus global 
manufacturing capabilities 

From baseball to soccer, and from the U.S.A. 
to Europe and Japan, great surfaces are being 
built on Armacell underlayments. 

ARMACELL LLC 
7600 OAKWOOD STREET EXTENSION, MEBANE, NC 27302 

Contact Armacell at (919) 304-3846 Fax (919) 304-3707 
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LEFT 

A map highlights 
Mobile, Alabama'吉 100-

yea俨 fl o口dpl ai n and its 
俨elationship to the city 

BELOW 
The port in Mobile 
once bustled wi th 
ships ca俨俨ying cotton 
to mar业时， but the 
economic shift away 
from manufacturing 
has hur、t the textile 
industry. 
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often vast in size, like the Remington 
A1.ms Factory, a I.s-million-square
foot structure of I3 interconnected 
b山ldings spread over 76 aαes. 
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lt's hard to imagine that Bridgeport, 
where the en位epreneur and show
man P. T. Barnum was the mayor 
in the late I800s, once caLled itself 
the Park City. What Sasaki has in 
mind is to build on 出at legacy by 
revitalizing the historic spaces whi1e 
also creating new community parks 
and green areas. The p lan wou1d 
first address immeruate priorities; 
Seaside Park, for example, could 
use some more tree cover, resilient 
lawn spaces, and a new maintenance 
plan. A burned-out bathhouse on 
the grounds, an eyesore for years, 

cou1d be turned into a destination 
for public events, which, along with 

sortium of local business groups, 

conduded that these conditions are 
气he canvas on which Bridgeport's 
future will be painted-centUlies 
of economic and cultural wealth fol
lowed by 50 years of abandonment 
and neglect." 

2 MILES ① 

A tour of the dty confirms this ob
servation. A small downtown area 
around city hal1 has been revitalized 
into a pleasant inner-city space with 
ca酶， restaurants, and new housing 
along streets lined by trees. But if 
you step outside this zone, you find 
sad streets with boarded-up buildings 
and storefronts, and a 岳wlonelype
destrians. ln outlying areas, some res
idential buildings retain their period 
charm, though many neighborhoods 
have been badly neglected. Mixed 
into these areas are derelict factories, 

Al吐lOUgh Bridgeport wasn't part of 
the Urban Fabric study proper, it 
shares many characteristics of those 
that were. lt is a fonner industrial 
hub known as "the Arsenal of De
mocracy," for its factories that pro
duced arms and, later, consumer 
goods. It fell into disrepair after its 
industrial base coUapsed, leaving be
hind contaminated land. Its wealth
ier residents fled to the suburbs. 
Poor waste management turned the 
waterfront into a dumping ground 
for a dirty mixture of chemicals. To
day it has a large number of people 
who are poor and basically lost, and 
massively underused in丘astruct山e.

BGreen 2020, a comprehensive sus
tainab山ty report undertaken by the 
city ofBridgeport and the Bridgeport 
Regional Business Council, a con-
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Solutions that come 
f rom being hands o n. 

In the ever-changing landscape of architectural metal, your 
idea may reqυire a custom solut ion. Save ti me and money 
by getting us involved in the design process early w ith a 
LEED-recognized Integrated Project Delivery approach. 
Contact us today and we'l l help you 币gure it out. 

GET IN SOME 
FACE TIME WITH 

HENDRICK! 

GreenBuild Show 
Toronto 

October 4-7 
Booth 4153 

Texas Architect Show 
Oallas 

October 27-28 
Booth 632 

ASLA 
Annual Meeting 

San Oiego 
October 30-November 2 

Booth 1143 

Build Boston 
Boston 

November 16-18 
Booth 917 

| ………TING . FABRICATING ~ n…陀川
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tum going for Urban Fabric. They 
缸et法ing the exhibition to Sas汰i's

San Francisco 0伍白， publishing the 
book, andp缸ticipating in an urban 
designcon岳rence at North Carolina 
State University in March 2012. "We 
are not done with Urban Fabric," 

Hutton says. 'We will try to keep 
it alive." 0 

things already happening at Sasaki 
and helped catapult and build on 
those ideas." Ford describes Urban 
Fabric's effect on the firm as em
powering and invigorating, "food 
for thought," she says, that allowed 
designers to "look at problems in 
a fresher and deeper way." What's 
more, the purely enterprise research 
"represents an evolution of our prac
tice as we are exploring the types of 
cities in the case studies." 

other visitor amenities, could bring 
in money to be used at other parks. 
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Project Credits 
URBAN FABRIC TEAM PROJECT CURATORS 

ALEXIS CANτER， ASSOCI ATE ASLA, AND 

EAMONN HUTTON, ASSOCIATE ASLA. CORE COL

LABORATORS DAVID BORDEN, STUDENT ASLA; 

8RIE HENSOLD, LAURA G. MARET飞 ASLA; SAM

PEASE. AND ANNA SCHERLING. PROJECT GUIO

ANCE JANNE CORNEI L; MARK OAWSON. FASLA; 

GINA FORD. ASLA; JASON HELLENORUNG. 

ASLA; PHIUP PARSONS; ALISTAIR MCINTOSH. 

FASLA; AND JAMES MINER. BRIOGEPORT 

PARKS MASTER PLAN TEAM JASON HELLEN

ORUNG. ASLA; GINA FORO, ASLA; EAMONN 

HUTTON, ASSOCIATE ASLA; 日RIE HENSOLO; 

JEFF SPRAGUE; STEPHEN GRAY; RICKY BLOX

SOM; NEDA MOVAGHAR; 8AR8ARA HELLER, 

AT HELLER ANO HELLER; BILL FINCH, MAYOR; 

CHARLIE CAR ROLL, PARKS DIRECTOR; TED 

GRA8ARZ. AFFILIATE ASLA, SUSTAINA8ILITY 

OIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 

WORKS; STEVE HLADUN, PROJECT COOROINA 

TO R; MIKE NIOOH, OIRECTOR OF PLANNING; 

ANO THE PARKS 80A RD OF COMMISSIONERS 

Sasaki had sponsored internal re
S阔叶lproj仅ts in the past Butthis in
tensive project-generated by the en
thusiasm and interests of two young 
staff members-raised questions 
about the models for future research 
projects, how they are situated in the 
practice, and what opportunities such 
projects hold for the 250-person 自rm，
Ford says. "There is a lot of interest 
in how we can make projects like 
Urban Fabric part of our DNA, and 
demonstrate in a tangible way how 
it impacts work and our brand and 
visibility," she says. 

On a broader scale, the master plan 
embraces a strategy to link the city 
andi凶 people to the water (only four 
口说es of 22 miles of water仕ont are 
now accessible to the public via bike 
lanes and river walks, and memora
ble streets and parkways). Floodplains 
will be reclaimed for ecological resto
ration with trails and an educational 
wayfinding system. A major com
ponent of the master pl扭 is social: 
getting people in to响1 eng鸣edand
emolled in its civic welfare, especially 
in the worse-o仔 sections， and bωId
ing partnerships to fi山叫， b山ld， and 
maintain a revitaLized p缸ks system. 

LEFT 

People check out 
u俨ban Fabric at 
its opening night in 
Sasaki's Water、town ，

Massachusetts, office 

RIGHT 

One of the exhibition 
photos shows a 
container、 terminal

in Newar、1(.

Urban Fabriι's impact on Sasaki's 
Bridgeport plan can be found in 
broad strokes. 

For the moment, Canter and Hut
ton are engaged with other assign
ments while keeping the momen-

All those involved in the Urban Fab
ric project say the research project 
sparked conversations about the 
future of struggling industrial cit
ies, and how landscape architects 
can design holistic systems to m回t

these challenges. Canter reckons 
that Urban Fabric "picked up on 
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More than meets the eye. 
It's true. It's not just breath taking natural beauty and e1egance that 

make a Keystone wall rem arkable. I t's what you don't see that m akes 

a big difference. Our pin connection system gives your walls an edge 

when it cOmes to design versatili ty and strength. With Keystone, you 

can be certain that your design is engineered to last a lifetime. 

E望 也$1335F
To v;ew Keystone￥ complete I;ne of ;nnovat;ve products and project ídeas, vís;t us 

on!;ne at www.keystonewalls.com/adc.html or call 1 -ω0-747-8971. 

Key百tone ;s proud to be a subs;d;ary of CONTECH Constructíon Products Inc. 
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MY KIND OF COUNTRY5IDE: 
FINDING DE51GN PRINCIPLE5 IN THE LAND 可

叫C曲'‘t1ylllðe，与咱俯"'~，_..帽.....向""'

8Y ROGER G. COURTENAY: CHICAGO: CENTER FOR AMERICAN 

PLACE5 AT COLUM8IA COLLEGE/UNIVER5ITY OF CHICAGO 

PRE55. 2011; 192 PAGE5. 章 35.

REVIEWED 日Y PETER JACOBS, FASLA 

Rogercout叫队SLA， a prinàpal with AECOM, says 
that countryside e泪sts "whereιultural manifestations 

are not so dense as to crowd out natural 坠atures." With him, 
we discover this countryside from the perspective of a canoe 
on the French Broad River near Asheville, North Carolina, 

footpa也s through Shenandoah National Park, riding trails 
也rough也e Vir研nia Piedmont, and on the Blue Ridge Park
way, which the author describes as "a 469-mile M出ius strip 
of asphalt." Courtenay's interest in the relationship between 
landscape setting and built form is conveyed vvith great rever
ence. through the wood, water, and fields of the Mid-Atlan缸，
the great houses of the Piedmont and Tidewater landscapes, 
Thomas Je陡rson's layout of the U niversity of Virginia, and 
even one ofFrank Uoyd Wrigh t's Usonian homes. 

Courtenay treats the countryside with great respec t, as he 
does the people and settlement pa忧erns 吐13t animate it. His 
reader is considered an active participant in the process of 
discovering也e dynamics that underpin the landscape that we 
experience at very precise moments in time. Courtenay tells 
us to "expect to smell, hear, and taste a landscape," but 0任ers
no neat formu!ae to link 也e experienι.e of landscape and the 
design principles he proposes. These req山re an effort from 
each of us, opening multiple paths of individual inquiry that 
provide their own rewarding insights. 

The introduι:tory essay, one that warrants multiple readings, 
[ocuses on the sometimes subtle, sometimes sudden [orces 
of change that a他ct the countryside Courtenay so obviously 

loves. "The reciprocal energy of a 
people engaged with the environ
ment" builds on the forces o[ con
trast, perceived beauty, and memory 
as it does onαop failures, fl.oods, 

and urban sprawl. These are the 
forces that frame our understanding 

of and behavior within the landscapes we inhabit, that inform 
our morals, memories, and moods. 

RATHER THAN OFFER A FORMULA. COURTENAY 
ENCOURAGES READERS TO EXPLORE THE DESIGN 
PRINCIPLES THEMSELVES. 

Each o[ 16 short essays in创tes the readerωrefl.ect on a par
ticu!ar landscape 田perience. These 缸e annotated \vith design 
insights that give a better understanding of the places that we 
have chosen ωshape， reshape, or simply visit. Some of these 
links between experience and design principles, such as rh如阳口
in thecoun町" are relatively straightforward, while others, such 
as restlessness along theιoastal shoreline, require greater effort. 

ln one ofthe more intriguing essays, Courtenay explores the 
nature of the Washington Mall from the roof of the Capitol 
building and 丘om the flat lowland withln the Mall itse![ The 
complex relationships of the centrallawn and reflecting pool 
to the geography of the tidallandscape and the successive ad
dition ofbuilt forms 出at line the Mall are linked to the idea 
of indeterminacy, the "juxtaposition or commingling of two 
opposite modes of 四pression.. .a kind of blurrlr毡， in whlch 
也ings are not just indefinite but indeterminate, fi.xed neither 
in extent nor character." 
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Courtenay offers us a highly personal account of his idea 
of countryside. He invites us to share his appreciation of 
particular places using images forged of dense prose and 
sparse poetic line drawings that complement each other, 
much as the continuing balance of nature and human activity 
inform the central pr四1Ìse of the book. The very structure of 
the book，仕amed by four prose poems of the four seasons, 

refl.ects the author's commitmen t to the design process, 
weavmg a 阴阳m of ideas well suited to the complexity the 
countryside conveys. 0 

PETER JAC08S, FASLA, 15 PROFESSOR 0 1' LANOSCAPE ARCHIτECTURE ÄτTHE 

UNIVERSI TY 0 1' MONτREAL. HE HAS EXPLOREO THE MID-ATLANTIC COUNT陀YSIDE
WHILE SERVINGAS SENIORAND DISTINGUISHED FELLOW OF LANDSCAPE AND 

GARDEN STUDIES AT DUM8ARTON OAKS 
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CONSISTENCY 

COMFORT 

PERFORMANCE 

Member 01 IIw 

仔F~
ausíralian叫_ Foundatíon 
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THE SOCIAL LlFE 
OF SMALL URBAN SPACES 
BY WILLIAM H. WHYTE 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 
BY A LDO LEOPOLO 

This "should be req山red reading for 
alllandscape architeιture students, 

and maybe a couple continuing edu
cation program hours for all pros; 
it can be a goosebump read with a 
'natural' prose that borders on being 
poe町." - Timothy M町'， ASLA

DESIGN WITH NATURE 
BY IAN L. MCHARG 

"Design With Nature by McHarg is 
what got me into landscape archi
tecture and eventually into G IS. 1 be
lieve itsho叫dbereq町edreadi吨for
anyone going into either prof臼sion.
Probably wouldn't hurt engineers to 
read it either." - Kim McDono咱h

A PATTERN LANGUAGE: TOWNS, 
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION 
BY CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER, SARA 

15 HIKAWA, AND MURRAY 5ILVER5TEIN 

飞V Te focus our Books ιolumn on new books-
VV what's worth adding to every landscape 

arιhitect's bookshelf, what will appeal to those 
working in certain practice areas, and what can 
be passed over. But what if there are gaps in yo山
bookshelves that need to be fìlled with the best of 
the best, not necessarily the newest? A recent∞n
versation on ASLA's Linkedln discussion group, 
started by Lisa Horne, ASLA, asked discussion 
group rnembers what were the top three books 
that influenced them as landscape architects. The 
responses were intri织自19; some are books every
one would expect, and 0吐lers are more surprising. 
lnduded here are some of the most mentioned 
books in that disιussion. o 

THE DEATH AND LIFE 
OF GREAT AMERICAN CITIES 
BY JANE JACOBS 

THE GRANITE GA院DEN:URBAN
NATURE AND HUMAN DESIGN 
BYANNE WHI5τ。N 5 PIRN, FA5LA 

"A great OOok illustrating how strong 
an infl.uence our cities have on na
ture, and vice versa." 一Larry Lesser 

4辜! 』
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THE LANDSCAPE OF MAN: 
SHAPING THE ENVIRONMENT 
FROM PREHISTORY TO 
THE PRESENT DAY 
BY GEOFFREY ALAN JELLICOE AND 

SUSAN JELUCOE 

LAST CHILD IN THE WOODS: 
SAVING OUR CHILDREN FROM 
NATURE-DEFICIT DISORDER 
BY RICHARD LOUV 

SIFTINGS 
BY JEN5 JEN5EN 
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GARDENS ARE FOR PEOPLE 

BY THOMAS CHURCH 

"A must!" - Mariano Corral 

A SENSE OF PLACE, 
A SENSE OF TIME 

BY J. B. JACKSON 

GARDEN HISTORY: PHILOSOPHY 
AND DESIGN 2000 BC- 2000 AD 

BY TOM TURNER 

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: 
A MANUAL OF LAND PLANNING 
AND DESIGN 
BY JO HN ORMSBEE SIMONOSANO 
BARRY w. STARKE, FASLA 

"H is dedication says it all: 'To my 
teachers, whose gifts to all who 
would accept them were the open 
mind, the awakened curiosity，址le
discerning eye, and the compel
ling vision of that which is high叽
wider, deeper, and greater-and 
worth the striving for...''' - Margery 
Morris, ASLA 

DESIGN ON THE LAND: 
THED巨VELOPMENT OF 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 

BY NORMAN T. NEWTON 

LANDSCAPE AND MEMORY 

BY SIMON SCHAMA 

"[This bookJ explores how we ex
perience, perceive, and remember 
places." - Hannah McAleer, ASLA 

THE IMAGE OF THE CITY 

BY KEVIN LYNCH 

AMERICAN SPACE: 
THE CENTENNIAL YEARS, 
1865-1876 

BY J. B. JACKSON 

BOLD ROMANTIC GARDENS 

BY JAMES VAN SWEOEN, FASLA, ANO 
WOLFGANG OEHME, FASLA 

INVISIBLεCITIES 

BY ITALO CALVINO 

THE RSVP CYCLES: 
CREATIVE PROCESSES IN 
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

BY LAWRENCE HALPRIN 

THE GEOGRAPHY OF NOWHERE: 
THE RISE AND DECLlNE 
OF AMERICA'S MAN-MADE 
LANDSCAPE 

BY JAMES HOWARD KUNSTLER 

SUBURBAN NATION: THE RISE 
OF SPRAWL AND THE DECLlNE 
OF THE AMERICAN DREAM 

BY A NDR ES DUAN飞 ELIZABETH PLATER
ZYBERK, AND JEFF SPECK 

GARDENS MAKE ME LAUGH 

BY JAMES C. ROSE 

THE CONCISE TOWNSCAPE 

BY GOROON CULLEN 

GREAT STREETS 

BY A LLAN B. JACOBS 

"A wonderful analysis of key ele
ments 由at create the falbric of ow. 
cities." - Hannah McAleer, ASLA 

THE POETICS OF SPACE 

BY GASTON BACHELARD 
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THE EARLY LEADERS OF THE U.S. 
WERE ALSO PASSIONATE AND 
PROGRESSIVE GARDENERS. 

φ; FOUNDING GARDENERS: THE 
REVOιUTIONARY GENERATlON, 
NATURE, AND THE SHAPING OF 
THE AMERICAN NATION 

BY ANDREA WULF; NEW YORK CITY: 

ALFRED A. KNOPF, 2011; 352 PAGES, $30 

America's founding fathers- Wash
ington， A也ms， Jefferson, and Madison 
- were passionate gardeners and, 
arguably, protolandscape 缸chitects.
Founding Gardenιrs explores how 
their plant collecting, site designs, 
and quest for new food crops shaped 
the nation's politics and ωlture in 
everything from the design ofWash
ington, D.C., to the Loωsiana P川、
chase. Their progressive interests 
in native plants and soil conserva
tion show remarkable foresight and 
anticipate the later work of John 
Muir, the Olmsteds, jens jensen, 
and today's pursωt of sustainable 
agnιulture . o 

lÓ: EUROPEAN GARDENS: HISTORY, 
PHILOSOPHY, AND DESIGN 

BY TOM TURNER; ιONOON: ROυτLEDGE， 

2011; 424 PAGES， 也62.95.

While European Gardens may look 
like aco赶出 table book at first glance, 
it reads like 缸1 introductory course 
on European garden design. lts au
thor, Tom Turner, teaches at the Uni
versity of Greenwich in London and 
edits the web site gardenvisit.com. 
This book expands and updates his 
previous work, Garden History, with 
two new chapters. The photos used 
to illustrate the book are generally of 
recent origin, an阳ndmos创t oft由hep抖lan
ar陀e drawn in a s剑imilar wa勾y so that 
readers can coω.ompa缸re ga缸rd命ens from 
5归0， 500，四句，000 years ago wi由out
being inftuenced by drawing style. 0 
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CONCRETE 
G龟ROrlN PROJEC 'S 

(0) CONCRETE GARDEN PROJECTS: 
EASY & INEXPENSIVE 
CONTAINERS, FURNITURE, 
WATER FEATURES & MORE 

BY MALIN NILSSON AND CAMILLA 

ARVIDSSON; PORTLAND, OREGON: 

TIMBER PRESS, 2011; 132 PAGES, 
$19.95 

For designers who like to be hands
on and aren't afraidωget dirty, mak
ing your own concrete garden ele
ments can be a fun challenge. The 
expected benches, stepping-stones, 

birdbaths, and flowerpots can be 
found in these pages, along with 
less obvious concrete boot scrapers, 

small ponds, and head悦:ratchingly

decorative concrete Bundt cakes. 0 
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t SIl'OIMfNTRA.P~-~ SEDIMENTRAPS'" 

ELlMINATES 

PRE-TREATMENT DEVICES! 

(DON'T LETTHE BIG BOYS FOOL YOU) 

医益
MADE IN THE USA 

y(、飞

S T CJ R M C t-f Â M B E R .M 

"ONCE You Go ORANGE 

YOU'LL NEVER Go BACK" 

• MIM ICS PRE-DEVELOPMENT 
HYDROLOGy ™ 

• A SEPTlC DRAI N FIELD 
FOR STORM WATER™ 

• TH E MOST COST EFFECTlVE 
UNDERGROUND SYSTEM 

• OOU BlE OR TRI PlE STACK 

• RAINWATER STORAGE & REUSE 

• llMITED llFETIME WARRANTY 

• OBTAIN UP TO 18 l EEO<!> POINTS 

回@
50% RECYClED MATERIAlS 
ORANGE 局 GREEN1'II

PHONE: 877.42 • 128. EMAIL: INFO@STORMCHAMBERS.COM 

WWW.STORMCHAMBERS.COM LA111 

CIRCLE 299 QN READER SERVlCE CARD 
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ω衍。M PLAY ENVIRONME阳s I 61也670.8195 I crt8p1ay.∞m 
CONCEPT I DESIGN I MODELlNG I COMPLlANCE I FABRICATION I INSTALLATION 

CIRCLE 162 ON READERSERVICE CARD 
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Popular BRP 
site furnishings 
re-i~troduced by 

Bison has been a leading manufacturer of 
athletic equipment for indoor and outdoor 
sports and rec faci lities for over 25 years. The 
Quality manufacturing, unbeatable customer 
service and design innovation that Bison is 
known for in the sports equipment industry is 
1l0W offered to you on site fu rnishings. 

lM 

888-438-5311 
brpbybison.com 

Scan with your smartphone's 
bar code scanner. 

CIRCLE 91 ON READER SERVlCE CARD 

• Benches 

• Litter & 
Recvcling 
Receptacles 

• Bike Racks 

• Tables 
& Chairs 

• Bollards 

• Outdoor 
Sports 
Equipment 

回~I回

田野耐



Laminated Wood Light 
Poles & Bollards built using 
Natural, Renewable and 
Sustainable Douglas Fir 
and Port Orford Cedar for 
strength and durability. 
Stock and customized 
dimensions, lengths & 
surfaces for unique projects. 

AII light poles, bollards and 
hardware are made in USA. 
JH Baxter is a Certified WBE 

JDaxter 

Q-2弘=-- ~

l …ffiilll……| <(illID.. 111 tþ WJl:l 

CIRCLE 436 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 

DEEP 
F口 RK

TREE 
FARM 

CIRCιE 159 ON REAOER SERVlCE CARO 

CIRCLE 302 ON REAOER SERVlCE CARO 
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mρ'三们QO

> Hollow core for wiring and lighting 
> Lightweight yet structurally certified 
> Engineered to prevent warping 
> Easy to install 
> Ready to stain 
> Backed by a 10 year warranty 
> Available in 4x4, 6x6, 8x8 

Building tools for 

Q ~~~J!~~~~} 

the mobile professional 

mpengo Project for the iPad™ 
A full featured project management job costing, and estimating tool designed for people on the go. Whether you are 
a landscape architect, designer, or in the building trades, mpengo Project lets you manage your entire project immediately 
and on-site. 

And introducing... 

mpengo Quotes for the i Pad™ 
For the mobile professional who needs to prepare 
quotes of detailed project estimates. It comes 
complete with on-site electronic signature 
approval, lookup tab l巴， common phrases, and 

additional tools especially suited for the f ire/water restoration 
and insurance industries. 

mpengo Snow for the iPhoneτ... or iPad™ 
For those in snow removal businesses, mpengo 
Snow makes it easy to manage and record your 
work. Keep a record of dates of visits, snow 
ζonditions， salt logs, notes, and even record fin ished 

work w ith photos. With mpengo Snow you can track your business 
and supply reports to clients, insurance adjusters, and others. 

Bring your office to work instead of bringing work back to the office. 

I 1 (855) 840.3064 www.mpengo.com 
CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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HOW MUCH LIGHT DO YOU NEED? 

吟ud-ι-
With adjust-e-Iume.technology. you set the lumen output at the right 

level for your project. It's as easy as 1, 2, 3. . . . . 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. 

(iet to know us www.greenrock.us.com 

Ring us 877. 732 ,83 56 

Chat with us twi出er.....， 回8 2252k
$can to see how easy 
it is to transform your 
next landscape project 

• Indoor/Outcl.~. l.y. 
• SU5tiinable 
• üsy tnstallition 
• Earn Leed Credits 

ROCK'M is a Landscape Designers best source 
for sustainable decorative landscape rock. 

GreenRock is the industry innovator of professional 
decorative ground cover made from 100% recγcled 
concrete. Offered in a full .range of sizes, its unique 
color and texture is a result of a special blend of 
concrete paving stones and concrete blocks designed 
for the eco-friendly market. 

圈B-K LIGHTING 
Quality to Last a Lifet ime™ 

CIRCLE 291 ON REA口ERSE阳ICECARD
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YES, 
WE CHOOSE SPANISH CERAMIC 
Y俗， we choose Spanish ceramic tiles because of the industry's boundless creativíty and ability ω innovate. In an 
increasingly competitive marketplace the Spanish ceramic tile industry￥ distk回uishing features are the m创ern
desig邸， the ∞nstant technol，句i创 innovation and the industry's commitment ω the enVÎronment. 
Tìle 01 Spain, a quality p~ωucllhat brings you new trends雹 applications and arcM优'tural uses 10 creale spaces with a 
more human dimension. Why don't you go ωr Spanish tiles t，∞? 

，崎• .... 
Tile of Spain -Trade Comission of Spain Voiω: 305钊6 4387 F.: 305钊62创2 miami@mcx.钝 WWW，且leofspainusa.ωm

CIRCLE 386 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Product Features 

• Suppo巾 heavy-dutyAASHTO 
wheelloads up to H-20 

• Complies with all ADA requirements 

• AIGrip. slip resistant surface 
improves safety 

• Mult iple spacing options & styles 

• Added comfort for high heel & 
wheelchair traffic 



GreenGrid@ Is AII New! 

Etmliil'ri:11噩噩噩噩.

lX手，.?"二二飞勺，jIjf
F 

The next generotion GreenGrid modular vegeto tive roof 
system feotures Ihin edges 0忏ering 0 seomless look while 
rela ining modular benefits. Unlike hybrid modυlar syslems, 
GreenGrid modules con be eosily occessed, removed and 
reploced without damoging the green roof. GreenGrid hos 
the verso川ily to meet every design expeclolion. Modules are 
avoiloble in vorious depths for 0 voriety 01 planting options 
ond ore pre-grown ~o meet full -grown plont coverage 
specifications for 0门 instanl moture green roof when instolled. 

E望
CIRCLE的~ ON REA口ERSE阳ICECARD

Outdoor living has come a long wa弘 From yesteryear's concrete slabs ancl weather-beaten woocl to the alluring, 

relaxing, virtually carefree outdoor spaces that define contemporary living. But only TimberTech could create a 
premium fencing procluct that lasts so long ancl looks this goocl. Recommencl the beauty ancl strength of FenceScape 
on your next pr叫ect. FenceScape - Looks better. Lasts longer. . 

DECKING FENCING 11 … -川阳川I盯阳刚Gωω[J]盯川T
CIRCLE 281 ON REAOER SE阳ICECARO
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CIRCLE 259 ON REA口ERSE阳ICECARD

「 P L 11 TH百二lNVUTHE YMl 
, 

"Smart, opinionated, comprehensive, wonderful." 
-Margaret Roach, awaytogarden.com 

川崎μ叫M叫‘二22;12Lrv

Timber Press is proud to publish Michael A. Dirr's seminal work, Dirr's 

Encyclo.ρedia of Trees δnd Shrubs, a comprehensive visual reference that 

thoroughly updates Dirr's bestselling books into the most up-to-date 

resource on t rees and shrubs featuring: 

ENCYCLOPEDtAOF 

& SHRUBS 

more than 3700 sp ecies & cultivars 

。ver 380 genera 

。ver 3500 color photos 

THE ULTIMATE ILLUSTRATED 
REFERENCE FOR WOODY PLANTS 

R R O A 
t
-』

俨
巳

A UUU 
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M 
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E画 visit www.tim 

Or contact the makers, Columbia Cascade Company at 1-800/547-1940 or asla@timberform.com 

CIRCLE 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Catalog RequeSlS: info@klynchandsons.com • 203-264-2831 • Fax: 203-264-2833 • 叭响W. k I ynchan dsons .com 

CIRCLE '44 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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园'这tabilizer

DURASAFE SERIES'" 

The only surfacing system engineered 
to provide fall protection from the tops 
of safety barriers at no additionαI cos t. 

Available Spring of 2011. 

CIRCLE 195 ON REA口ERSE阳ICECARD

CIRCLE 394 ON REAOER SE阳CECARO
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CIRCLE 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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ECe PlAY 
PlAYGROUNDS 



CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

…l l ~ - .，.圃~.也，，-'…电罩 ._卢飞，.... ~-r:~ 

We've got you covered 

缉队、
CFP 

Ced ar Forest Products 
800-552-9495 

www.cedarforestproducts.com 

Visit our ASLA booth #2134 

CIRCLE 44 QN READER SERVICE CARD CIRCιE 451 QN READER SERVICE CARD 
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For 40 years, MasterSpec has 

been the leading industry resource 

for efficiently producing complete 

and accurate specifications for 

constructlon projects. Today, 

more than 75 percent 01 all 

architects, engineers, and 

specif iers trust their construction 

documents-and their 

reputations- only to MasterSpec. 

Shouldn't you? 

MasterSp-~.，~ 
www.arcomnet.comllam 

800.424.5080 
Visit us at Booth #2039 
MasterSpec, published by ARCOM. 
is exclusively endorsed by: 

，.刨uu，t uεMl ltc:，" 11tC 
区...自 ntllfflllι‘".. 晴 hn‘民.

ARCOM now olfers 
Free LA CES 
。pportunities

CIRCLE 424 0 1>1 READER SE阳ICECARO
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Engineered soils...that work. 

γ 
rcad Cll扰。111 soils 

叭'叭'认'.rèadcustomsoils.com

New Englan d's leader in engineered soils. 

CIRCLE 373 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

BARTLETT. 

BECAU SE 
CUSTO ME R SERVICE , 

JU ST LIKE T RE ES , 
SHOULD BE 

A BREATH OF 
FRESH AIR. 

We're Bartlett Tree Experts and we've 
been exceeding expectations for over 

100 years. No ma忧er the size or 
scope of your customers' tree and 

shrub care needs, our experts bring a 
rare l11ix of local service, global resources 

and innovative tree care practices that 
makes sustainable landscapes 出rÎve.

Trees add value to properties. 
A nd Bartlett adds value to trees. 

明罗…mTREEEXPERTS 

For the life of your trees. 

PRQVIDING MANAGEMENT Pl ANS & 
ASSISTANCE IN SUSTAINABlE DESIGN 

CALL 877 BARTLETT 877 .227.8538 

OR VISIT BARTLETT.COM 

CIRCιE 283 ON READER SER叽CECARD
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Leatm / 圈圈
To learn more visit 
www.leatzowinsurance.com 
or call 800-978-7100 

Leatzow Insurance isa divisionof Risk Specialist Companies Insurance 
Agen句.Inc. (RSCIA). RSCIA. a Chartls compan弘 IS a premler broker o( 
叩eciolty property. cosuolty. ond 肘，因nal lînes insura旺e. Cho网路 IS
the marketing name (or the worldwide property-casualty and general 
insuran(e operations of Chartis Inc. For additional information, 
please vÎsit www.chartisinsurance.com.Allproducts are written by 
Insυrance company subsldlarles or a(filiates o( CharUs Inc. Coverage 
may notbea旧ilable io all jurisd ictio用 and is subject to actual pol町
language. Non.jnsurance products and s.ervic臼 may be provided by 
inde阳ndent thírd 阳rties

CIRCLE 129 ON READERSERVICECARO 
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CIRCιE '9 ON REAOER SERV1CE CARD 

G ree n RoofOutfiHe rs.c 0 m 

Grccl1 Roof Oulliltcrs 843.364.7653 
CIRCLE 257 0 1'1 READER SERVICE CARD 

因PLArlPUS

• A proven track record of over 
25yrs 

. Securl句& stablllty lor the trees 

• Technical support & 
specification guidance 

• Fast & easy 
Installation 

CIRCιE 263 ON READER SERV1CE CARD 

• Affordable solutions 

• On-site training & support 

• High quali句 engineered
products & installation tools 

PI口 tip川时ors Inc, I T: 866 622 2283 
190tGorner Stotion Boulevord, I E: usatree@platipus-anchors.us 
Roleigh, NC 27603, USA. I W: www.platipus-anchors.us 

CIRCιE 1650N READER SER呐ceCARO
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Custom Modular Planters 
and Recycling Bins 

www.DeepStreamDesigns.com 

CIRCιE 437 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CIRCLE 266 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

•• ••• •••• ......... ···EE --·· ••• 

Lighting the world's most advanced water features. 
Contact us for mOT曹 ìnform剧。n on our Lìquìd ColorN and Lìquìd Lìght'. 
series wet/dry LED lighting products. 

512 .392.11551 www.fountainpeople.com 
CIRCLE 80 ON REA口ERSE阳ICE CARD 



Commercial • Residential • Recreational 

COMMERC皿95™
Knitted Architectural Shade Fabrics 

…….:TiTilI.'!丽IHI情…-回iIllI百E白白白白白~……· 协4 .
CIRCLE 1掬 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

G 
CIRCLE 267 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 21 ON REA口ERSE阳ICECARD

HEALTHCARE 
GARDEN DESIGN 

ProfessionaJ Devdopmem 

Ceni且cate of Merit Pl'ogl'am 

May2012 

Visit www.chicagobota.n ic.org/ 

school/ ceni且cate 0 1' 

cal l (847) 835-8293 
for more information. 

CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVlCE CARD 
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SONANCEν LANDSCAPE SERIES 

"audiophile-like quality, 
without looking out of place" 

www.sonance.com 
SONANCE 

CIRCLE 151 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO CIRCLE 499 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD 

剧院CLE204 ON REAOER SE阳CECARD CIRCLE 225 QN READER SERVICE CARD 
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CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

a Western Porphyry 505.603.3737 1505.603.7322 
… τhe widest rangeofthewoMs best paving stone www.westernporphyry.com 
COBBlESTONE. PAVERS • TllE • WAll STONE • CUSTOM S IZE S 

CIRCLE 494 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

UNIVERSITY qfVIRGINIA 
ARC~IT(: r.TURE 

Department of Landscape Architecture 
Two Facu lty Positions/Department Chair Search 

Positions begin August 2012 

https: lf jobs.virginia.edu/ 

CIRCLE 401 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCιE 143 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CIRCLE 36J, 01>1 READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 105 ON REAOER SE阳CE CARD 

Sfeel Sfrucfures 
& Trellises 

& 

ar'chllcological si l es • dig s iles 

illll' l' jJl'l'l ÎVC panels • rock 、\'O l'k
c lIstom pla)gl'ollnd equÎpmcnl 

[01' 1)],oI'C igiùI'tJ1ation plcasc vÎ~ il 

1川、 f k ' r l i ' ,1 nd飞 .com
飞ìsilus al E\J'O! Bool.h #2'J2ï 
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Petersen Mf_g. CO. , Inc 
Concrete and Metar Site Furnishings 

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCιE 433 ON READER SER响CECARO



CIRCLE 98 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD 

Each four square foot unit is 4" thick & can provide a 
75% grass to concrete ratio, ensuring a green 
turf that can suppo付 significant vehicular loads 
and is an ideal erosion control solution. 

CIRCLE 374 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

High Stylc, Low Maintcnancc Finishcs 
Exciting nc\\ 由时shes are arailable for Dan\'cr's stainless臼binetTy.As \he marl也\ for outdoor 
kilCbe皿exp.油价，I..and明peA.rchit配tsare looking for 、、'a)'>ωc陀3tC山tuni<lue .one.ol~a. 

kind" look. The dcsigner∞lors and extremely 陀a1istic ""剧><1 oplÌons are powder coated on\o 
thesω时崎 fordurab山t)and町leand 陀quire no maintcnance. Protect.A.Coat,a d臼r臼且t

rimMvd抽岛巾叫O\\'3n巾如inlcssl∞k \\'ith no maintenancc. Protect.A.Coat 
so imparts exceUeot pro~ctioo agaio前 ChJorine (in high础阳刷stal 町蹈。ril白eli\'Îng

centcr is next 10 a p∞l)and咽instmtO'iatic aCiCI、‘七kh i~ uscd to dean palÌo 归vers.

。t刀DCX:>R KITCHENS 
www.danver.cαn.咱88-441-0537

CIRCLE 294 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

za‘ s，TONE咱FHGF

CIRCιE 497 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CIRCLE 14 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 

PROTECH 

Proud to be part of the 

AG-KOTE阳

Anti-Gassìng 

Atomizing Sy:艇mslnc
201.447.1222 

WIMN.coldfog.cαTl 

info@coldfog.cαn 

application. 

STERl lCOAT-AM" 
Antimicrobial 

Ultra Thln Fìlm 
THERMOLAM'" 
Thermal Cure 

NUVOα)AT. VELVACOAT唰

www.protechpowder.com 

CI民CLE 298 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 
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Custom d 
by Cant rb 

ns 
ry. 

CIRCιE 41 ON REAOER SERVICE CARO 

Visit us at booth #1521 
A5LA EXPO 5an Dieg。

Oct 31 • Nov 1 

Let us transform your 
。riginal ideas for 

street clocks 
towers 

benches 
bollards 

fountains 
&付lore

Science helping ~剖口13
your p lants grow becter nacuγaJ l予
拿 PC[ & Fam iJ)' FricndJ)' 

MycoApply@ 
Products Availablc At: 

Toll Free: 866.476.7800 

www.mycorrhizae.com / www.mycoapply.com 
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Dig Irrigation Products 

Valvette 5yslems 
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225 Auro用lightlnc

856.931.7011 14. 226 日.K Lighting.lnc. 

800.448.7931 

800.716.5切6

404.310.6490 

714.633.3732 

502.719.1212 

800.832.7383 

800.896.0978 

256.329.8486 

319.294.0001 

800.221 .1448 

916.201.3570 

336.227.6211 111. 226 

412.816.1600 

520.9创佣05

800.间8.7931

岱0.605.2664

858.385.1960 

301.855.8300 227. 236. C3 

创0.388.8728

970.925.3883 

189 C. W. Cole and Co. Inc 

65 Eπ。 GmbH

185 Hunter lndustries Incorporated 

75 Hunza Lighting 

202 JH Baxter /Timbe向Vood Products 

724.284.1213 207.234 Landscape Forms 

602.252.6323 36. 225 Lumas臼peUSA lnc

FENCES/GA:τiTES/WALLS 

University 01 Virginia. School 01 Architec阳陀 434.924.1428 

604.685.0450 

415.618ι576 58. 224 I Longshadow C阳娼ic Ga时en 口rnamenls. Ltd. 618.893.4831 C2.1. 226 Philips Hadco 

62 Moon Visions Lighting 

Ameñstar Fence Products 

Anchor Wall 5ystems 

Hendrick MIg. 

Illusions Vinyl Fence 

InvÎsible Structur飞阻， Inc

Jakob Inc. 

Keystone Retaining Wall System 

PrivacyLink Manufacturing 

FURNITURE/ RESIOENnAL 

Oanver 

Fire Rock Products. LLC 

FMI Producls. LLC 

Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet 

R. H. Peter回nCom阳ny

Rasmussen Gas Logs & Grills 

Royal 日。恒nla

800.321.8724 98. 224 

952.933.8855 

800.225.7373 

800.:到9.3362

800.233.1510 

561.404.4098 

800.891.9791 

800.574.1076 

203.269.2300 

205.639.5000 27 

866.328.4537 193 

312.423.8708 73.227 

626.369.5085 

562.696.8718 

212.812.9852 
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Haddonslone IUSAI Ltd 

Iron Age Des咱阳
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183 I Jam目 Russetl Sculptu陀

Just Terraces 

224 
Kenneth Lynch & 50ns 

K町stone Ridge Desig附. Inc.

Korneg町 Design

landscape Forms 

t盹slefs Draperies晶 D臼ign. lnc.

206.276.0925 

800.338.4766 

310.326.0785 

212.570.4830 

203.264.2831 

800.877.6125 101. 228 

847.918.401 1 

创0.450.3494 45. 228 

843.364.7653 

631.917.0200 

610.268.0017 

914.533.2484 

却8.323.1634

例。.322.91 46

818.887.1866 

877.942.1179 

559.438.5800 

626.443.2473 

492.351 .5511.00 74 

760.304.7216 16 

642.168.5571 228. 229 

360.573.6321 195. 229 

创0.430.62054.5. 29.226[21 

650.5955862 209. 229 

858.277.5936 

800.430.62白54.5， 29.226(2) Meteor 50lar LED Lighling. IL05 Corporation 213.255.2060 

226 5elux C町poratlon

39 5pring City Electricat Mfg. Co 

227 Sternbe咱Lighting

21 4.393.7407 

800.233.7196 

800.735.8927 

61O.948AOOO 

847.588.3400 

WMBERI口ECKING/E口GING
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Kebony Products 

5ur它.Loc Aluminum Edging 

5ynergy Pacific Engineered币mber Ltd 
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Vessel U.5.A. Inc 

Victor5tan闹。 Inc.
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TimberTech 

United Const町ction ProduclS Inc.1 

自ison Oecking 
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8lue 800k 8uilding & Construction 

Nelwork. The 

John Witey & 50ns ω 
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THE BACK / BUYER'S GUIDE 
PARK5 AND RECREA:π。"

Columbia Cas饵deCompany

Cl'ê8Play 

OOGIPOT 

OynamoPl卸grounds

E叩loration 问aygrounds

by Reseaπh Casting Intl 

Gr飞eenfields Outdoor Filness 

Landscape Structures, Inc 

little Tikes Commerciat Play Sy班同

Mi用cle Rec同时ion Equipment 

PlayMa同 Playgrounds

WausauTite 

612.670.8195 

800.547.1 940 179. 204.224 Western Porphyry 

195 Whilac陀.G陀er

PLANTER5/ 5CULPTURE5/ GARDEN ACCE550RIE5 

330.823.1610 96.234 Roman ~ounlains 

76 800.364.7681 

800.790.。ω4

613.394.7007 

888.315.9创7

800.328.0ω5 

704.949.1630 

888.458.2752 

800.437.5297 

Playworld Systems. lnc. 800.233.8404 

Protech Powder. lnc. 514.750.0羽0

Safeplay Systems 770.591.7000 

Zeager Brothers.lnc. 

Spo同 Rock Intl. dba Par1< Pets & Boulde目 805.481 .5686

800.346.8524 

PAVING/ 5 URFACING/ MA50NRY 5TONE/ METALS 

Acker. Stone Industries Inc. 

Andrev喝 LefevreStudios 

阳gelus Block Co.. Inc 

Anmacell. LLC 

Belden Brick Co. 

Belgard Hardscapes 

Califom旧 Products Corporation 

Oeep Root Partners. LP 

Eurocobble 

Fibar System I Amdex 

GreenRock 

Hanover Architectural Products. Inc 

Ktingstone Paths. LLC 

Midwest Products Group 

Nicotock 

Oly.Ola Edgings. Inc 

Pavestone Company 

Peacock Pavers 

Pine Hall Brick Co..lnc 

Rosetta Ha时scapes

SofSURFACES. Inc 

Soit Retention Products 

Southwest G陀ens

Stepstone. Inc 

Stone For可，st

Tile of Spain 

Tri -5tate 5tone Co. forCa时erock

Unilock. Ltd 

Valders 5tone & Marble 

800.258.2353 

212.661.1445 

951.328.9115 

919.593.4666 

330.493.8866 

710凶4.33ω

978.623.9980 

创0.458.1668

811.817.5012 113. 230 

创0.342.2721 231 

805.522.1弘ι191

创0.426.4242 181 

773.576.2598 

573.635.7206 

战4.686.0845

847.853.9400 

817.481.5802 

251.368.2072 26 

336.721 .7500 195. 231 

231 弘7.6595 71 . 231 

创0.263.2363 2白5

160.966.6090 

811.260.7888 

310.321.1414 

505.986.8883 

305.446.4387 

301.365.2100 

416.646.5255 

920.115.4151 

19. 230 

61 . 230 

231 

231.C4 

213 

51 白 57

216 
Archiped Classics 

OeepStream Oesigns 

USE THIS INDEX TO FIND THE RIGHT PRODUCT FOR THE JOB AT HAND. 
FOR FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION, GO TO WWW.ASLA.ORG/FREEINFO. 

800.388.8728 

505.603.3737 

214.748.7431 

305.857.0466 

805.566.0778 

973.467.8266 

800.542.2282 

847.784.6910 

405.233.2000 195. 232 

805.487.0696 206 

248.827.0815 2-3.232 

858.720.4128 171 

800.825.8却2

866.438.6611 

541.476.3985 

800.247.2326 

718.392.9404 

919.662.5516 

78 1.821.1111 

757.366.0734 

800.441.8482 

815.946.3994 205 

928.775.3307 209. 233 

800.532部66 233 

251 .404.519白 88

800.748.09垂5 230 

616.399.1963 179.232 

888.888.2060 

203.929.9444 

801.521.9162 

626.296.2140 

416.840.3064 

Sonance. A Oivision of Dana Innovations 949,226,5155 
12阜

172 

43 

38 

Eye of the Day 

815.664.4900 

888.265.3364 

831.476.3079 

317.575.7288 

512.392.1155 87. 210. 233 

951.689.1701 

12. 234 

231 

206 

邸. 233

85 Kasco Marine. lnc 715.241.8227 

800.552.6331 

214 

213 

Seibert & Rice 

Tourne臼l Sitewor1<s/Planter Technology 

T呻llis & Trugs 
91 

185 PLANT5/50ILS/PLAN口NG MATERIALS 

Oeep Fork Tree Farm 

Oeigaa时 Nurseries. Inc 

OuPonl Ga叫en Produc恬

213 Most Depe时able Fountains 

800.794.1801 35.232.233 

SpiderTie 

StormChambers 

973.694.3262 

70司.492.0686

818.887.1866 

193 

218 

206 

105 Evergreen Nursery 

60 
233 

2巳28 J. Frank Schmidt & 50n Co 

MossAcr飞回

Mycorrhiz.al Applications Inc 
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Partac Peat Corporati町、

Valvette 5ystems nu
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Vo时ex Aquati臼 Structu陀s Intemational 514.694.3868 115 
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Plant Specialists. Inc 
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Platipus Anchors Ltd 

Read Custom 50ils 

叭Iater Ody臼ey 512.392.1155 
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Virginia Horticultural Foundation. The 
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Cedar Fo同st Products Co. 

Classic Rec陀ation Systems. Inc 

oallon Pavilions.lnc. 

oefoπhe 

109 Icon Shelter Systems Inc 

119 Poligon. A Producl of PO叫erCorp

217 Public Restr.∞m Company. The 

TECHNOLDGY 

ARCAT.lnc 

ARCOM I tvlASTERSPEC Specifications 

Bluebeam Softwa陀

tvlpengo Ltd. 

47 
WATEF司 MANAGEMENTANDAMENITlE5 

2白6 Aqua Control Water Featu陀$

2也3 Atom山ng Systems. Inc 

泪。
Bonja时1m

nyeDr3 
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Fil、estone 5pe.:ialty Products 

Fountain People. Inc 

Irrometer Company, Inc 



里 www.timberform.com

Columbia Cascade Company 
800β47- 1 940 asla@t imberform.com 
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www.jon i te.com 

CIRCLE 52 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

Chain link with privacy decorative slats 
Privacy decorative slats 
Ornamental iron 
Vinyl fencing 
Vinyl balusters and railings 
Galvanized steel and aluminum horse fence 

CIRCLE 286 ON REAOER SE阳ICECARDCIRCLE 481 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCιE 290 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Access a wealth of information about our diversined line of fencing 
products including cad drawings. product catalog, web site and 
company info with just one click of the mouse on CADdetails.com 

E噩噩噩圃'
M剧阳刷刷CE
FREE 

A>IUJS冒""Ft;町.PaOD町H

1555 N. M INClO Rn. 
Tu，品.0" 74116 

Pa.翻胁.321-8724
阻四⑥剧回回础I'ENC&.CO"

@Ø 
CalI us today or visit our website! 

曹南AMERISτ'AI(
雹兽'曹回aPIlODUC1'8 

。缸tEl亘古f i!ll‘ ;)I!! AMERICAN 
L句罩萝寸 Q WNED 
、si泣/

CIRCLE l n ON REAOER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 7 ON REA口ERSERVICE CARD 
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SITE FURNISHINGS 

l 叫~
Fu门ction. ..Du 札~r;扩 l

No Rust 
Low Maintenance 
Designed to Last 

Tr创ted by Architects & 
Designers如 Over30 Years 
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nuy 800.598.4018 

www.dumor.com 

Request a catalog: 
800.284.8325 or 

www.CountryCasual.com 

CIRCLE 22 ON READER 5ERVlCE CARD 

A UNIVERSAL SOLUTION 

Stainless steel Universal 
陀ceptacles offer countless 

ways ωkeep waste in its place 

CIRCιE 63 ON READER 5ERVICE CARD CIRCLE 62 ON READER 5E阳ICECARDCIRCLE 55 ON READER SE阿VICE CARD

FORMS+SURFACES 
800.451.0410 I \'f.wJ.f臼ms-su白ωs.c例

DESIGN KORNEGAY 
www.kornegaydesign.colll 877.252.6323 

CIRCLE 325 ON READER SERVlCE CARD 
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Select 
Select Designed by Brian Kane 

800.430.6205 I landscapeforms.com 

Poe 

I a n d s c a p e f 0 r 111 S . 

800.430.6205 I landscapeforms.com 
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CIRCLE 211 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 126 DN REAOER SE阳ICECARD

When it comes to designing outdoor spaces that are as functional 
as they are beautiful, shade is essential. If trees and foliage aren't 
enough, it's time to consider shade structures - awnings, umbrellas, 
pergolas - even the whimsical placement of fabric panels. Shade 
structures not only make patios, decks and outdoor rooms cool and 
comfortable, they also add splashes of color and innovative design 
aesthetics. With the industry's most expansive and most creative 
offerings, the Sunbrella( brand of performance fabrics can truly 
complete the scene. To learn more, visit www.sunbrella.com/asla. 

然brella

CIRCLE 1260N READERSERVICECARD CIRCιE 93 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CIRCLE 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD VISIT WEeSITE 
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In sizes up to six feet 
and beyond,our 
durable planters and 
containers make an 
impact without the 
weight. Visit us online 
10 see how you can 
Iransform any 
landscape or rooftop 
with our amazing 
selection of styles, 
colors and textu陀s.

OldTown 
fibel'glass 

4S6 S. 刷刷阴阳'YWlri

怕盼'. CA 92翩

714.6333732 

Go green with a 
touch of color. 

MIL口.IL臼.IS'贝STO
Over 120 genui盯neml川削IIs剖ton、es 

collected from every small town 
in the South you never heard 01. 

Great focal points fo r landscaping, 

mill悦。nes are symbols 01 the 
harvest and hospitality. The online 

portfolio shows dozens 01 landscap ing 
examples with a lull online catalog 

complete with individual 
photos, d imensions, history 

We ship nationwide 

Lean Forward... 

millstones.com 
E画画画画画画画画画画""."，

Hen叩@millstones.com . 404-310-6490 

CIRCLE 3'9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Selecting the right g rowing media is crucial for the success 
of ony green roof sγstem . Visil rooflitesoi l.comj ASLA 1 
10 view our project photo gollery ond 10 see why rooflilé Fl 

is Ihe Specifier's cho ice for green roof med io 

CIRCLE 222 ON READE R SERVlCE CARD 

rooflíte' 

CIRCLE 2何 ON READERSE阳ICE CARDCIRCLE 296 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Consistency, Quality and Experience 
Visil us 01 b∞th #凸42N o t G reenbuild ond B∞th # 1122 during the ASlA c∞ference 

CIRCLE ' 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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ExcøL.. 
Not just a brand namø, 
a døfinitionl 
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TEICH GARDEN SYSTEMS 
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Low Maintenance - Animal Resistant 

Just Add Sun " . 

888.622.5822 
www.teíchgardensystems.com 

TGS 

American Hydrotech's 
Garden Roof4ll Assembly 
starts with the MOlloli伽ic Membrane 
6125曲， a seamless membrane with 
a 45 + year track record for critical 
water-proofing and roofing 
applications. 

To learn more, call 800.877 .6125 
or www.hydrotechusa.com. 
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800.450.3494 
t1le ELEMEN TS (1，时 SIMPLE

th.? POSSIBILITIES α时 ENOLESS!

CIRCLE 90 ON READER SE阳ICECARD

A睛"回n HydrOIe<:h. Inc 匾
3臼 Easl Ohio I Chicago. ILω611 H Y CRC T ECH 

800.877.6125 
VN叭似hydrotecl1"且com … 

。四IQG时回Roof is a re脾阳时 trèU抽回归rtdAml!r1can t句drotech. 1nι

CIRCLE 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

www.digcorp.com 
800-322-9 146 

CIRCLE 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 27 ON READER SERVICE 巳ARD

WoodCärpet 目 Mat~

ν Keeps Fall Prolection 
Safely in Place. 

ν Lowers Mainlenance (osls. 

' ν Increases Fall Prolection. 

ν Mainlain a Level Surface. 

CIRCLE 2.4 1 ON REA口ER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 96 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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www. urnascae.com 

I……胁。.Wood LI ht Poles & Bollards 

• Superior Performance for over 40 Years 
• Grown by Natu阳， Engineered for 

Strength, Built for Durability 
• Environmentally preferred 'G陀en"
• FSC Certified lumber available which may 

qualify for LEED Poims 

JDaxter 
AWBE C.民币edCompo"Y

| …叫Mpotesmm |
EfillID ... } j tþ (1m :3 

Q生=--~

CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCιE 436 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 96 ON READER SERVlCE CARO 

Meet Green. 

CIRCLE 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 42 ON READER SERVlCE CARD 
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Prevent Hardscape Damage 
with Tn臼 R∞，t Guides 
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Durable, patented me
chanical barriers guide 
roots down and away from 
hardscapes. 

Available in a variety of sizes 
for linear, surround and root 
pruning applications. 

CREATE 
UNFORGEITABLE 

OUTDOOR SPACES 
Call Belgard Har也capesfor

an onslte appomtm.ent 

1-877-BELGARD 
orgoωm览业毕~

ωorder a catalog 

阳[d!，;1.11
DeepRoot 隐:言黯::B E PREPAREO FOR COMPANY . 

CIRCLE 71 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

d 

CIRCLE 16' ON REAOER SE阳ICECARDCIRCLE 58 ON READER SE阳ICE CARD 

.Has your faith in 
"Boiler-plate 1 01" ignored 
SURVIVAL SPEC #1? 
Usually 100号~ survival 
world-wide since 1940 
when you specify (and refuse 
non existent "equivalents. ") 
W。22万iFAf ⑨~ HORMS'" 叫m -Am

sυpε7(flJrlvë苍监
E~J. '.!.1 l'~ 11 ~际t!!:【·】 :ll'~ 【·】N司ε，
E 田F回E哩m匠Jd2.I.j þi
.Request free sample for 
each Landscape Architect 

气iam民'VP6&É':Ji，♂ in your 
.;;. ___ ""'!S 三磊毒草 office_ 
PETRIFIEOτEξ4 

VITAMIN INSTITUτE 12610 Satlco Street South , North HolI w咽口tiIIïf$II'FI.，... 
one 41- • ax ( 1 ) 7 - 4 ) 

Mrj，_T.1_T.J恤 _ superthrive _ com

CIRCιE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE I Il' ON REAOER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CIRCιE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCιE 148 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 7s ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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SEIBER丁& RICE 

Filll' !ta!ia17 T('I'γil Cotta 

ph 847.784.6910 
TRELLlSANDTRUGS.COM 

www.seibert- r ice.com 
973- 467- 8266 

QUAUlY DESIGN 丁RADmON

E\'E OF.;rHE DAY 
WWW.EYEOfÏ1:iliD.t.YGOC.COM 

TERRACO丁TA

FOR THE CENTURlES 

w.m}i.lbW.M4ii.ti4Ilαl[Olilij] .…8 inf a i v rr 忖[i!J[tili]ii

CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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DEEP Fi口RK
TREE Fλ民M

A fullline of 
g roundbreaking 
innovations. 

DuPont'" 
Professional 
landscape 
Fabric 

DuPont'" 
GroundGridt!> 

DuPont'" 
Foreve rlawn~ 

Synthetic 
Grass 

Learn more at 
landscapesolutions.dupont.com 
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includes 
a pair、 of
(very cheapJ 
sunglasses ! 
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See us in Booth #唱唱25 at ASLA EXPO! 

州川 romanfountains.com 1 1-800-794-丁 801
Atlanta • Albuquerque • Phoenix • Los Angeles 
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pavilions • gazebos • trellises • amphitheaters • pergolas 

transit shelters walkway covers • dugouts • fabric shade 

616-399-1963 .con、WWW. 
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OALWN I'.U1i lJION5, INC. 
D ESIGNERS OF THE FINEST GAZEBOS 

& GARDEN STRUCTURES 

West巳rnRαi Cedar and no mainle
nance materials are used extensively 

in our pret坦bricated and pre-engi
n∞red designs. Visit our web site 
to see our full line of gazebos and 

pavi lions 

800-532-5866 
www.daltonpavilions.com 
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founta ins. 
Amcrn:曲 曲儿，'."fIJFounW!I Com~ny.尸

TH E: 800-794-180 1 
队rw、Y.ROMi\N FOUNTAINS.COM

World's Most Effident Surinklers 
On-Off Control at J;.盟[)!& Sprinkler 

• Eliminoting Oversproy ond Misting -
put the w口ter right where you wont it 

• 30% to 80% Higher Uniformity 
• Adiust 15' Nozzles Down to 5' 

• Drip & Micro-Spray Without 1/4" Tubing, 
Emitters or Pressure Regulotion 

• Sidestrip s Down to 2 '-3' left- Right 
• Pop- Up Stems Never Retroct Until 

the System is Turned off 
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DECK SUPPORTS 
Sup阴Jrts paving materlals 
for I凹'el ded<s on rooftops 

BISON CυBE 

Standard & Cusωm Sizes & Colo陌
Aluminum, lpê & St.四i| 臼阳阳…s臼o……n川川川叫Inn川lHilil
lmImI:lIlU1jIl :lI'lGIii 

[:IU •••• IDM~ 

WOOD T I LES 
I国&问assaranduba

FSC由 Çatjti四 (FSC'α)13454)

Standard & Custom S也:es
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HE 肌K/FORWARD

RESEARC忖 P RI OR I TIES
BY KU RT O. CULBERTSON, FASLA 

A s a p 削叫U阳O∞ne毗E
in search of t也he创S1凶s t<ωop抖iιαst由ha欲t will be of va挝lue tωo land岱s叙ca丑ape

architecture practi创ic臼e. 1 have found 由a刽t， mor陀e oft仕ten than n∞ot， 
their desire i览s top萨roduce research t也ha挝t飞willhaveu创ity and value 
to the profession rather than simply meeting degree req山re
ments. But the role o[ research in landscape architecture has 
always been weak relative to 也at of other professions such as 
medicine or engineering. Though practitioners investigate and 
gather information in their project work, most of them are not 
trained researchers. Education in research methods is seJdom 
incorporated into undergraduate curricuJa. Many firm princi
pals recognize the gro飞mng importance of research, especia!ly 
given由e move toward evidence-based design. Evidence-based 
design, now common in fields such as health c也飞 is a desigIl 
approach出at emphasizes the importance of usingαedibledata 
to inßuence the design process. But practitioners may b必kat
the idea of adding work in the midst oftheir constant need to get 
projects out on tirne and on budget. Even so, a well-grounded 
foundation of research is needed to ensure that evidence-based 
design does not [a!l into the realrn o[ pseudoscience. 

Evidence-based design offers a great opporturlity [or the pro[ession 
-the chance to build a dynarnic relationship between academia 
and practice by establishing a research agenda for landscape 
architecture at a national level. A national research agenda 
wouJd not restrict 0 1' bias the 1'esearch efforts of the academy. 
Rather, it would aggregate and give structure to the many issues 
of research irnpo阳lt to 也 profession and identify a cont时
for investigation. Although there is dearly a place for research 
withinpro岳ssional practice, it is也e academy that must pro叽de
leadership. Some landscape archit氏ture degree programs are 
emphasizing evidence-based design, and others have active 
resea1'ch prograrns. But the profession needs a way to 1'aise the 
visibility of these research efforts. Ideal1y, an organization such 
as the Council ofEducators in Landscape Architecture (CElA), 
perhaps in conjunction with the l.andscape Architecture Foun
dation Per[ormance Series, would conduct a periodic survey o[ 
the profession to identify topics of research interest and schools 
where they are a [ocus. 

CElA has historically played an irnportant role in [ostering a 
research commun坷， and ASlA's Professional Practice Net
works have circuJated and promoted research that is dosely 
linked with practice. The new National Academy of Environ-

mental DesigIl, a consortium o[ national design organizations 
including AS lA, will further advance research within the 
design professions. 

A national research agendaιouJd suggest areas ripe for theses 
and dissertations to help stimulate graduate-Ievel research. It 
might propose projeιts of immediate relevan<丑， but it shouJd 
also indude inquiries into topics that may apply more specu
latively to the profession-the kind of exploration critical to 
bringing new ideasωthe surface. Potential solutions identi且ed
by the academy can be tested by practice. In turn, new areas 
of interest to the academy will emerge 丘om practice as well. 

Providing a framework for 也eιollabo1'ation of academia and 
practice offers the potential for generating funding sources for 
academic research. Sophisticated clients are willing to pay for 
research that wiU help solve the challenges they face ifthey have 
con且dence in the research and can see a reasonable return on 
也.eir investrnent from the r回ults. Some enlightened practition
ers, who [ace common challenges across multiple projects, may 
also contribute to research 出at advances their practice areas. 

There are two areas of concem, however. The fust is that some 
academicians a1'e suspicious of plivately funded resea1'ch and 
its whiff o[ potential bias. Rather than turn away private [und
ing, we need dear standards to ensure objeιU叽ty. The second 
concern is tlhat some academic programs are eliminating the 
requirement of a thesis for 出e graduate degree, substituting 
instead a 岛ul project that, in many cases, is not a仕amework
[or rigorous research. Graduate students are often poorly pre
pared to conduct thesis research because of a lack of training 
at an undergraduate level. 

Design approaches without evidence are based on theory 
alone. Our obligation to maintain the health, safety, and well
being of society demands mo1'e. Eviden臼-based design sug
gests a need [or research in multiple areas, such as sociology, 
community planning, and eιonomics， as well as traditional 
design issues. Our efforts must be b山lt upon the collaborative 
effo血。fprivate practice and the academy伊ided by a national 
research agenda that gives focus to our work. 0 

KURT O. CUL8ERτ50N， FASLA, 15 THE CHA1RMAN OF THE 80ARO OF OESIGN 

WORKSHOP. 
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For an in-depth look at site furnishings and the qualities to look for before specification, schedule 0 Victor Stanley lunch & leorn at your 0忏ice

1.800.368.2573 (USA & Canada) I Tel: 301.855.8300 I Maryland, USA I www.victorstanley.com I Catalog & DVD requests, LEEDØ info, CAD specs & Images 

Visit us at Booth 2017 I Oct 30 - Nov 2 

ASlA Annual Meeting & Expo I San Diego, CA 

CIRCLE 222 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD 

VICTOR STANLEY, INC了
-Man呐cturers 01 Qual句 Site Furnishings sinα1962-
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